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Dare to Continue the Ultimate Space Fight

k

^
The time is the distant future, in a remote corner of the

universe. A hostile horde of creatures from the planet

Egron is back to capture your home planet, Novenia. You
climb into the cockpit to destroy—once and for all—this

alien race. Are you ready for the ultimate space fight?

Starglider II, the eagerly awaited sequel to Starglider,

streaks onto the screen with more astonishing graphics than

ever imagined! With a 3D instrument panel and fast, furious,

futuristic weapon system. . .it's the most extraordinary

cross between flight simulator and shoot 'em up arcade
game created!

ill (300) 317-6900 In

LANDMARK TECHNOLOGY—ONE STEP FURTHER! Superfast

solid 3D graphics give you an incredibly realistic feeling of

flight.

SPECTACULAR SOUND EFFECTS add to the game's
startling effects.

MULTIPLE CONTROLS, FAST-PACED ACTION with an amaz-
ing array of flying creatures and crafts—all aimed at you!

LONG AWAITED SEQUEL to the highly acclaimed Starglider.

Now, Starglider II brings you even more technological

breakthroughs.

P.O. Box 9397, Mcnlo Park,

CA9«Ki,41S/3M-0900 M
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Dot Matrix Owners!
This ad done on a dot matrix

T"' his ad was produced entirely with PageSrream and a

dot matrix printer! It was composed on a 512K.
single drive 520ST!

Tt's serious desktop publishing with PageStream,
formerly Publishing Partner Professional.

h°
^ at what you can ^o

DageStream performs on any printer platform. Our
scalable outline fonts produce flawless results with

dot matrix, inkjet, paintjet, non-Postscript and
Postscript lasers. Even Linotronic and Compugraphic
imagesetters. AND TEN FONTS ARE INCLUDED
FREE!

FGH IJ

B ut how many people you know own a Postscript

printer? Most own dot matrix printers.

''That's great! PageStream was designed with dot

matrix printers in mind. We believe in supporting

what you own! PageStream has its own page
description language.

T ike Postscript, characters are computed as outlines

and then filled in. Smooth! You won't need
Postscript but with PageStream you can print Postscript

to disk. So now you can easily print your files at a

service bureau. For ease of use, flexibility and power,

you can't beat PageStream results.

Look at these features:

- Powerful word processor including spell checker

- Complete import and export capability

- Automatic kerning, leading, hyphenation, tracking

- Color printer and inkjet support

- Master pages, search and replace, tags, style sheets

- Surprising graphics ability

- Text flow around irregular objects

PageStream - JustS199.95

We thought we'd show you.

Ask your dealer for details or call:

Soft-Logik
Publishin sCorporation
11131F S. Towne Sq.
St. Louis. IVIO 63123
314/894-8608 FAX 314/894-3280



MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming lbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

#**
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Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you
csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfoumal

IU|.

FEATURES
Mark William s C For llie Atari ST

-* New! Rcsoirce rdnor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization- -faster com-
pile times and (aster code

• Full access to AES/VD1 libraries

with complete documentation

and examples
• Source and object code tor RAM

disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code
• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microsheil Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

%$*•
• Powerful utilities: make, ^vS?/j

linker, archiver. egrep. sort.

diftand more

Over BQO pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

New! csr/C SOURCE DEBUGGER :

• Cuts development time in half!

• Debug in C source code not

assembler

Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ahility to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: S179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifyingproject management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE! 'SAtari STDisk and Magazine

".
. . the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.
(In Illinois, 1-3 12-472-6659)

I

Mark
Williams
Company

1430 W. Wrightwood, Chicago, IL 60614
B 1988 Mark Williams Company
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At START, we're determined to bring you the latest news, the best products and the most

useful programs, whatever the source This month you'll find our first European Report

in this issue, written by Andre Willey, Technical Editor of ST User in England. This will

be a continuing column that we hope will provide you with insights into Atari develop-

ments in Europe that you'll find nowhere else

Have you ever wanted to buy a program, but just couldn't find the money? Well, we

understand. That's one of the reasons we publish a magazine with a disk- to provide

you with the best software available at a reasonable price When Gordon Monnier,

President of MichTron, Inc., made GFA BASIC 2.0 available to us, we leaped at the

chance to bring you a genuine commercial program on your 5TART disk. (We also are

offering MichTrons manual by mail or telephone order at a ridiculously low price See

page 31 for details.)

And now, the news:

Neil Harris, Atari's spokesman for years, tendered his resignation in late September

and will be involved with marketing at GEnie. We wish Neil all the best. There was

more comment in his "No comment!" than in anyone else's at Atari! (Look for ST:

1999, Neil's thought-provoking article on the future of the ST in the next issue

of START.)

We have mixed emotions about another change Jon Bell, STARTs Associate Editor;

has resigned to become [he Managing Editor at Oracle, a multi-million dollar software

publisher Jon has been a pan of the Atari world for years, both at Antic Publishing and

before that at A.N.A.L.O.G. We want to congratulate Jon for his well-deserved success,

but well certainly miss him. Jon still has his ST at home, however, and has written an

excellent multi-part series on Special Graphics Effects for The Cyber Comer to begin

next month.

And still another sad leaving ST Applications, published by Bill Perry, has ceased

publication with the September issue Bill has been a good friend dating back to the

8-bit days and we certainly hope his next venture is a success, But in every loss, there is

t^in and in this case, the gain is yours. Several of the authors from ST Applications will

be published in future issues of START as we further broaden our ST coverage

Our main feature this issue is Editor's Choice Fifteen of START'S Editors, Contribut-

ing Editors and contributors present their opinions of the best software in a wide range

of applications, from games to programming tools. When we started the project, we

thought that we might find one or two programs that were universally used. But we

were surprised by the diversity of the results-computer users seem to be as opinion-

ated as economists! (You know the old joke about laying all the economists in the

world end-to-end? No two point in the same direction.) We hope you'll enjoy reading it

as much as we enjoyed writing it.

Oh, by the way, have you been missing the Reader Service Numbers from the

bottoms of the ads? To make it more convenient for you, we've moved them all to the

Advertiser's Index at the back of the magazine

We've filled this issue with our usual collection of great programs, columns and

reviews. I'd tell you all about them, but we're out of space We hope you enjoy this issue

and may the best of the holiday seasons be yours.

Andrew Reese

Editor

START, The #1 Guide to the Atari ST



MENACE is a pure arcade game — a fast action packed journey

through six very different worlds where lightning fast reflexes and
furious fire button action are your only hope of survival,

Your mission orders are simple, you must destroy the planet

Draconia. In theory possible, in practice . . .

The planet Draconia, an unnatural planet, has been formed over

many centuries by six of the most feared rulers that have ever

existed. These rulers, exiled from their home galaxy, have ravaged
and plundered space, using the worlds they have destroyed and the

life forms they have created to build this planet of fear and death.

Now an end must be put to their reign of terror. A large scale attack

will prove too costly to our space fleets. Draconia has many orbiting

defence systems, the sacrifice may be in thousands of lives. A single

fighter craft, approaching undetected, may have a chance to avenge
those who have perished, by destroying Draconia. You have that

chance . . .

AMIGA/ATARI ST —$29.95

ADDICTIVE ARCADE ACTION
PSYCLAPSE — A NEW LABEL FROM PSYGNOSIS

^1
COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
SERVICE

2150 Executive Drive
Addison Illinois 60101

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4912

lnlllinois:1-800-331-SOFT
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Letters From Our Readers

Forty Folders Fatal?

First let me say thank you for all the sup-

port you give to ST users. 1 have been

buying START off the newsstand for some

time now, and so far I've found at least

one item per issue that has been a great

help to me I am now a subscriber, so

please continue the good work. And by

the way, 1 love the look of the October

1988 issue!

1 do have some questions for you.

Recently I experienced a near-fatal 40-

folder crash. I had no idea that 1 might

access that many folders in a session. Is

there a desktop accessory that can count

folders or alarm you when you get to

number 39? How would I get the neces-

sary TOS info to write an ACC? Are there

alternate Desktops that have corrected

this problem? I've seen a program called

NeoDesk from Gribnif Software in Mas-

sachusetts that seems to work. Do you

know if it's reliable? And is a 40-folder

crash potentially fatal to my computer

system?

Note to any ST users in the South:

everyone here in the eastern pan of North

Carolina either speaks IBM or Apple and

looks askance at the mention of Atari (I

smile knowing that my machine can run

circles around theirs). I'd truly appreciate

hearing from anyone in this area who

uses STs or Megas-it's kind of lonely out

here

John Campbell Finnegan

Greenville, NC

According to the manual, NeoDesk does not

purport to change the infamous "40-folder

limit;" however, Atari has released a fixfor

this problem: FOLDRXXX.PRG, which is in

the public domain. You can obtain a copy

from a users group, online sendee or bulletin

board; also, check for ads in STARTfor com-

panies that sell disks of public domain soft-

ware. To use this program, replace the XXX

in thefie name with the maximum number

qj joLlcrs you think you will use in a session

(eg. FOLDR100.PRG), Put the program in

the AUTO folder ofyour boot disk, and at

boot time it will tell you how much memoiy

it has reserved for additional folders.

We were able to locate several Atari users

groups in North Carolina; the one closest to

you is the Triangle Computer Club in Carr-

boro. You can get information about meeting

timesfrom Russell Gregory at (919) 782-

8122 -START Editor.

Where's the Speed?
I have one of the older model 520ST

computers with an external drive and

TOS in ROM. Until the current issue of

START, my only exposure to alternate

floppy disk formats was the explanation

given in the well-written DBAS1C hand-

book. I remember saying to myself, "Why

wasn't this idea of skewed sectors incor-

porated into the ST?" Recent articles on

the Mega ROMs claimed a change in the

formatting method-skewed sectors that

claimed to almost double the disk read

rate.

Now my question: Does Twister

achieve its increase in speed in a different

way than by skewing sectors? Is it also

skewing sectors (which would make your

program unnecessary for Megas) or does

its format actually improve speed over the

Megas? 1 wish the anicle had gone into

more detail about how to achieve the

speed increase

One more thing I hope you can clear

up for me I used Twister to format my ST

BASIC disk, which my kids and 1 use a

lot. However, there seemed to be no in-

crease in speed either loading ST BASIC

itself or files under BASIC. Also, why does

a computer that can load a 150K file (ST

BASIC) in approximately 16 seconds take

the same time to load a 6-8K BASIC hie

What happened to the speed?

Charles Sabbiondo

Point, NY

Twister'formats disks in a manner similar to

Megas, except that Twister adds one sector

per track, which increases storage by 40K

per disk side. There is no speed di/fereiice

between Mega and Twisterformatted disks.

The reason you're not seeing an increase

in speed in ST BASIC is that the program it-

SlI/ takes a long time to load programs. It is

probably doing some internal translation of

the BASICfile as it goes along; this is sepa-

rate from the amount of time it takes the

drive to physically send the data—START

Editor.

Thanks, Thanks and Thanks
Again
Well done and thank you! Antic Publish-

ing is providing one of the most useful

magazines I have ever subscribed to. I re-

cendy found enough time to read most of

the articles and look at the software pro-

grams from the past four issues. 1 am im-

pressed, particularly with Discovery,

Vocabularian and Microscope I have two

children in junior high school for whom

6 January 1989



PROBLEMS? SOLUTIONS!

VIDEO£EY
You say your computer doesn't have

an RF modulator? There's no
support for composite video? Not to

worry! With VideoKey, now you can

record your graphics creations or

simply hook up a composite monitor

or television! It is designed to

provide the highest quality color

composite video and RF output

possible for any Atari ST computer.

including the Mega. Color repre-

sentation is great - the reds really

are red and the blues are blue!

Along with composite video and a

built-in RF modulator, VideoKey
offers separate audio output for use
with your stereo or amplified

speaker. A monitor feed-through
port is also provided so you can
still use your RGB or mono
chrome monitor. (It's also

compatible with Monitor
Master, our monitor switchbox.)

VideoKey has some other nice

features. It automatically powers on
when your computer is on and in

color mode - meaning no power
switch for you to turn on and off! It

boasts our exclusive Colorloc

:ircuitry that prevents colors

rom "fluttering" or "floating"

across the screen.

All these features arc

contained in one external

hardware uni

ONLY
$49.99

MONITOR MASTER
If you have both the RGB and
monochrome monitors and hate

cable-swapping then this device is

for you! Plug both monitors in at

once and a single push-button easily

and safely switches between your
monitors. Also offers a separate

audio jack for use with your stereo

or amplified speaker for a big, bold

sound. And, if your computer is

RF-equipped it allows hookup to

your VCR or composite monitor.

Non-detachable cable is included.

The first and still the best!

ONLY $39.95

ONLY
$119.95

custom molded non-detachable cable

and a low- profile injected molded
case (approx. 4 x 5 x 1,5 inches)

designed to compliment the ST.

VideoKey was optimized lor low

resolution use since nearly all games,
graphic and animation software is

for low resolution. Use with 80-

column text is not recommended.

MOUSE MASTER
An innovative switchbox that allows

you to instantly switch between your
mouse and joystick (or other con-

troller)! It offers a third joystick port

so you can plug in your mouse and
both joysticks with no more frus-

trating cable swapping. Its compact
case is attractively styled in a neutral

gray color and a 2 ft. double-cable is

included for comfortable use by
either right- or left-handers.

COMING SOON!!
Stereo/3-channel sound output tor

the ST! Call or write for details.

t Practical

Solution/®

DRIVE MASTER
A handy device, especially if you use

pc-ditto from Avant-Garde Systems.
With just a touch of a button, you
can switch between your 5.25" and
3.5" floppy disk drives! It also works
well as a switcher for two 3.5"

drives. Custom styled case matches
the Atari ST and comes with a 3 ft.

detachable cable.

60Q-884-96I2
1930 E. Gram Rd

,

ONLY
$49.95
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these programs will be of tremendous

value

I have found many other useful arti-

cles in START written by individuals who

obviously understand that not all of us

are highly computer literate I have owned

my 1040ST for over a year, but I have

very little time to sit down and under-

stand everything it can do for me and my

family. But START has gone a long way in

aiding me in that process and the cost of

the subscription is worth every penny.

Thanks again for an outstanding publi-

cation.

Robert D. Phipps

Fort Devens, MA

Another Cheer for

Discovery

Please accept my thanks for your "World

Discovery" program recently published in

Special Issue Number Four In my opin-

ion, it is one of the finest educational

programs I've ever seen in terms of ac-

complishing what it sets out to do in a

colorful and entertaining manner

I look forward to related additions to

this wonderful program that builds geog-

raphy skills.

I also look forward to the START

monthly issues coming my way, via sub-

scription. Much success to you!

Les Reynolds

Nashville, TN

Ifyou haven't already, check out our Decem-

ber 1988 issue which has more Discovery

files plus a construction set so you can build

your own.-START Editor.

Electronic Courseware
Systems Responds
We appreciate your editorial staffs will-

ingness to review instructional materials

for the Atari ST (Editor's note: Jim

Pienon-Perry's review ofECS's products ap-

peared in the October 1988 issue of START.)

Unfortunately the reviewer of our soft-

ware has little knowledge of the instruc-

tional field or the purpose of software

which has been published by our com-

pany. We have a very strong customer

group allied to the publications devel-

oped by authors of programs which we

publish. The programs which we accept

for publication have been tested for a

minimum of one year with students, thus

validating the educational value of the

products.

I do understand that professional mu-

sicians have a different view of the capa-

bilities of hardware and a different level

of expectation about the sophistication of

software, A program, for instance, written

for a pre-school child would have little

stimulating interest for a professional mu-

sician.

Still. 1 hope that your readers will

respond in a favorable way to the article

which you have published.

G. David Peters, President

Electronic Courseware Systems, Inc.

Champaign, 1L

Jim Pierson-Perry responds that he did not

write the ECS reviewfrom the perspective oj

a professional musician, butfrom one who

was interested in using an ST to learn music

theory or piano keyboarding. He stands by

his original assertion that although the ideas

for the programs were sound, the implemen-

tation was "abysmal,
'"'

especially jbr younger

children. His four daughters (aged 3 through

9) became bored with the programs because

of the repetition. Also, of the 16 programs in

the set, five were essential!)' the same

(u/tlmugli the company's product information

doesn't tell you that).

The programs seemed to have been

ported quickly with a teaching class in mind

and did not seem appropriate for home use.

Other than explaining how to boot the pro-

grams, there was no instructional material

included. Some of the programs did have a

good combination of MIDI input and visuals,

but certain aspects of the programs' Apple II

ancestry were cumbersome. For example, you

must reset the computer to exit the programs

and they don't take advantage ofGEM or

any of the STs other special features-

START Editor

Dialog Box
START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Alert Box

Mea Culpa, Mea Culpa Save $100

Folks, we really do know that Lotus Also in the November 1988 Online

1-2-3 is not published by Microsoft, with START column, we reported a

as implied in the November 1988 On- price of $249.95 for VIP Professional.

line with START column. This just Nathan Potechin, President of 1SD

proves that five professional computer Marketing, was quick to point out that

journalists can read the same column the correct price is only S14Q95.

at least twice each and still miss an Apologies are in order

obvious blunder This is definitely not

a perfect world.



FOUR WAYS TO MAKE YOUR
TAKE NO PR I SOME

If you want to make your Atari ST explode
with action you'vegot togive itdynamitegames.
These are the world famous original arcade
screamers. Operation Wolf™ A/con"' Bubble
Bobble" and Arkanoid™ will make your ST do
things you didn't think were possible.

Everyoneknows thatarcadegames are the

benchmark for all other video games and Taito

has been an arcade leader since 1953. Since

then we've made over 1,000 classics for arcade

andhome play. Counton Taito to bring the heat
of the arcade to your home computer.

Buy Taito products at leading stores every-

where. Visa/Mastercardholders can orderdirect
anywhere in the UnitedStates by calling toll free

1-800-663-8067.
THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN!"

Taito; Operation Waif.''-/-

COMINGSOON, THE CLASSIC MIND GAME, QIX.
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What's Happening in the Atari World

by Stephen Mortimer

Atari CD-ROM
Near Release
The long-awaited S599 Atari CDAR504

CD-ROM player has entered the United

States in its final production form and

at press time is waiting for FCC

certification and more software support.

The player can store 540 megabytes and

read almost any compact disk format,

including High Sierra, GEMDOS and

ISO High Sierra extension. It will also

Atari's CD-ROM.

Seybold a Success
The third annual Seybold Desktop Publishing Exposition was held at the Santa

Clara (California) Convention Center from September 14-17. Over 12,000 people

attended the three-day conference to view products of more than 150 exhibitors.

Atari was present with a small but formidable force. Though it had nothing

new to unveil, it did make its booth available to all companies either introducing

or demonstrating DTP products for Atari computers. Some highlights:

• St. Louis-based Soft-Logik Publishing Corporation demonstrated its Publish-

ing Partner Professional. Soft-Logik's long-awaited DTP software should now be

available in its final form. Soft-Logik, 11131 South Towne Square, Suite F, St. Louis,

MO 63123. (314) 894-3280.

• Moniterm, makers of the large Viking 2400 high-resolution monitors for the

ST, unveiled a board adaptor for the Mega (reviewed in December 1988 issue of

START). Moniterm, 5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343,

(612)935-4151.

• Migraph introduced a number of graphics software packages: ScanArt

($49.95), Drawart ($69.95) and Touchup ($TBA). Touchup and Easy Draw have

now been modified to run on Moniterm monitors. Migraph, 720 S. 333rd, Suite

201, Federal Way, WA 98003, (800) 223-3729.

• ISD Marketing, Inc., demonstrated Calamus ($299.95) and Calamus Plus

($449.95) DTP software. ISD, 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario, Canada

L3R2W5, (416)479-1880.

• Navarone Industries showed its ST Scan Image Scanner (flatbed, $1,779;

sheetfed. $1,239). This scanner allows you to capture any image with resolutions

of up to 300 dots-per-inch and with 32 shades of grey. Navarone Industries, 454

Kenneth Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008, (408) 378-8177.

allow you to add other CD formats via

software drivers. Potentially, you'll be

able to read a CD from the Apple CD-

ROM under the Magic Sac or Spectre

128 Mac emulators, with the correct

software.

Software support for the player is

promising. Software Mart has finished a

multilingual visual dictionary that takes

advantage of the ST's sound and video.

Hybrid Arts is developing MIDI soft-

ware for the player Companies in West

Germany are reportedly using the

GEMDOS format to place programs on

compact disks. Microsoft and Atari are

discussing the possibility of porting the

Microsoft Bookshelf retrieval program to

the ST. And Grolier's Encyclopedia will

probably be available for the player as

well.

The CDAR504 features a remote

control that detaches from the main

unit and allows for play, pause, stop,

reverse and forward scan of standard

audio compact disks. You can access

track programming, music search,

left/right channels and all the features

on the remote control through a desk

accessory. A special adaptor lets you

play three-inch CD singles, and the

player has a headphone jack with vol-

ume control and stereo connectors.

According to Mike Schmal, Atari's

Director of CD-ROM Technology, Atari

is "looking at spreading the ST as a total

retrieval package in a high-resolution

graphic atmosphere. For $1,200, the

Atari CD-ROM system (based on a

monochrome 520ST) is going to cost as

much as the competitor's player alone"

He expects to see the CDAR504 on the

US. market by December.

START The STMonthly 11
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Atari Sues Over Federated
In September 1988, Atari Corp. filed a lawsuit in federal court in 5an Jose, Califor-

nia charging that former officers of the Federated Group, along with auditors

Emst & Whinney and investment banker Goldman Sachs, intentionally misled

Atari into overpaying for the electronics retailing firm, causing damages of at least

$43 million. Federated continues to depress Atari's earnings, despite efforts to cut

costs and close unprofitable stores.

In August 1987, Atari purchased all 10.8 million shares of Federated for $67

million, or $6.20 per share. This added significant shelf space for Atari's products

in the southern and southwestern United States, where Federated operated 65

stores- Currently, portions of certain Federated stores are being transformed into

complete Atari Business Centers. The first such center appeared in the Los

Angeles area this past summer, offering the complete line of Atari products and a

wide range of software.

...Turns Your Atari™ Into A Mac

The Magic Sac...

starling at $94.95

thrfurther information contact

Dala Pacific Inc.

609 Easi Speer Blvd.

Denver, Colorado 80203 USA

Telephone: (303) 733-8158

Telex: 880366 (DATA PACIFIC)

oryour hail Atari dealer.

S-'IIK" m. Dala Hacllic Int., all rl(liis reserved

Trade marks. Jinl ivlihIciti! ir;(liT.i;:rks lisiid

are nhiic respective companies

DataPacific.Inc

Dot Dot Dot. . .

Rumors continue to persist

that Atari is interested in purchasing a

manufacturing facility in Houston. An

Atari executive said that Atari will "con-

tinue to pursue any manufacturing

opportunities in the United States,"

which would supplement the plant in

Taiwan. . . Activision has changed its

name to Mediagenic. The company

publishes software under the Activision

and lnfocom brand names, while mar-

keting software for the following firms

that publish Atari software: Sierra On-

Line, Lucasfilm Games, Rainbird Soft-

ware, Interplay Productions and Access

Software. . . A judge has delayed the

Apple Computer suit against Microsoft

and Hewlett-Packard until August 14,

1989. The delay is expected to hurt

sales and development of windowing

environments for IBM systems. . . The

ST Xformer II 8-bit Atari emulator has

a companion product that lets you con-

nect an Atari 8-bit disk drive directly to

your ST, permitting copy-protected soft-

ware to be run from the emulator Con-

tact Darek Mihocka for more informa-

tion at 310-D Bluevale Street North,

Waterloo, Ontario N2J 4G3, Canada.

Stephen Mortimer is a high school

junior and a member of the National

Honor Society

Ifyou have a hot tip or interesting product

news for the ST, we'd like to hear from you.

Let us know at News, Notes & Quotes,

START, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, 94107.

12 January 1989



For Atari, 1040, and Mega ST Computers:

*" PUBLISH IT

:"->S
%,Off

IN LESS THAN AN HOUR

!

Introducing The...

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER ST
A full-featured, fully integrated desktop publishing

powerhouse with word processing,

page layout, typesetting, and graphics.

Even if you have no design skills or

publishing experience, you can get

results in less than an hour with THE
TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER ST!

For all its state-of-the-art ability,

PUBLISHER STisincrediblyeasyto learn-

refreshingly so. PUBLISHER ST combines
the familiar GEM User Interface, our

Quick-Start Mini-Manual, a full comple-

ment of Help Screens, and the practical

WYSIWYG (What-You-See-ls-What-You-

Get) display

—

all designed to get you

up and running in less than one hour!

SPECIAL FEATURES

• GEM User Interface: Its fast and
easy. Pull-down menus, icons, scroll

bars, and dialogue boxes help you learn

and use the program quickly. Your display

screen shows you exactly what your final

product will look like when you print

—

What-You-See-ls-What-You-Get!

• Flexible Page Layout: Use your mouse
to overlap, reposition, or resize your text

columns & graphics. Change your layout

or experiment

—

almost effortlessly!

• Built-in Fonts: Chose from thousands
of possible type-style combinations! Opt

for bold, italic, underlined, outlined, light,

and superscript or subscript characters.

Type sizes range from 7 to 96 point.

• Premium Quality Printouts: PUBLISHER
ST uses a special high density printout

format to give you superior quality

printouts on yourdot matrix or laser printer

• Built-in Word Processor: All the

features necessary for everyday word

processing, plus most of the sophisti-

cated features found in complete word
processing programs.

• Text Importing: Load documents
directly from WORD WRITER ST FIRST
WORD, and FIRST WORD PLUS* or from

any standard ASCII file.

Without advertising,

your business

could

• Built-in Graphic Toolbox: Draw lines,

boxes, circles, polygons, and more. Plus,

choose from a wide variety of built-in

line and fill patterns.

• Graphics Importing: Import graphics

created with popular drawing programs

—

such as DEGAS, NEOCHROME, & EASY
DRAW* Crop &scale to fit your document.

• Kerning & Leading: Adjustable letter

and word spacing add those professional

"finishing touches" to your document.

• Automatic Text Flow & Word Wrap:

Flows text around graphics; and from

column to column on the same page,

or carries it over to subsequent pages.

For Atari 520, 1040,

& Mega ST Computers?1

Sug. Retail Price .... $129.95

Available at your local dealer

—

or order direct from Timeworks.

Call 1-312-948-9202

nmoiicRKS

444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015
312-948-9200

• Multiple Page Views: View, edit, and

layout pages at actual, double or half-

size. Or, reduce them so the entire page

fills the screen.

• Professionally Drawn Graphics: Ready
to-use art makes your documents even

more eye-catching.

• Plus you get special time-saving

features, sample documents & more!

(Documents do not print out In colnr.)

©l988TimeworS*s, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

•Registered Trademarks of the:i respective companies.
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We like to make things a little more interesting.

Now when you paint, you don't have

to be stuck with a stoneface. Art &
Film Director lets you go beyond

static art: with a complete paint and

animation program that's as unique

as it Is powerful.

Animate just about anything.

Paint your images with this sophis-

ticated program, or import art from

other popular packages—then bringlt

all to life. You can animate everything

from the Mona Lisa to a cartoon char-

acter, or even a simple triangle. And
with state-of the-art eel animation,

you can create like the pros: without

tedious redrawing of frames.

Art & Film Director's paint capabili-

ties are Just as impressive. Choose a

palette of 16 colors. Then paint free-

hand, symmetrically, or geometrically-

or draw with a spray can or one of

40 pencil nibs. You can zoom in close

for detail, change perspective, and

create more special effects than we
can tell you about here. And when
your masterpiece Is done, the fun has

just begun.

Create your own Saturday morning

cartoons—or animated greeting

cards. ..make educational videos...

animate business presentations ...

Now there's no need to settle for a

still life .. .Art & Film Director is the

comprehensive art program that

could literally breathe life into a

stone.

Art & Film Dlrectorcan be found at fine stores

everywhere. You can also charge It by phone

(Visa or Mastercard): (408) 848-3042, Opera-

tor # 1 2. Or send your check or money order

for $79.95 (tax Included) + $5 (shipping and

handling) to: BPYX, INC., Dept. #12, 2995

Woodslde Rd., Ste. 400-383, Woodslde, CA
94062. (Specify name of software product

you wish to order and computer type—Apple

I1GS or Atari ST.) Please allow 4 :6 weeks for

delivery. Sorry, no international orders.

:

torili>.:

^Corporation, and Paint-

works Gold and PalnrWorks

Plus are trademarks 0!



Products Update

New ST Software and Hardware

compiled by Tom Byron,

START Assistant Editor

Final Assault
Climb even,' mountain with Final Assault, the newest addition to Epyx's popular

Sports line As you scale the world's most treacherous peaks, you learn the termi-

nology and techniques of this often dangerous sport. With design input from

renowned mountain climber Eric EscofTier, Final Assault pits "mountaineers''

against the ever-present hazards of Europe's Alps. You must conquer snowy

slopes and deadly glaciers in order to plant your flag at the summit of an Alpine

giant. Final Assault. $49.95. Epyx, Inc., 600 Galveston Drive, P.O. Box 8020,

Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 368-3200.

CIRCLE lii ON READER SERVICE CA(D

Experience the fun

and adventure of

scaling the world's

most treacherous

peaks with Final

Assault from Epyx.

CADD Level 1
Generic Software's CADD Level 1 is significantly faster than its predecessor, First-

CADD. The speed increase also applies to the program's built-in DotPlot printer

interface, which lets you print with over 100 brands of dot matrix and laser

printers.

Text commands in CADD Level 1 have been completely rewritten for the ST,

New commands include Aspect, Slant, Insert, Delete and Replace. The program

runs on all versions of the ST and a hard drive is recommended, CADD Level 1,

S49.95. Generic Software, Inc., 11911 North Creek Parkway South, Bothell, WA
98011,(800)228-3601.

CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DrawArt
Professional
ScanArt
Touch-Up
Add effective, eye-catching graphics to

all your publishing projects with one of

two graphics collections from Migraph.

DrawArt Professional contains over

150 illustrations in a variety of themes

such as office, sports, transportation

and more. ScanArt contains over 100

llustrations. DrawArt graphics are saved

in GEM format while ScanArt graphics

use standard compressed .IMG format.

Touch-Up is a new comprehensive

image-design tool for producing high-

resolution bit-mapped graphics on the

ST. It combines a wide range of drawing

tools with special effects, outline font

technology and screen editing functions

and makes them accessible to all levels

of users. It will also run on Moniterm's

large Viking 2400 monitors.

Migraph also announced recently

that EZ-Draw with Supercharger has

been modified to use the Moniterm mo-

nitors. Contact Migraph for update poli-

cies. DrawArt Professional, S69.95;

ScanArt, $49.95, Touch-Up (price not

available). Migraph, Inc., 720 South

333rd, Suite 201, Federal Way, WA
98003, (800) 223-3729.

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Shopping for holiday gifts?

Make your holiday shopping EASY. Give

your friends a subscription to START.

They'll' be able to use their ST in ways
they've never dreamed.

Talking ST
with your friends?

S7XR7"gives you complete coverage

of the ST scene. News and reviews

e latest and best ST products,

rmation and programs on
TD1, desktop publishing,

business applications,

animation, graphics, games,

utilities, and more. With

the disk programs, you g<

top-quality software at

outrageously low prio

tl in the order

rd nowl

CALL TOLL-FREE
(800) 234-7001

VISA/MASTERCARD
ONLY

(7am-6pmPST)



Copyist DTP
Tunesmith
Two new music programs are now avail-

able from Dr. T's.

Copyist DTP is a desktop music

publishing, score editing and transcrip-

tion program that supports both mouse

and keyboard input. The program fea-

tures a complete set of musical symbols

and lets you create your own. An exten-

sive manual includes easy-to-follow

tutorials and a comprehensive index.

Tunesmith, a second-generation

version of Phrase (the program made

famous byjan Hammer), is an algorith-

mic composition program that supports

up to six voices of MIDI output and is

completely controllable in real-time.

The output from Tunesmith is recorded

Copyist, from Dr. T's software, is a desktop

music publishing, score editing and transcrip

tion program. It provides a complete set of

musical symbols and even lets you create

your own.

continuously in a form suitable for use

on any sequencer that supports the

MIDI hie format.

Copyist DTP, Tunesmith, $399, $149.

Dr. T's Music Software, 220 Boylston

Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, (617)

244-6954.

CIRCLE 156 OH READER Sf MICE CARD

Better Dead Than
Alien, from Discov-

ery Software is an
ST version of Space

Invaders with bit

lot better graphics

than the old 8-bit

cartridge.

Better Dead Than Alien
In Better Dead Than Alien, a comical, fast-paced arcade game from Discovery

Software, you're the galactic hero Brad Zoom and your mission is to battle wave

after wave of aliens slithering and crawling down the screen. Some aliens are

easily destroyed, while others are deadly. By shooting aliens with glowing green

eyes, you can win extra combat powers and, the ability to move around the entire

battle screen during Master Alien Waves.

Better Dead Than Alien is reminiscent of the classic Atari game Space Invaders

and will provide hours of alien-blasting fun. A color monitor is required. Better

Dead Than Alien, $34.95. Electra Software, Imported by Discovery Software,

163 Conduit Street, Annapolis, MD 21401, (301) 268-9877.

CIRCLE KB ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST Scan Image
Scanner
Navarones new ST Scan Image Scanner

can transfer your line art, photographs,

logos and other graphics to your com-

puter. You can capture any image with a

resolution up to 300 dots per inch and

with 32 shades of gray. ST Scan allows

scanning in both line art and halftone

mode.

The GEM-based ST Scan features

easy-to-use click-on menus and takes

only 15 seconds to scan an image. Once

the image is digitized, you can use

graphics programs like DEGAS Elite and

EZ-Draw to edit and crop it. The ST

Scan package includes a Canon Scanner,

high-speed interface, cable, software and

manual. ST Scan Image Scanner, $1,779

(flatbed); SI,239 (sheet fed). Navarone

Industries, Inc., 454 Kenneth Ave.,

Campbell, CA 95008, (408) 378-8177.

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Do you have a new ST product? If so,

we'd like to hear about it. Please send

your press releases and product photos to

Product Update, START, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

START The ST Monthly \7
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CHOIC1
by START'S Editors and Contributors

Did you know that there are more than

2,300 software packages available For

the ST? That's a lot of software, more

than one person could ever use, or even

evaluate, li you're looking for software of

a particular type, what can you do? You

can try out as many as possible, ask

your friends and associates for their

opinions and read software reviews in

magazines you trust.

We at START try our best to present

solid, unbiased reviews of new and

noteworthy software to help guide you

in your decisions. But we, the Editors

and frequent contributors to START, also

make our own personal decisions about

soltware, not just whether to review it,

but also whether to make it a part of

our personal libraries. And that's what

Editor's Choice is about.

We have the luxury of being able to

use almost any piece of software from

all that's available. For a program to be-

come part of our own libraries, there

must be something special about it.

Maybe it's just that it's familiar and relia-

ble. Maybe it does so many things so

well that we're willing to put up with its

idiosyncracies. And maybe it's truly

spectacular, a real advance in software

design.

We've listed many of our personal

favorites here. If none of us has men-

tioned your favorite programs, please

understand that we're not saying they

are bad programs or unworthy of men-

tion. But if we have left out a program

you feel should have been included,

write and tell us. Who knows? Maybe

we'll publish your letter in Reader's

Choice.

Because of space limitations, we

were forced to narrow the categories to

those familiar to most of START'S

readers. The categories we've included

are programming languages and tools,

word processing and desktop publish-

ing, telecommunications, database

managers, graphics and animation,

games and entertainment, utilities,

MIDI and Music, and spreadsheets.

The Players

Fifteen of us, all devoted ST users, par-

ticipated in this survey. Not all of us use

every category of software listed, but

someone in the group does-and has an

opinion about it. Here are the par-

ticipants:

Andrew Reese, Editor

" Jon A. Bell, former Associate Editor.

• Heidi Brumbaugh. Programs Editor.

• Gregg Pearlman, Assistant Editor.

Tom Byron, Assistant Editor

• Tom Hudson, Contributing Editor

and author of DEGAS Elite, CAD-3D

2.0, Cyber Control, Cyber Sculpt.

Cyber VCR, and Creation!.

• Stephen Mortimer. Contributing

Editor and author of our News.

Notes & Quotes column.

• Jim Pierson-Perry, Contributing Edi-

tor and author of our ST/MIDI Con-

nection column.

• David Plotkin. Contributing Editor,

author of numerous software

manuals and articles and author of

our Mac &r PC on the ST column.

• David Small. Contributing Editor,

creator of Magic Sac, Spectre 128 and

Twister and author of our Small

Tools column.

• Rick Davies, Contributor and former

Editor of Music Technology

magazine.

• Jim Kent. Contributor and author of

Aegis Animator ST, Cyber Paint and

START'S Audio-Video Sequencer.

• Jamie Krutz, Contributor and fre-

quent reviewer of MIDI software.

• Alex Leavens, Contributor and au-

thor of CardSTak and Wombats II.

• Jan Moorhead, Contributor and fre-

quent reviewer of MIDI software

Unfortunately, we couldn't reach

everyone we wanted to include in this

survey. For their omission, we apologize.

And now to work!
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Ever wonder what software the editors ofSTART use in their day-to-day work? What

software theyfire up on their STs when they relax at home'!1

Well, here's your chance to

find out. foin us as we pick ourfavorite STprograms—somefrom software houses,

somefrom the public domain and somefrom START, the mostpopular ST magazine

in the country!

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES
AND TOOLS

Reese: I don't do much programming

any more, although Cyber Control bears

more than a sneaking resemblance to

BASIC. I'm just a basic BASIC program-

mer with more ambition than time to

program.

Brumbaugh: GFA BASIC ver. 2.0 is

my programming language of choice; it's

structured enough for my needs and at

times you really can't beat the instant

feedback of an interpreted 1;

Pierson-Perry: I use GFA BASIC

for almost every programming project

that would take less than three days.

The only thing I do with Personal Pascal

that I can't do with GFA is desk acces-

sories. If you have Personal Pascal, you

have to get Tacklebox from SRM enter-

prises. It has hundreds pages of docs on

Atari hardware, ST hardware, GEM and

how to use them all through Pascal-

similar to what you get with Atari De-

velopers Kit, but much better.

Plotkin My favorite programming

language is GFA BASIC, followed closely

by Personal Pascal from OSS/ICD. Both

are fast and handle GEM very

efhciendY.

Mortimer: For short programs, 1 use

GFA BASIC

-,s, Editoi

Hudson: I use Alcyon C from the

Atari's developer's kit-their assembler

(MADMAC) and linker (ALM) are use-

ful, worthwhile and fast. Atari's

Resource Construction Set ver 2.0 is

also part of my development tools.

Small: I still use Micro Emacs for

development and the AS68 assembler

because, unlike MADMAC, I already

know all of its bugs. Alcyon is like a

comfortable old jalopy; 1 hate to turn it

Kent: For programming, I use Aztec C
(unless it's pure assembler code, in

which case I prefer the HiSoft assem-

bler, DevpacST). Aztec C is a pretty

good compiler and includes the fastest

linker around before Laser C. Also, un-

like Megamax, Aztec has a separate as-

sembler For debugging, the Templemon

debugger is best- 1 don't use it much,

but when 1 do I'm glad it's there. My de-

velopment tools include Beckemeyer's C

Shell and Disk Cacher. For text editing,

it's Manx's C, the best vi clone I've seen

for the ST. (Also, when 1 first bought my

5T, I used Atari Logo quite a bit.)

Leavens: For development I use

Mark Williams C and C Source Debug-

ger because it's a professional, solid

product made by a solid company 1 use

Atari's MADMAC assembler and, for di-

alog boxes, it's the Professional Icon

Editor combined with Atari's Resource

Construction Set, version 2.1. I could

not live without Beckemeyer's C Shell,

Make and Tools, My text editor for pro-

gramming is Micro Emacs version 3.9

1/4, which is in the public domain.

START The ST Monthly 19



liditor's Choice

WORD PROCESSING AND DESKTOP
Reese: I use different word proces-

sors for different jobs. For fast text entry

at work (or long documentation), I use

ST Writer Elite, but for screenplays and

specialized writing I use WordPerfect. It

does everything I want and more If

only it weren't so slow! For Desktop

Publishing, I've used Publishing Partner

and Easy-Draw with Supercharger. Both

have their good points, but for ease of

use, simple installation and enough

power to do all of my DTP, Timeworks

Desktop Publisher ST is my choice.

Heidi Brumbaug :

Programs Editor

Bell: For my work at START and my

creative writing at home, I find ST

Writer 2.3 perfectly adequate for my

needs. It's not WYSIWYG and most of

its commands are non-mnemonic, but

it's easy to use and it'sfast-you can't

out-type it. The only time I've ever

slowed it down was when I worked

with a 45,000 word novella as a single

file on disk.

Brumbaugh: For word processing

my standby workhorse is Word Writer

ST. It gives me a word count, lets me

open up to four windows at once and

save files in ASCII with a minimum of

effort. I don't like ST Writer because of

its non-intuitive interface; the block

commands and control combinations

for setting margins and italics and bold-

face are simply annoying; I'm constantly

referring to cheat sheets for these Also,

you can only work on one file at a time,

and to get an ASCII file you have to reset

all the margins and print the file to disk.

For vanilla text editing, I'm happiest

with the GEM version of the shareware

program SEDT This has a built-in com-

mand structure that lets your redefine

keys; it uses the keypad for editing and

lets you open up to four files at once

Pearlman: I do my main word

processing work with ST Writer Elite,

which, though it's a little unwieldy, does

everything I need and fast. I also use

WordPerfect for word counts and some-

times even for its thesaurus.

Byron; For word processing I go with

ST Writer, Since my editor uses it, I

figure I might as well too. I've worked

with Word Writer ST before but I sim-

ply don't have any use for all the WYSI-

WYG functions it provides. ST Writer

does what I need it to do-no more, no

Pierson-Perry: ST Writer is fast

and gets the job done, but we'll see how

I feel about it after I evaluate WordUp

from NEOCEPT. For Desktop Publish-

ing, I use Publishing Partner for its ease

of use and power. Also, I prefer the way

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Reese: Like many others, I bought

Flash because it was cheap and seemed

to do the job. Now 1 use it because I've

learned most of its ins and outs and

with Shadow, I can now download in

the background. 1 still want to take a

look at ST-Talk Professional and Inter-

link ST, however

Pearlman: Flash is really all I've

used. I recently installed Shadow on my

hard disk, and I like it very much, but it sional. Interlink is easy to use ST-Talk

seems to be temperamental. Pro is very flexible with its scripting

Pierson-Perry: For telecommuni-

cations, 1 use Flash and Shadow: they've

never failed me, and Shadow is tremen-

dous, especially with music files, which

are always at least 200K long.

Mortimer: For telecommunications I

use Interlink ST and ST-Talk Profes-

Moorhead: My telecommunications

program is Flash-good stuff.

Kent: I use the public domain Bmo-

dem by David Betz. 1 like this program

because it's not GEM-based; it makes it

easier to run from a command line shell.
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PUBLISHING
the fonts look aver those of Timeworks

Publisher

Krutz: My word processor is Word

Writer ST. It's not the best word proces-

sor in the world, but it does the job.

DTP? Publishing Partner In some ways 1

like it better than Page Maker- and I'm

eagerly awaiting Publishing Partner

Professional.

Mortimer: 1 like WordPerfect

because it has all of the features I want,

plus a built-in thesaurus and spelling

checker, and now it's reasonably fast. It

offers more power than all other 5T

word processors put together For Desk-

top Publishing, I use Timeworks Desk-

top Publisher ST for uniform-looking

documents and Publishing Partner in

certain instances, such as pages with

large fonts. I've been using a beta-test

version of Calamus, which has many of

the features of both and promises to be

a good product.

Plofkifl: My favorite word processor

is Timework's "Word Writer ST. It's a

good, simple word processor, easy to

leam and use. For the more complex

projects, WordUp from NEOCEPT can't

be beat. For Desktop Publishing, I use

Leavens: PC Intercom by Mark of

the Unicorn is my telecommunications

program of choice because it's simple to

use and everything's on help menus. I

never could get Flash to run, and finally

gave up.

Davles: ST Talk-it's cheap, straight-

forward, and does the job.

Timework's Publisher ST. Fully featured

but incredibly easy to use, 1 just

finished a book with it-and it doesn't

seem to have any major bugs. . .

Hudson: 1 use ST Writer because it's

quick to use and has a familiar feel from

Atari Writer on the 8-bit computers.

Davies I still use the first one I tried:

First Word. It turned out to be really

straightforward. I'm still looking for one

1 really like, however.

Leavens: 1 use WordPerfect because

it's the best there is. I'm writing a book

using it; it's the only word processor on

the ST capable of handling it, what with

indexes, formatting, pagination and the

like. It stands above the rest.

Kent: I use ST Writer for word

processing because it's there and has

word wrap.

Small: I don't use a word processor. I

use Micro Emacs for any writing I need

to do. Other than that, my favorite word

processor is Dungeon Master.

DATABASE
MANAGERS

Reese: Superbase Personal is quite

usable, but its reporting interface is

lousy. I know I'll end up learning Super-

base Pro, but I long for the days of

SynFile+.

Brumbaugh: I've tried most of the

database managers out there, and Super-

Base Professional is far and away my fa-

vorite. It's GEM-based, lets you set up

files, filters and indexes by pointing and

clicking, has a built-in text editor, a pro-

gramming language and (in the newest

release) telecommunications.

Pearlman. The only databases I've

used are Superbase Personal and Profes-

sional. I'm still just getting the hang of

them.

KrutZ: My database is Timeworks

Data Manager, which is a wonderful

non-relational database manager in ev-

ery way.

Pierson-Perry: My database is

Overview, a Mac program, which I run

through the Magic Sac. It's an intermedi-

ate database that's much more powerful

than dBase and dB Master, but doesn't

require you to program anything the

way dBase does. It runs like a champ on

the Magic Sac.

Jon A. Bel

former Associate Editor

Plotkln: My favorite database man-

ager is Timework's DataManager. Again,

it is very simple to use, yet fulfills most

flat-file needs. For more sophisticated

relational needs, try Precision's Super-

base Personal.

Small: HyperCard -running under

Spectre 128. Other than that, my favor-

ite database manager is Dungeon Master.
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Editor's Choice

GRAPHICS AND ANIMATION
Reese: To some degree, I'm here as

Editor because of my love affair with

CyberStudio. I use the entire Cyber

Family regularly: CAD-3D 2.0, Cyber

Control, Cyber Texture, Cyber Sculpt,

Cyber Paint, Cyber VCR. START'S Crea-

tion (START Summer 1988) and Audio-

Video Sequencer (START November

1988). But I also use DEGAS Elite, Art

Director/Film Director, Aegis Animator

ST, Spectrum 512 and Unispec (al-

though the user interface confounds

me), Pic Switch, Tom Hudson's An-

tialiaser, and Compute! ST's Snapshot

program.

Each of these programs provides

some Functions that aren't available in

the others and if one program had them

all, you'd need four megabytes of mem-

ory just for the program! I find that,

since I'm not much of an artist, I need

all the help that this battery of software

provides and I wouldn't want to do

without any of them. My single favorite

graphics program, however, is still

Cyber Paint 2.0.

Bell: For my still images, I use DEGAS

Elite and Tom Hudson's Antialiaser

Desk Accessory. I was working with

Tom when he developed the original

DEGAS and it (and its successor

DEGAS Elite) became my No. 1 drawing

programs. I've never created a finished

work of art with any other 16-color ST

drawing program.

I've used Spectrum 512 for specific

applications, but I find its user interface

difficult to work with, though not insur-

mountable However, the main reason I

favor DEGAS over Spectrum is that I do

a lot of 16-color animations using CAD-

3D 2.0 and Cyber Paint 2.0, and I like

doing my backgrounds with DEGAS.

Another one of my favorite graphics

programs is Matt Loveless's Pixel-Pro,

from the Fall 1987 issue of START.

When you save Cyber Paint or CAD-3D

animations as separate DEGAS pictures,

then use Pixel-Pro to distort those pic-

tures, you can get really striking ani-

mated sequences.

And I find Snapshot very useful for

freezing fast-paced game action (for

START Magazine's color screen shots)

and for making DEGAS.PI3s for black

and white laser-printed screen dumps.

Brumbaugh: I'm not much of a

computer artist, but for low resolution

art my paint program of choice is Cyber

Paint 2.0. I hardly ever use Cyber Paint's

fancier animation features, but I like the

interface better than DEGAS Elite. My
favorite aspect of Cyber Paint, however,

is that I can quickly make a copy of a

picture and work on it in another frame

without worrying about DEGAS Elite's

limitation of eight screens.

Pearlman While I'm no artist, I've

had a lot of fun with DEGAS Elite and

Cyber Paint. They're easy to use and

fairly intuitive.

Byron: For computer graphics I de-

fault to DEGAS Elite.

Hudson: DEGAS Elite is the only one

1 use.

Plotkin For graphics, it's a virtual tie

between the CAD/Page Layout package

Easy-Draw (Migraph) and the Cyber

Series of 3-D drafting and animation

from Antic Software. Both are well

designed and very useful.

Pierson-Perry: For graphics, I use

DEGAS Elite and Easy-Draw; they're the

industry standards.

Mortimer: DEGAS Elite is my old

standby and still one of the better ones

out there. I also use Easy-Draw for line-

art drawings -I can't leave that one out.

Moorhead: For graphics, my wife

and 1 like to fiddle with DEGAS Elite

Leavens: I'm using Easy-Draw for

object-oriented art and for illustrations

for a book I'm working on.

Gregg Pearlman, Assistant Editor
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PUBLISHING
the fonts look over those of Timeworks

Publisher.

Krutz: My word processor is Word

Writer ST. It's not the best word proces-

sor in the world, but it does the job.

DTP? Publishing Partner. In some ways I

like it better than Page Maker- and I'm

eagerly awaiting Publishing Partner

Professional.

Mortimer: 1 like WordPerfect

because it has all of the features I want,

plus a built-in thesaurus and spelling

checker, and now it's reasonably fast. It

offers more power than all other 5T

word processors put together. For Desk-

top Publishing, I use Timeworks Desk-

top Publisher ST for uniform-looking

documents and Publishing Partner in

certain instances, such as pages with

large fonts. I've been using a beta-test

version of Calamus, which has many of

the features of both and promises to be

a good product.

Plotkin My favorite word processor

is Timework's Word Writer ST. Its a

good, simple word processor, easy to

learn and use. For the more complex

projects, WordUp from NEOCEPT can't

be beat. For Desktop Publishing, I use

Leavens: PC Intercom by Mark of

the Unicorn is my telecommunications

program of choice because it's simple to

use and everything's on help menus. I

never could get Flash to run, and finally

gave up.

DavleS: ST Talk-it's cheap, straight-

forward, and does the job.

Timework's Publisher ST Fully featured

but incredibly easy to use, I just

finished a book with it-and it doesn't

seem to have any major bugs. . .

Hudson: 1 use ST Writer because it's

quick to use and has a familiar feel from

Atari Writer on the 8-bit computers.

Davies: I still use the first one I tried:

First Word. It turned out to be really

straightforward. I'm s[ill looking for one

I really like, however.

Leavens: 1 use WordPerfect because

it's the best there is. I'm writing a book

using it; it's the only word processor on

the ST capable of handling it, what with

indexes, formatting, pagination and the

like. It stands above the rest.

Kent: I use ST Writer for word

processing because it's there and has

word wrap.

Small: 1 don't use a word processor. 1

use Micro Emacs for any writing I need

to do. Other than that, my favorite word

processor is Dungeon Master.

DATABASE
MANAGERS

Reese Superbase Personal is quite

usable, but its reporting interface is

lousy. I know 111 end up learning Super-

base Pro, but 1 long for the days of

SynFile-h

Brumbaugh: I've tried most of the

database managers out there, and Super-

Base Professional is far and away my fa-

vorite. It's GFM-based, lets you set up

files, filters and indexes by pointing and

clicking, has a built-in text editor, a pro-

gramming language and (in the newest

release) telecommunications.

Pearlman: The only databases I've

used are Superbase Personal and Profes-

sional. I'm still just getting the hang of

them.

Krutz: My database is Timeworks

Data Manager, which is a wonderful

non-relational database manager in ev-

ery way.

Pierson-Perry: My database is

Overview, a Mac program, which I run

through the Magic Sac. It's an intermedi-

ate database that's much more powerful

than dBase and dB Master, but doesn't

require you to program anything the

way dBase does. It runs like a champ on

the Magic Sac.

former Associate Editor

Plotkin: My favorite database man-

ager is Timework's DataManager Again,

it is very simple to use, yet fulfills most

flat-file needs. For more sophisticated

relational needs, try Precision's Super-

base Personal.

Small: Hypercard-running under

Spectre 128. Other than that, my favor-

ite database manager is Dungeon Master
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GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENT
Reese: So many great games, so little

time! Flying: Flight Simulator II, Gun-

ship. Skychase, F15 Strike Eagle and

Harrier Combat Simulator Adventure

Games: Police Quest, Leisure Suit Larry

in the Land of the Lounge Lizards,

Bureaucracy, Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Galaxy, Deja Vu and Sundog. Arcade:

Oids, Joust, Star Raiders 11, Plutos, Space

Cutter and Typhoon Thompson. Sports:

Gridiron and Leader Board. Miscella-

Chessmaster 2000 and MIDI Maze are -

fun in completely different ways (you

haven't lived until you've played

16-player MIDI Maze at an Atari FesO- I

also enjoy playing START'S games, such

as Klondike Solitaire and Naval Battle,

from the Summer 1988 and Special #4

issues of START, respectively.

Brumbaugh: My favorite commer-

cial ST game is Dungeon Master-

Tom Byron, Assistant Editor

neous: Prime Time, Klondike from

START Special Issue #4 and Speed

Buggy. I don't know what's wrong with

me-1 just never became a Dungeon

Master freak!

If 1 had to pick one game from each

of the above categories, I'd have to pick

Gunship as the most complete and var-

ied flight simulation. Joust as the classic

arcade game that brings me back time

after time, Prime Time as a slightly

skewed but delightful simulation, and

Leisure Suit Larry as the adventure game

with something extra.

Bell: I don't play too many ST com-

puter games, although I used to play

quite a few Atari 8-bit games back in the

late Triassic age. (Star Raiders is still my
favorite computer game bar none) 1 do

have some ST favorites, though -

however, after having played it through a

few times I'm ready for something new

along the same lines. (Are you listening,

FTL?) As Programs Editor for START, I'm

in the enviable position of being a

professional playtester for all the games

we publish; the ones that can't seem to

find their way off my hard drive at

home are Battle for the Throne (Spring,

1988), Breakout (Fall, 1987), Reversi

(Fall, 1986) and Slither (January, 1988)

Pearlman: I've had a lot of fun with

Prime Time, Road Runner and Micro

League Baseball, and 1 get a kick out of

the bloodcurdling digitized screams in

Impossible Mission 2. The Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy is a hoot, but I

don't have much patience for adventure

games (or maybe it's the other way

around).

Byron: For entertainment I enjoy the

standard arcade games like Atari's Mis-

sile Command and Mindscape's Block-

buster. 1 also like interactive fiction; 1

count Infocom's Zork Trilogy and Trinity

among my favorites.

Plotkin Favorite game? Well, urn,

that's a tough one. Have to say Block-

buster, the bouncing ball game compli-

cated by alien spaceships. Or maybe

Broderbund's Typhoon Thompson, an

incredibly playable action/adventure.

Or maybe -well, you get the idea.

Pierson-Perry: I'm playing Ultima

IV right now-only because Ultima V's

not out yet-and it doesn't come any

better. 1 also like Chessmaster 2000, De-

fender of the Crown and Dungeon

Master

Kent: My favorite ST games are Dun-

geon Master, Psion Chess, Reversi,

Shanghai and Bubble Ghost. In the

earlier days of the ST, I enjoyed Star

Glider, Star Raiders and Gauntlet.

Mortimer: My favorite games are

Star Wars, Bard's Tale and Heroes of the

Lance, a new game which is quite in-

teresting.

Leavens: Two of my favorite games

are from Britain: Super Sprint, a race car

game from Electric Dreams Software (a

subsidiary of Activision) and Backlash

(Novagen Software), a pure adrenalin ar-

cade game like a 3-D color tank on

speed. Other favorites are 5undog, Time

Bandits and Hex, a radically underrated

game, one of first really good-looking

games for the ST by Mark of the

Unicom.

Krutz: The only game I have is public

domain Asteroids. I think it's great-very

true to the original.
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UTILITIES
Reese: There are a few utilities that 1

always seem to have on my boot parti-

tion. Number one is Atari's Hard Disk

autoboot program, followed by Univer-

sal Item Selector II CI prefer the extra

features it offers even over our own

START Selector; I have learned how to

minimize the occasional crashes caused

by its conflicts with other terminate-

and-stay-resident utilities.) I always have

Tom Hudson's ReSTART in memory and

have recently discovered that Juggler II

is an ideal tool for writing software

documentation.

I also like G+ Plus, the new third-

part)' replacement for GDOS, Turbo ST

to speed up text display, Mega Twister

for more floppy disk space and TuneUp

for hard disk speed (used carefully). For

safety, there no replacement for Vims

Killer, FOLDRXXX.PRG to kill the 40-

folder bug, and Meg-a-Minute Elite to

back tip my hard disks. Finally, I use

ARCShell, DCopy, Accessory Select, and

DC Formatter, all excellent shareware.

Bell: My most commonly used utilities

for START are the Universal Item Selec-

tor II, ReSTART, from START Special Is-

sue #4 and the Snapshot program from

(gasp!) the now-defunct Computers ST

Universal Item Selector is a

lifesaver-it speeds up file copying, file-

access and a host of other seemingly

mundane but very important disk func-

tions. My only complaint with it is that

it often bombs out ST Writer 2.3 (the

GEMified version) when I merge files or

save blocks of copy.

ReSTART is incredibly convenient-

and for Mega owners, it's an arm-

tendon-saver.

Brumbaugh: The utilities I use the

most are DCopy and the Archive utili-

ties set driven under Charles Johnson's

ARCShell. ARCShell is amazingly easy

to use; however, I've found DCopy's

compression results to be much better,

on the average, than ARCs. When it's

time to put together the START Disk

every month, disk space is vet)' dear

and I need to squeeze and save as much

space as I can. Unfortunately, DCopy is

a TOS program (it doesn't use the

mouse) and its interface requires a great

deal of typing to get anything done-it

will also crash if you misspell the name

of a file you want to archive.

A tool I use a lot is the Byte

Mechanic (START Special Issue #4)- it

comes in useful for odd problems that

can't be solved any other way.

I'm constantly rearranging the files

on my boot partition -the public do-

main Accessory Select is a great tool for

that. START Selector is one of the pro-

grams in my AUTO folder that is always

active; others are the 40-folder-limit fix

from Atari (FOLDRXXX.PRG) and the

program that sets the time from my ICD

hard drive's built-in clock. Atari's Con-

trol Panel is almost always under my

Desk menu. Some of the other Desk Ac-

cessories I use are Partner ST and its

scaled-down version Partner Mini-but

this program has the annoying habit of

popping up every time I boot with a di-

alog box that asks me if I want to Set-up

the accessory or continue. This dialog

disappears after five seconds if I don't

do anything, but it still drives me crazy.

I use my ST for a hundred different

things every day and things I don't use

all the time (but want to have available)

should remain as unobtrusive as possi-

ble, I also use STARTKey macros inter-

mittently, mostly for small jobs.

Pearlman I have ReSTART and the

Universal Item Selector in the AUTO
folder of my hard disk and I like UIS so

much that I now become impatient

with the ST's "normal" file selector box.

One of my favorites is Accessory Select,

which I especially enjoyed when I used

a half-meg ST, where I had to juggle desk

accessories in order to conserve

memory.

Small: Most of the utilities I use have

been (or will be) published in START I

also find Supra's hard drive utilities set

to be a real Hfesavei:

Mortimer: My favorite utilities are

NeoDesk, a great replacement desktop,

and Tune-Up, a savior for my hard

disk- it really speeds it up.

Leavens: My favorite utilities are

Nametrap and Intercept- two udliries to

let files live in other subdirectories. An-

other favorite is Megmatic, a multiple-

function shareware terminate-and-stay-

resident program. It has a survivable

RAMdisk and lets you perform a cold or

warm boot from the keyboard.

Two utilities from Atari's hard drive

kit I like are the hard disk hooter and

DISKBARPRG, which flashes a bar on

the screen any time your hard drive is

active,

I'm constantly coming back to the

programs 1 published in START. EI.E.

lives in my system for both develop-

ment and custom icons on his Desktop;

I use Cardstak for my Rolodex and keep

START Calc handy.

Finally, even though Atari's item

selector doesn't have all the features I

need, I find custom item selectors an-

noying and don't use them.

Hudson: Not to be self-referential, I

love ReSTART since I'm always crashing

the system and it's nice to be able to get

out of it.

Kent: Utilities I use include the START

Selector, Twister, DCFormat and

Turtle-my favorite backup utility.
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Editor's Choice

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

PROGRAMMING TOOLS WORD PROCESSORS, DTP

Alcyon C, Resource
Construction Set ver.

2.0, MADMAC
Assembler, AS68
Assembler, distributed

with Developers Kit. Atari

Corp., 1196 Borregas

Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086, [408) 745-2000.

CIRCLE ISO ON READER SERVICE CARD

Aztec C$199 for

Professional System, $299
for Developer System. Aztec,

I Industrial Way, Eatontown,

NJ 07724, (800)221-0440;

[201)542-2121 in New
Jersey.

CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MT-C Shell, $129 95;

Disk Cacher, $39.95,

Micro Make, $34 95,

Hard Disk Tools,

$29.95. Beckemeyer
Development Tools, 478
Santo Clara Avenue,

Oakland, CA 94610, [415)

452-1129.

CIRCLE 19! ON READER SERVICE CARD

DevpaeST, $79.95. HiSoft,

The Old School, Greenfield,

Bedford MK45 5DE, (0525]

718181.

CIRCLE 113 DH READER SERVICE CARD

Personal Pascal,
$99.95. ICD, 1220 Rock

Street, Rockford, IL 61101-

1437, (815)968-2228.
CIRCLE \H ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mark Williams C,

$179.95. Mark Williams

Compony, 1430 West
Wrightwood, Chicago, IL

60614, (312)472-6659.
CIRCLE 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GFA BASIC 2.0, START,

January 1989.

Templemon Debugger,
public domain.

Tacklebox, SRM
Enterprises, no longer

distributed.

Micro Emacs, distributed

with the Atari Developers Kit.

Atari Corp,, 1196 Borregas

Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 745-2000.

CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Calamus, $299,95. ISD

Marketing, 2651 John Street,

Unit 3, Morkham Industrial

Park, Markham, Ontario,

Canada L34 6G4, (416)

479-1880.

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WordUp, $79.95.

NEOCEPT, 908 Camino Dos
Rios, Thousand Oaks, CA
91360, (805)498-3840.
CIRCLE IB! OH READER SERVICE CARD

Publishing Partner,

$89 ,95
;
Publishing

Partner Professional
$199.95. SoftLogik Corp.,

4129 Old Baumgartner, St.

Louis, MO 63129, (314)

894-8608.

CIRCLE IB! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Timeworks Desktop
Publisher ST, $129.95;

Word Writer ST, $79 .95.

Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook
Road, Deerfield, IL 60015,

(312)948-9200.
CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WordPerfect for the
ST, $395. WordPerfect

Corp., 288 West Center
Street, Orem, UT 84057,

(801) 227-4010.

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SEDT, Shareware. Available

on online services.

First Word, no longer

distributed.

ST Writer Elite, START,

Winter 1987.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Flash, $29 95; Shadow,
$29.95. Antic Software, 544
Second Street, San
Francisco, CA 94107, (800)

234-7001.

Interlink ST, $39.95,

Intersect Software, 3951

Sawyer Road, Suite 108,

Sarasota, FL 34233,(800)
826-0130; [813)923-8774
in Florida.

CIRCLE 191 DN READER SERVICE CARD

PC/lntercomm, $124
Mark of the Unicorn, 222
Third Street, Cambridge, MA
02142, [617)576-2760.

CIRCLE 197 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST-Talk Professional,
$39.95. Quantum
Microsystems Inc., P.O. Box

179, Liverpool, NY 13088,

(315)451-7747.

CIRCLE m ON READER SERVICE CARD

E-Modem public domain.

DATABASES

Superbase Personal,
Superbase

Professional $349 95.

Precision Inc., 8404 Sterling

Street, Suite A, Irving, TX
75063, (214) 929-4888.

CIRCLE 1B3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Timeworks Data
Manager, $79.95.

Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook
Road, Deerfield, IL 60015,

(312)948-9200.

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CardStak, START Special

Issue #3.

GRAPHICS, ANIMATION

Snapshot, Compute! 's ST,

ABC Publishing, 1330
Avenue of the Americas,

New York, NY 10019, (212)

887-8513 in New York.

Aegis Animator ST,

$79.95. Aegis Development,

2115 Pico Blvd., Sonto

Monica, CA 90405, (213)

392-9972.

CIRCLE IBS DM READER SERVICE CARD

Cyber Studio (CAD-3D
2.0, CyberMate), $89 95;

Cyber Control, $59.95;

Cyber Texture, $49.95,

Cyber Sculpt, $89.95;

Cyber Paint, $79.95;

Cyber VCR, $69.95;

Spectrum 512, $69.95.
Antic Software, 544 Second
Street, San Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.

DEGAS Elite, $49 .95.

Electronic Arts, 1820
Gateway Drive, San Mateo,

CA 94404, (415)571-7171.

CIRCLE 176 DN READER SERVICE CARD
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PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Art Director/Film
Director, $79.95. Epyx,

P.O. Box 8020, 600
Galveston Drive, Redwood
City, CA 94063, (415)

366-0606.

HI! 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Antialiaser, $19.95. Tom
Hudson, P.O. Box 3374,

Shawnee-Mission, KS

66203.

Easy-Draw with
Supercharger, $149.95.

Migroph Inc., 720 S. 333rd

Street, Federal Woy, WA
98003, (800) 223-3729,

(206) 838-4677.

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Creation!, START, Summer
1988

Audio-Video
Sequencer, START,

November 1988
Pixel-Pro, START, Fall 1987

Unispec, $49.95. Trio

Engineering, P.O. Box 332,

Swompscott, MA 01907,

(617)964-1673.

CIRCLE IS6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pic Switch, shareware.

ENTERTAINMENT

Leader Board, $39.95.

Access Software, 2561 South

1560 West, Suite A, Woods
Cross, UT 84087, (801)

298-9077.

CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Bubble Ghost, $34.95.

Accolode, Inc., 550
Winchester Blvd., Suite 200,

San Jose, CA 95128, (408)

985-1700.

CIRCLE VOO ON READER SERVICE CARD

Shanghai, $39.95.

Activision (Mediagenic),

3885 Bohannon Drive,

Menlo Park, CA 94025,

(415) 329-0500.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Missile Command,
$29.95; Star Raiders,
$29.95; Joust, $29.95.

Atari Corp., 1196Borregas

Avenue, $unnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 745-2000.

CIRCLE IN OH READER SERVICE CARD

Gridiron, $49.95
Bethesda Softworks, 15235

Shady Grove Road,

Rockville, MD 20850, (301)

926-8300.

CIRCLE 2D! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Jon Moorhead, Contributor

J A ~~*5
iW \ % *s1<" <M

Typhoon Thompson,
$34.95, Ultima IV,

$59.95. Skyehase,
$39.95; StarWars.no
price set. Broderbund

Software, Inc., 17 Paul Drive,

San Rafael, CA 94903.

(800) 527-6263.

CIRCIE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Defender of the
Crown, $49.95.
Cinemoware, 4165
Thousand Ooks Blvd.,

Westloke Village, CA 91362,

(805) 495-6515.

CIRCLE 703 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Speed Buggy, $39.95
Data East, 170 Needles

Drive, San Jose, CA 951 12,

(408) 286-7074.

CIRCLE 701 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super Sprint, Electric

Dreams Software. No
information available.

Chessmaster 2000,
$44,95; Bard's Tale,

$49.95. Electronic Arts,

1820 Gateway Drive, San
Mateo, CA 94404, (415)

571-7171.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Impossible Mission 2,

$39.95. Eoyx, P.O. Box

8020, 600 Galveston Drive,

Redwood City, CA 94063,

(415) 366-0606.

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Prime Time, $39.95. First

Row Softwace, 570 West
DeKalb, Suite 204, Building

4, King of Prussia, PA 19406,

(215) 337-1500.

CIRCIE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sundog, $39 .95; Olds,
$34.95; Dungeon
Master, $39.95. FTL

Games, 6160 Lusk Blvd.,

Suite C-206, San Diego, CA
92121, (619)453-5711.

CIRCLE 706 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDI Maie, $39 95
Hybrid Arts, 11920W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

CA 90064, (213)826-3777.

CIRCLE 707 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Bureaucracy, $14.95;

Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy, $14.95;

Zork Trilogy, $49 95,

Trinity, $14.95. Infocom,

125 CambridgePork Drive,

Cambridge, MA 02140,

(617)576-3190.

CIRCLE 2DB ON READER SERVICE CARO

Hex, $39,95. Mark of the

Unicorn, 222 Third Street,

Cambridge, MA 02142,

(617)576-2760.
CIRCLE 197 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Time Bandits, $39.95.

MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph,

Pontioc, Ml 48053, (313)

334-5700.

CIRCIE 151 DN READER SERVICE CARD

Micro League Baseball
II, $59.95. Micro league

Sports Association, 2201

Drummond Plaza, Newark,

DE 19711, (302)368-9990.
CIRCIE 709 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Gunship, $49.95, F-1S

Strike Eagle, $39.95.

Microprose Software, 180

Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley,

MD 21030, (301)771-1151.

CIRCLE 710 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Harrier Command
Simulator, $49.95,

Gauntlet, $49.95;

Plutos, $29.95;

Blockbuster, $39.95;

Deia Vu, $49 95, Road
Runner, $49,95.

Mindscape, 3444 Dundee

Rood, Northbrook, IL 60062,

(800)221-9884, (312)

480-7667.

CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Backlash, $35.98.

Navagen Software. No
Information available.

Psion Chess no price

listed. Psion Ltd., Psion

House, Harcourt Street,

London W1H IDT.

CIRCIE 71! ON READER SERVICE CARO

Starglider, $29.95,

Space Cutter, $29.95.

Rainbird Software, 3885
Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, (415)322-0412.

CIRCIE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Editor's Choice

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Police Quest, $49.95;

Leisure Suit Larry in

the Land of the
Lounge Lizards, $39.95.

Sierra On-line, P.O. Box 485,

Coarsegold, CA 93614,

(209) 683-4468.

CIRCLE 21* ON READER SERVICE CARD

Klondike, START, Special

Issue #4
Naval Battle, START,

Special Issue #4
Battle for the Throne,
START, Spring 1988
Breakout, START, Foil

1987
Reversi, START, Fall 1986

Slither, START, January

Heroes of the Lance,
$39.95. Strategic

Simulations Inc., 1046

Rengstorff Avenue, Mountain

View, CA 94043, [415)

964-1353.

CIRCLE 21S ON READER SERVICE CARD

Flight Simulator II,

$49.95. Sublogic Corp., 713

Edgebrook Drive,

Champaign, IL 61820, (217)

359-8482,- (800) 637-4983.

CIRtlE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Asteroids, public domain.

UTILITIES

Professional Icon
Editor, $29.95. Antic

Software, 544 Second
Street, San Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.

Universal Item
Selector II, $19 95
Application & Design

Software, 226 N.W. "F"
Street, Grants Pass, OR
97526,(503)476-0071.
CIRCLE 187 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hard Disk autoboot
program,
FOLDRXXX.PRG,
Control Panel distriburec

free; DISKBAR.PRG,
distributed with the

Developers Package. Atari

Corp., 1196Borregas

Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086, (408) 745-2000.
CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

January 1989

G+Plus, $34.95.

CodeHead Software, P.O.

Box 4336, North

Hollywood, CA 91607.

CIRCLE 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NeoDesk, $29.95. Gribnif

Software, P.O. Box 350,

Hadley, MA 01035.

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Juggler II, $49.95,

Tune-Up, $49,95.

MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph,

Pontiac, Ml 48053, (313)

334-5700.

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Turbo ST, $49.95. SofTrek,

P.O. Box 5257, Winter Pork,

FL 32793, (407)657-4611.

CIRCLE 190 DN READER SERVICE CARD

START Selector, START,

Special Issue #3
Tom Hudson's
ReSTART, START, Special

Issue #4
Meg-a-Minute Elite,

START, November 1988
Byte Mechanic, START,

Special Issue #4
STARTKey, START, Winter

1987
START Calc, START, Fall

1987

Mega Twister, START,

Summer 1988

Supra's hard drive
utilities, $24.95. Supra
Corp., 1133 Commercial

Way, Albany, OR 97321,

(503) 967-9075.

Partner ST, $49.95.

Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook
Road, Deerfield, IL 60015,

(312)948-9200.

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Nametrap, Intercept,

Megmatlc, ST Virus
Killer, Turtle, public

domain.

ARCShell, DCopy,
Accessory Select, DC
Formatter, shareware.

MIDI

The Notator, $595,

Sound Designer, $349.

Digidesign, 1360 Willow
road, Suite 101, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, (415)327-8881.

CIRCLE 1SS ON READER SERVICE CARD

D50 Command, $160.

Command Development,

11846 Balboa Blvd., Suite

135, Granoda Hills, CA
91344, (818)362-3550.
CIRCIE RID ON READER SERVICE CARD

KCS Level II, $249;

Caged Artist, $129;

Copyist Level II, $249;
Tunesmith, $149. Dr.T's

Music Software, 220
Boylston Street, Suite 306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,

(617) 244-6954.

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICt CARD

GenPatch. $149, EZ-

Score Plus, $149.95;

SMPTE Track, $575
Hybrid Arts, 11920 W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

CA 90064, (213)826-3777.
CIRCLE 207 ON READIR SERVICE CARD

M, $200. Intelligent Music,

P.O. Box 8748, Albany, NY
12208, (518)434-4110.

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Master Tracks Pro ST,

$349.95; Master Tracks
Jr., $129.95. Passport

Designs, 625 Miramonte
Street, Half Moon Bay, CA
94019, (415) 726-0280.

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pro-24 III, $295;
Synthworks DX/TX,
$259. Steinberg/Jones,

1 7700 Raymer Street, Suite

1001, Northridge, CA
91325, (818)993-4091.

CIRCLE 1(2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SPREADSHEETS

A-Calc Prime, $39.95,

A-Chart, $19.95. Antic

Software, 544 Second
Street, San Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.

LDW Power, $149.95.

Logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expressway,

Suite 403, San Jose, CA
95131.(408)435-1445.

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional,
$149.95. ISO Marketing,

2651 John Street, Unit 3,

Markham Industrial Park,

Markham, Ontario, Canada
L34 6G4, (416)479-1880.

CIRCCE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OTHER

Magic Sae +
,
$149.95.

Data Pacific Inc., 609 West
Speet Blvd., Denver, CO
80203, (303) 733-8158.

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Spectre 128, $179.95.

Gadgets by Small, Inc., 40
West Littleton Blvd., #201-

211, Littleton, CO 80120,

(303) 791-6098.

CIRCLE 220 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD

Contributing Editor

All back issues of START are

available by coiling Antic

Publishing Toll free: (800)
234-7001 or send your

check or money order toi

Antic Publishing

Back Issues

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107
Magazine with disk $14.95.



£
Zero to Sieve in 5
SeCOnds! Because LaserC is fast.

Really fast. Infact, so fast it can compile and

link the popular sieve

benchmark in 5 sec-

onds! Spend more
time programming
and less time waiting

on the compiler.

Whether you're an
amateur or a profes-

sional, LaserC is the

right C language
development system

for you. LaserC has

everything you need

to develop commercial grade applications or

desk accessories for the ST.

LaserC is the only integrated C environ-

ment available for the ST. Program entry is a

snap with the multi-window mouse and

keyboard editor. Compile and execute your

programs directly from the editor with a

single keystroke!

Perform disk operations such as file copy, or

run any program with just a few clicks of the

mouse— there's no need to leave the editor.

In addition to the large compliment of

UNIX™ compatible library routines, LaserC

allows complete access

to the ST ROM routines

—all documented in

the 650 page manual.

Introducing
LaserDB -the
powerful source level

debugger! Now you
can view your source

code while it runs.

Monitor C variables,

set breakpoints with

the mouse, and evalu-

ate C expressions interactively. Multiple

windows and easy command structure

make debugging fast and efficient.

Get LaserC and LaserDB—the ultimate C
development system for your ST.

"We convertedDungeon Master to Laser C
and doubled or tripled ourproductivity. We
now use Laser C exclusively for our ST
Development.

"

—Wayne Holder,

President, FTL Games

One-pass generating relocat-

able code. Absolute addressing

of globals allows program's

code and data to be as large as

memory allows. Ultrafast linker

accepts both Laser C and DRI
format object files.

n.in.]:tt-i:mw

Integrated editor and develop-

ment shell, Cut.copy, and paste

between files. Pull-down menus
and dialog boxes to control edi-

tor and run compiler. Fast

scrolling and text entry— sup-
ports large files. Special window
can be used as a command line

interpreter. Built-in dynamic
disk cache and facilities for

RAM resident compiler and

other Laser utilities.

Resource Construction Pro-

gram, full-featured Make util-

ity, linker, dissassembler,
archiver/librarian accept Laser

C and DRI objects files.

Laser C Mark Williams C v3.0
Compile/

Link Run Error

Compile/

Link Run Error

Hello.

c

2.43 - - 15.98 - -

Apskel.c e.ea - - 26.5 - -
Sieve, c 4.59 2.45 - 23.9 2.77 -

AES 35.6 - - 103 - -
Savage 6.31 36.4 1,73x10-'° 30.82 83.0 1.18x10 '

Source and assembly level

debugger. Evaluate any C
expression to print or set vari-

ables. Source and assembly

mode allows interaction with

compiler output. Disassemble

or dump memory. Set break-

points with the mouse on C
lines or machine instructions.

Watch C variables or machine
registers. Multi-window user

interface. Simple command
structure.

All times in seconds.

AES consists of nine source files totaling 1142 lines of code.
AES is built using Make.
Mark Williams C using RAM disk.

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Box 851521, Richardson, Texas 75085-1521

(214] 987-4931

£ Mt'gamax, Inc. 1988, LasevC and LaserDB sold separat l4y.

Ifyou currently own MegamaxC far the ST, update to Laser

C for $20. Call far details. (214) 987-4931. Now available

through distributers. UNIX™ is a trademark of AT&T.



3mDrlve
IAtari ST Hard Disk Systems

High performance hard disk drives for Atari ST

and Mega ST computers

DMA and SCSI connectors for daisy-chaining

additional devices

20, 30, 45, 60, 120, and 198MB capacities

NEW!

NteddDrive
Internal **Hard Disk System

40MB capacity

Mounts inside the Atari Mega ST case

High speed DMA data transfer

Fast RLL drive — 28ms access time

Leaves DMA and 68000 port free for

other peripherals

Available at your local dealer, or call:

K^m supra Corporation

Includes these useful utilities:

- Formatting software that allows dividing the

drive into as many as 1 2 partitions

- Autobooting directly from the hard disk

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Built-in fan

NEW!

FD-10
' 10MB Removable Floppy

Uses 10MB removable floppy disks for

unlimited storage

Fast transfer speed and disk access

(80ms average access time)

Reads IBM 360K and 1 .2MB floppy disks

Connects to Atari ST DMA port

Built-in SCSI and DMA connectors

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Useful as primary storage and for hard disk

backups and archival data storage

1-800-727-8772 (Orders Only) or 503 967-9075

1 133 Commercial Way, Albany, OR 97321 USA
Fax: 503-926-9370 Telex: 51 06005236 (Sjpra Corp)



GB\ BASIC

Go where no BASIC interpreter has
gone before! GFABASIC.ARC on
your START disk.

Since its introduction, GFA BASIC has

been the BASIC of choice -and to a

large degree the programming language

of choice-in the ST community. And

no wonder. GFA is a powerful inter-

preted BASIC. It gives you easy access to

GEM features, such as drop-down

menu bars, to give your programs a

professional look. GFA is a structured

language; it lets you call procedures by

name and has a full array of looping

commands. What's more, the GFA edi-

tor will automatically indent your code

and check for syntax errors as you type.

And now START is happy to bring you

this interpreter-a 559.95 value-on

your START disk!

To use the GFA BASIC ver 2.0 inter-

preter, copy the file GFABASIC.ARC

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC the file, following the disk instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. This new

disk will contain the interpreter itself

(.GFABASIC.PRG), the run-only program

(GFABASRO.PRG) that lets you share

your BASIC programs with friends who

don't own a copy ol the interpreter and

a quick reference text file (GFA-

BASICTXT) you can print or show from

the Desktop or load into your favorite

text editor or word processor. Use the

same procedure to un-ARC

GFADEMOS.ARC; this file contains

demos which will help you explore the

power of GFA BASIC.

Although MichTron is still providing

customer support for GFA BASIC ver.

2.0, START has been supplementing that

with our Programming in BASIC

column began in our Summer 1988

issue. Now is the time to go through

your back issues and improve your pro-

gramming using our tools and tips.

From Summer 1988 to October 1988

we ran a three-part series on generating

and using dialog boxes in GFA BASIC; a

sample program (DIALOG.PRG) is on

October's disk. In November, we ran the

Putmaker which lets you grab a portion

of a picture, save it to disk, and later

load it into your BASIC program for

flashy title screens. In December we had

a double-header: the Menu Builder and

Generalized Input Routines. The Menu

Builder let you design drop-down me-

nus as easy as 1-2-3. Generalized Input

Routines let you make sophisticated in-

put and menu screens to give you and

your program's user the ultimate in flex-

ibility. Finally, on this issue's disk is a

cross- referencer that will save you hours

of debugging time.

If you prefer to begin at the begin-

ning, you can order MichTron's GFA BA-

SIC manual directly from Antic at the

low price of $9.95 (plus shipping and

handling). And if you bought START

without disk, you can order this issue's

disk to get your copy of GFA BASIC at

the same time.

Coming Soon

START will be continuing its support of

GFA in future issues, when well publish

MichTron's GFA Vector and GFA Object,

which let you create and animate 3D

objects and then incorporate them in

your programs.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

GFA BASIC ver. 2.0
manual, $9.95 + $3.50
shipping and handling.

Antic's Disk Desk, 544 Sec-

ond St., San Francisco, CA
94107, (800)234-7001.
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KEYS!
by Jeff Baker:

Newport Classics

recording artist

and piano teacher.

A unique and flexible composition and learning tool

for beginners and professionals alike.

For the Beginner:
Does NOT require MIDI, playback your music through the Atari internal sound chip.

Totally Mouse-Driven user interface

Mask the on-screen keyboard with 144 otthe most used chord symbols.

Notes you record are instantly displayed on screen in traditional musical notation.

Supports chords up to 8 notes "deep",

The on-screen keyboard lights up as your music plays .

KEYS! comes with many preprogrammed music pieces.

Auto Composer creates themes and harmonies from scratch, or from your music!

For the Professional:
Full MIDI support.

Notes, channel .duration, polyphony, and velocity recorded by mouse or keyboard,

Compatible with Dr.Ts KCS, MIDI Recording Studio (MRS) , and Copyist programs.

Three modes ol operation including Record, Audition, and Auto Composer.
Edit single events, move ranges, copy ranges, and repeat with transpose.

mmgdjajg musical notation displayed on the on-screen grand staff.

Requires color or monochrome 520, 1040, or Mega ST computers.

Music

Software, Inc.Dr.Ts
220 Boylston Street, Suite 206
Chestnut Hill, MA 021 67
(617)-244-6954

START is a magazine with disk; if you bought the non-disk version

then you're missing out on a dynamite disk that has two utilities, an ex-

citing game, a collection of macros, a great educational program and-

as an unbelievable bonus-GFA BASIC ver 2.0: a $59.95 value! Call toll-

free (800) 234-7001 for your START disk or use the bound-in order

form elsewhere in this issue. Only $10.95!

THIS MONTH

ON YOUR START DISK

ARE YOU KIDDING?

The GFA BASIC 2.0 interpreter is on this

issues START disk! Now you can write hit

programs using the ST community's all-

time favorite BASIC The GFA BASIC in-

terpreter, some sample files, a quick refer-

ence file and the run-only program are

all in the compressed file GFA-

BA5IC.ARC; runs in any resolution.

This month We bring you a new

educational program called Spanish

Mastery. Anthony Barbieri wrote this

Spanish verb tutor that teaches conjuga-

tions in any tense and person. Review

conjugations or take a quiz to pinpoint

areas that require more study. File

SPMASTER.ARC; runs in medium or

high resolution.

Slither, by Thomas Burglin, is Janu-

ary's game of the month. Lead Spencer

the Snake through hazardous arenas as

he avoids walls, baniers and his own tail

while searching for apples. File

SLITHER.ARC; runs in low or high reso-

lution.

Wayne Longman's STARTKey macro

files work with 1ST Word and 1ST Word

Plus-they replace all your drop-down

menu options with function key selec-

tions. Use the keyboard template in-

cluded with the article for easy reference

File MACROS.ARC; requires STARTKey

from the Winter 1987 issue

Dave Small's tool of the month is a

partition analyzer. It tells you the size,

starting sector and type of each partition

on your hard drive(s). File PART1-

TIN.ARC; runs in medium or high reso-

lution.

Finally, our Programming in BASIC

column biings you a cross-referencer by

David Archibald. Xref creates a list of all

the variables, procedures and labels in

yourGFA BASIC program - examine this

listing and save hours of debugging time

File XREFARC; runs in medium and

high resolution.
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How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk

icon next to its title on the Table of

Contents or "On Disk" on its first page

has an accompanying hie on your

START disk. These files are archive

files -they've been compressed with the

Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a public

domain program available for many

personal computers. We use the ARC

utility to squeeze the many files that

may go with a particular article into one

compressed file, which may be only

40% of the total size of the original files.

In addition to the archive files, you'll

find the program ARCXTTP, which

stands for ARChive eXtract, on your

START disk. You'll use this program to

decompress, or extract, the disk files

we've shrunk down with ARC.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on your

START disk, please follow these simple

instructions. You'll need two blank, for-

matted single- or double-sided disks to

properly extract the files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a copy

of it immediately to the first blank disk.

Make sure the write-protect window is

open on the START disk at all times to

insure that you don't accidentally erase

the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how toformat a

dish, copy a disk or copy individual files,

please refer to your original Atari ST or

Mega manual and study these procedures

carefully before going on.

Alter you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place and

label the copy disk "START Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk in

Drive A of your computer and double-

click on the Drive A icon to see the

disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCXTTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Vn-ARC dish.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A
and press the Escape key on your ST to

see the disk directory. Double-click on

ARCXTTP The following dialog box

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk as shown in the example below

and press Return. You do not have to

type in the extender .ARC.

OPEN APPLICATION

Hane: nunx

Paraneters:
san pin

l~5T-l

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive! SflHPLE.BRC

Extracting file EXP.MPLE.PR5

Extracting file FILE, TXT

Extracting file SIMPLE.PIC
Extracting -file README

OPEH BPPLICB7I0H

Kane: BP.CX

Paraneters!

[

TTP

1 ok 1 1 Cancel 1

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCXTTP

program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure.

You can examine this file from the ST

Desktop by double -clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out) as

shown in the example below.

(Note: If ARCXTTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

Von can only print or display
this docunent. Please click
on appropriate button to

ShoM I
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This year Atari users

like you came together on

GEnie™ to get their Atari

questions answered by

experts, their Atari games

won, their Atari systems

updated and their online

Atari opinions "confirmed,

researched, and applauded

247,769 times.

GEnie.
For the people,

by the people.

You've never been a follower. You want

your voice heard. You want straight, unbiased

information about your hardware and software.

You want independent news. Opinions.

And control.

GEnie understands. In the Atari RoundTable

on GEnie, the people determine what is dis-

cussed. And since GEnie is not a hardware

or software developer, you'll get the most

objective information about what's new on

the market. That's why smart Atari users like

yourself turned to us over 240,000 times this

year. That's why you should too.

GEnie makes sure you have access to all

kinds of great Atari software-including thou-

sands of games, education and business pro-

ductivity programs as well as hard-working

utilities to expand your Atari. And the experts

you trust will be online when you log on. Plus

news, shopping, travel and reference data.

All for only 81 a minute .

Sign-up is just $29.95, and your first 2

hours are free* There are no hidden charges or

monthly minimums. Now it's your call.

Here's how easy it is to sign-up

from your keyboard now.

- Have your major credit card or checking

1 . account number ready.

Set your modem for local echo (balf-

£.duplex)-300 or 1200 baud.

_ Dial 1-800-638-8389. When con-

J. nected, enter HHH

- At the U#=prompt enter

4. XJM11724,GEnie then RETURN.

Need help or more information? No modem

yet? We can help. In the U.S. or Canada call

1-800-638-9636. Join the online Revolu-

tion and let your voice be beard.

Join the Revolution,

We bring good things to life.

"Basic rales and services in gffeci 9/BB apply in U.S. only.

Non-prime lime rates apply Mon.-Fri. 8PM- BAM local lime and

all day Sal., Sun., and nail holidays. Subject lo service availability.

Some services offered on GEnre may include adrjirional charges.

*$tQ credit applies. Offer good far 30 days from sirjn-op.

01986 General Electric Company. U.S.A.



Review

GFA BASIC 3.0
The New Standard?

by David P I o t k

When GFA BASIC first reached the

United States from Germany, it created

quite a stir It was the first general pur-

pose interpreted language for the ST that

was fast, easy to use and accessed GEM

in a relatively straightforward manner It

became even more attractive upon the re-

lease of the GFA BASIC Compiler; which

could turn your program into a stand-

alone PRG file

GFA BASIC became die language of

choice for many ST owners, especially

since it did not need the complicated

Compile-Link-Debug cycle required by C
Since its introduction, GFA BASIC has be-

come the most popular ST language for

magazine listings as well (Editors Note:

We receive more program submissions at

START in GFA BASIC than in any other

language.)

GFA BASIC 3.0, the newest version of

this popular language adds many more

features and functions and is considera-

bly faster Let's look at version 3.0 and see

what it has to offer

The Editor

The GFA 3.0 editor does not use standard

GEM menus. Instead, there are two lines

of functions at the top of the screen,

similar to version 2.0's editor To activate a

function, you can click on it with the

mouse or press the corresponding func-

tion key (or Shi ft- function key combina-

tion). The function bar has standard

commands such as loading, saving, print-

ng a listing, block operations and merg-

ng. Differences from the GFA 2.0 editor

nclude a real-time clock in the function

line at the top of the screen and a toggle

that switches the screen to GEM format

to let you access desk accessories and

load or save programs.

Another new feature is a line counter

that keeps track of your place in the pro-

gram. While GFA BASIC does not use

line numbers per se, you can type in the

line counter value for a particular line and

the editor will jump to that line

To enter a program in the editor, just

type it in or load it from disk. Each line

can contain only one command. The edi-

tor automatically indents loops and

procedures (more on this later) and you

Can set it to capitalize commands and put

variables in upper-lower case automati-

cally. You can also set the format of

printed listings by adding headers and

footers, setting the maximum line length

and doing other things you couldn't do

with version 2.0.

Various key combinations move the

cursor around in the editor-you can

even set the number pad to control cur-

sor movement much as it does on the

PC. Reminiscent of 8-bit Atari BASIC,

GFA BASIC 3.0 and 2.0 analyze each line

for proper syntax as you go. If you try to

leave a line that has a syntax error, the

bell will sound, a message will appear at

the top of the screen and you must cor-

rect that line before moving on.

Once you've typed in or loaded a pro-

gram, you can run it just by clicking on

Run in the function bai If any errors oc-

cur, the program will return you to the

editor with the cursor on the offending

line and a brief error message at the top

of the screen. You can also shift to the

output screen to give single commands in
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"direct" mode, useful for checking the

values of variables, etc.

Commands, Variables and Operators

In terms of commands, GFA 3.0 is about

the most full-featured language I have ever

seen, containing more than 400 com-

mands. The "normal" BASIC commands

(such as Print, If, etc.) are included, but

these just scratch the surface

The variable types include Byte,

Boolean, Word, Integer, Floating Point and

String Each of these can be used in ar-

rays as well. Commands are available to

fill an array with a specified value, to set

and find the dimensions of an array and

to find the addresses of arrays and varia-

bles. Further, GFA 3.0 is exceptionally

flexible in its variable handling with com-

mands to convert one type of variable to

another, convert among octal, binary, dec-

imal and hex, convert numbers to strings

and back, swap variable values, do two

types of sorts and access memory

direcdy for handling variables. One of the

most interesting commands is Inline,

which lets you reserve space (for storing

a picture or assembly code, for example)

nght in the program listing so that the

information in that space will be saved

and loaded with the program listing itself.

GFA 3.0 provides arithmetic operators

for handling floating point and integer

operations and 'a full range of logical

operators (such as And, Or and Eqv),

string operators and comparison opera-

tors (such as >,= and <), mathematical

functions including trig and log functions,

Max and Min, a square root function

and a random number generator A com-

plete complement of bit operators, such

as Shift, Set, Clear, Test and Change

round out these functions.

The new key operators in GFA 3.0 let

you redefine the function keys. As in ver-

sion 2.0, file management commands let

you use different directories, change

drives, erase a file, check for the existence

of a file, check the length of a file and de-

termine the amount of space on a disk.

Enhancements include the ability to re-

name a file and to query or set the con-

tents of the disk transfer address. Both

versions of GFA BA5IC let you set the file

pointer value, copy a memory area to and

from disk and use random access files so

you don't have to keep an entire file in

memory at once

You can communicate with peripher-

als plugged into any of the STs ports. As

in version 2.0, the program provides

direct mouse support (including setting

the pointer shape), but version 3.0 takes

this one step further and lets you (finally)

access the joystick. Sound support in-

cludes the Wave command and two vari-

ations of the Sound command

GFA BASIC 3.0 is

about the most full-

featured language I

have ever seen.

Structured Programming

With version 3.0, GFA BASIC continues

to support structured programming. In

addition to the standard If-Else-Endif in

version 2.0, you now have Elseif, which

largely eliminates the (formerly required)

nested Endifs Select Case structures

now allow branching to mulnple sections

of code based on the value of an expres-

sion. Because the value specified for Case

can be a single number, a range of num-

bers or a list of numbers, this feature is

very flexible There's also a Default

option so that if none of the Case values

are satisfied, the code for the Default is

executed. Case can even test for non-

numeric characters.

As with version 2.0, the new version

supports Repeat Until, While/Wend and

Do Loop. However, Do Loop variations

now include Do Until Do While, Loop

Until and Loop While for even more

options.

In many BASlCs-and in GFA versions

2.0 and 3.0 -procedures have replaced

subroutines. (A procedure is simply a

separate section of code) In languages

that use subroutines, procedures can

sometimes be executed accidentally But

in both versions of GFA BASIC, they

must be called specifically in order to be

executed. Procedures have another advan-

tage over subroutines in that you can pass

different parameters to them.

A variable can be declared local to a

procedure so that it will not affect a vari-

able with the same name elsewhere in

the program. The procedure can also

modify the value of a passed parameter if

it is declared as a Var parameter (as in

Pascal). This gives you a great deal of

flexibility. Another nice touch is that a

procedure can be called simply by using

its name as a command-no longer must

you use Gosub or * (although you can if

you want).

GFA 3.0 supports two types of func-

tions, just as in version 2.0, there are sin-

gle line functions which are defined with

Deffn and called with Fn. Parameters can

be passed to them, but the values of the

parameters cannot be modified. The

result of the Fn call will return a value,

just like built-in functions such as Sin or

Cos. The second type of function is even

more powerful; it can be more than one

line long- a special kind of procedure

that returns the result of a calculation.

Full error handling, setting of break-

points and interrupt programming are

also supported. Every ensures that a

procedure will be executed repeatedly at

specific time intervals. After makes sure

that a procedure will be executed once

after a specified number of clock ticks

The GFA 3.0 tracing functions for

debugging arc very powerful. You can

specify a procedure to execute after every

command -perhaps the procedure would

output the values of important variables

to the printer The system variable TraceS

contains the command being executed,
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so [hat you can always find out where

you are in the program.

Graphics, GEM and Other Goodies

A complete complement of graphics for

circles, boxes, filled shapes, polymarkers,

patterns and lines are available Text at-

tributes and rotation can be specified and

text strings can be put on the screen at

any location. Limiting graphics to a given

screen rectangle (clipping), direct Line-A

support (with sprites), bit blitting, 16

graphics modes and a set of commands

for simulated Logo "turtle graphics" are all

available

As with GFA 2.0, you can build GEM

menus and install them at the top of the

screen. On Menu can detect not only

when a menu item has been selected, but

other "events" such as GEM messages,

window events (close box selected, slider

clicked on, window moved, etc.), key

strokes and mouse events. Various mes-

sages are returned to the application in

the array MenuQ, enabling the program

to detect what happened and respond

appropriately. The application can keep

an eye out for any combination of events.

The built-in window commands let you

set a window title and info line, clear a

window, set a windows attributes or

close it. Four windows can be open; each

must have one comer anchored in a cor-

ner of the screen, only the center point

(where the four windows meet) can be

specified. You must modify the Windtab

directly in order to get around this limi-

tation.

GFA 2.0 and 3.0 support alert boxes

and file selector boxes, with the latter

returning the full name of the selected

file Also, GEMDOS, BIOS and XBIOS

calls are available, but you must supply

the number of the desired function as

well as any additional parameters. How-

ever three appendices of the GFA 3.0

manual detail the syntax of each com-

mand and give a short explanation of its

purpose This is generally not enough to

use the function if you are not familiar

with it, but a good GEM/BIOS/XBIOS

reference guide will fill in the missing in-

formation.

GFAs programmers have also

provided a complete set of commands in

version 3.0 for calling assembly subrou-

tines, using C routines located at a given

address (perhaps in a string), for setting

68000 registers and even for loading and

running another program.

Finally, version 3.0 lets you use almost

all VDI and AES calls by name; you no

longer need to remember the number of

the call. You have direct access to those

arrays (1NT1N, ADDRIN, etc.) that must

be initialized before being called. The

VDI and AES libraries are amazingly

GFA lets you use

almost all VDI and

AES calls by name.

complete, including graphics, object trees

(dialog boxes, etc.), event trapping, the

shell library, menus and windows.

Manual Labor

My only major complaint about version

3.0 is the manual. It's a disaster It's so bad

that much of the power of this language

may go unrealized, simply because too

many users won't be able to figure out

how to use important commands. The

manual is rife with incomplete sentences,

stilted language missing words and whole

sections that make no sense

Unfortunately the manual really fails

when it comes to the new commands.

The German-to-English translator must

not have known English very well. Or

GFA BASIC. Or both. I'm an experienced

GFA programmer and yet I found myself

reading sections over and over again and

finally giving up. Even worse, at least a

third of the program listings simply don't

work due to typographical errors. At-

tempts to enter the programs result in

syntax errors and correcting the syntax

sometimes resulted in spectacular

crashes.

This manual must be rewritten.

MichTron is aware of the problem, but it'll

probably be a while before a revision

comes along. It's not clear at this date

whether the revised manual will be

provided to current owners. If it is, you'll

probably have to return your old manual

to MichTron and pay a substantial

charge -after all, the manual is over 600

pages, (This is to prevent piracy;

MichTron naturally doesn't want you to

give your old manual to a friend, al-

though you might lose that friend if you

did!)

I also don't like the way the manual is

arranged. Similar commands are grouped

together-program structure, string

management, graphics, etc.-rather than

alphabetically by command. While that

makes some logical sense in terms of the

language structure, it makes it very

difficult to find a particular command.

You must look a command up in the in-

dex in order to find it in the manual.

The Ultimate Question

The question, then, is should you buy

this immensely powerful language? The

answer is a qualified yes. The only

qualification is that unless you need GFA

BASIC 3.0's power right away or are will-

ing to expend the time necessary to deci-

pher the manual, wait until version 3.0 is

available with a revised manual

Contributing Editor David Plotkin has an

MS in Chemical Engineeringfrom DC
Berkeley and is a Data Analyst for Chev-

ron Corporation.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

GFA BASIC 3.0, $99 95
($40 for registered owners of

earlier versions). MichTron,

Inc., 576 South Telegraph,

Pontiac, Ml 48053, [353)

334-5700.
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UnleashYour
Imagination!
Design the game of

your dreams...

Move and animate up to 15 sprites at

once - with full collision detection

between each sprite

Add a musical soundtrack which plays

on interrupt or use one ot the pre-

defined sound effects to add that professional touch

Define up to 16 different types of scrolling areas

Create pull-down menus with one command
Grab the sprites from your favorite games
Compact Neochrome or Degas screens - or even sections

of screens

Convert your ST into the ulti-

mate game writing machine.

STOS revolutionizes BASIC. Its

simple-to-use interface and 320
commands give

you the power to

create fast, exciting

games. Whether
you're a competent
programmer or

have never written

a game before,

STOS is the tool

you need to create

your own master-

piece {or edit some-
one else's).

In one impres-

sive package you
get: STOS Basic, sprite editor,

room designer, character set

editor, icon editor, music editor,

screen compacter

—

PLUS,
three free games which show
you just what can be achieved

...Let your adventure
creation begin!
Adventure game
writing made
easy! Produce
your own profes-

sionally illustra-

ted adventure
games with
STAC, the ST
Adventure Crea-
tor. STAC is a
unique, easy-to-

use program that

lets you produce
exciting , top
quality, graphic-

ally illustrated adventures.

STAC is a compact pro-

gram under 100K long. This

leaves 300K on a basic

520ST and a whole lot more

on Mega STs.

This 2-Disk
package includes:

STAC, Quick
Start File, Small

Demonstration
Adventure, Vari-

ety of Character

Fonts, a Slide
Show of Sample
Adventure
Screens and a

very comprehen-
sive 70 page
manual. PLUS

SHYMER- a complete 150K
adventure.

LET YOUR CREATION
BEGIN !

with this unique package.
There's Zoltar, Bullet Train and
Orbit - and each game is written

entirely in easy-to-understand

STOS Basic, which

means you can
modify or custom-

ize each one to your

heart's content.
Change the music,

the sprites, the
difficulty level.

Design some new
screens... And by

examining the pro-

gramming you'll

learn how to create

your own games
from scratch.

This is the Game Creation

program that hit the top of the

European best seller charts

within one week of launch—now
Terrific Software brings this

English Best Seller to the U.S.!

"A Superb Accom-
plishment"

—Atari ST User

"An Excellent

Product"
—Atari ST Update

Graphic Editor/

Designer

Character Font Editor

Printer options

LINK feature enables

adventures of unlimited

size to be created

Over 120 different

conditional actions

Loading screen option

Music in messages
Print text anywhere,

even over graphics

Look for these game and

adventure creation tools at

your tavorite store, or call

^ 80O-234-7OD1 to order by



Announcing...

The

Animation System

The only ST animation program that animates while you edit!

Easy icon and pop-up menu interface. Full Undo.

• Sprites animate as you edit—see changes instantly.

• Draw directly in frames with drawing tools-
no clumsy grid interface.

• Sprites can be any size from 8 by 8 to 46 by 48 pixels.

• Use shapes created with ST paint programs.

• Create sprite data source code for any language.

• Fast sprite mover routines provided (with source)
along with tutorials on screen RAM, page
flipping, and more.

• Complete C source code to "HacMan"
arcade-style maze game provided.

No licensing fees of any kind!

Available Now I

TWO FULL DISKS

50 PAGE MANUAL $49.95
FOR ONLY

Kinetic Microsystems
5640 Vantage Point Road
Columbia, MD 21044
(301)964 3180

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

mr\ Public Domain Software
Over 575 Disks Available for the ST

$4.00 Each

nm
Christmas Special
Buy 6 Disks get 1 FREE
Buy 10 Disks get 2 FREE
Buy 20 Disks get 5 FREE

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Clip Art,

Applications, Music, Educational,

Graphics and more
24 Hour Shipping Telephone Support

Free Catalog Updates

Call or Write for FREE Catalog
(800) 622-7942

Clip Master
10 Screens per disk

$19.95 per disk
FREE Bonus Disk with Purchase

Dealer Inqi

Disk 1 : Animals, Chrisiian, Folks, Food, Home, Music, Plants

Disk 2 ; Americana, Patriotic, US Map, Outlines of all 50 States
Disk 3 : Arrows, Designs, Kid Stuff, Signs, Symbols, Christmas
Disk 4 : Animals, School, Thanksgiving, Transportation 8 more

Clip Art for Desktop Publishing Programs
u-.rjpf!,- Mr-sster $26.95
M Hint Bcok $9.95
M Hint Disk $15.95
ids $22.95
yphoon Thompson %2-\3b
FA Basic 3.0 $39.95

GFA Reboot Camp $16.95
Publisher ST $79.95

'IsMr.W'l

Flash
S",idoiv

In-,;: ink --V1

Dsqfl". ri:;.;

$19.95 Mouse Master
iia.Ki' Monitor Master
$22.95 Helpful Hints (Boc
S?3!J5 Sud.'? ?-i00 \!c-io

Call tort

BRE Software Dept. SRT
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711

(209) 432-2159 in CA

Welcome to super-programming!

Programming languages are flexible. You have complete control

over how you do things. But what things can you do with a normal
programming language? Draw a line on the screen? Print a string of

characters? It takes months of development work to build something
useful from these simple operations. Why can't a programming
language take advantage of sophisticated functions available in

existing specialized programs? Imagine a Basic-like language with

commands like "Draw a picture with CAD-3D" or "Print a letter with

First Word". Or even "Dial CompuServe with Flash every day at 11

p.m., check E-mail and save it to disk". Well, you don't have to

imagine it. This programming language is here and it's called:

ST Control language features FOR-NEXT loops, IF.THEN
statements, logical operators, subroutines, floating-point arithmetic,

multi-dimensional arrays, arbitrary expressions, trig functions and
much more. There's also a Trace function for real-time debugging of

scripts. ST Control works on any ST, color or monochrome.

From the creators of SPECTRUM 512

UNISPEC $4995
UNISPEC is a

fleiiblc link with al

program at the sam

ST CONTROL $69.95

c switching. UNISPEC is a 512-color program, which

pciproeram that combines SPECTRUM'S 512 colore 1

lOtcv itUTJEp

be pasted on a single UNISPEC sci

on use: NEOchrome, DEGAS Elile

tblc to create beautiful 512-color itr

SPECTRUM 512, a$ well as enhan

ST Control is a compiled language that can 'drive' any program
(GEM or non-GEM) in real time. Here's what you can do with it:

* Record any sequence of operations in any program(s) and convert

them into a text script

* Paste additional pieces of scripts recorded or written earlier and
saved to disk

* Edit the script with a built-in text editor, adding things that

cannot be recorded - FOR-NEXT loops for repetitive operations,

variables and arithmetic operations to change something with each

repetition, mouse and key input for real-time playback control

(yes!) and even feedback input from the controlled program
* Compile the script and then run it at any speed
* Stop playback, edit your script and run again - without quitting

the controlled program (ST Control is a special desk accessory

that can be entered even from non-GEM programs)

iofth

transparent overlays. ±: praise l;iyr..jl wuii iisini; SNA!' :i::.i diftiul ;.

morel And now UNISPEC 1.1 lets you create Spectrum delta-an

full 512 colore, real-rime playback!

Requites SPECTRUM 512. Requires 1 megabyte of memory lo run

DIGISPEC
DIC1SPEC lets you digili« 512-color

J»M 24000 DIGISPEC also loads all Amiga

color GIF files from Mac and IBM, convening

$39.95
mages when used with COMPUTEREVES color

g technique to bring the number of simulated shades to

dure files (including 4096-color HAM) as well as 256-

cm to SPECTRUM 512 picture format.



Software Discounters
of America __

S.D. of A.

USA/Canada Orders—1-800-225-7638

PA Orders-1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

' Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
' No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

' Your Card is not charged until we ship

#SIERRA
A fascinating, fantastic

entertainment program for

the home, nursery schools

and kindergarten classes.

The first 3-D animated

adventure game for young

children.

Mixed-Up Mother Goose
List $29.95

Our Discount Price $19

wfTaum, Disl

ACCOLADE
Bubble Ghosl .

Test Drive

AtG 1

5

BRODERBUND
Typhoon Thompson
CENTRAL F

'

. .144
Art pjk »

AM I

ACak Piim*. . . Sit
A-Chait S19
Shadow $19
Base Two HI
Cyber Paint 1 449
flash $19
Phasar 3 $59
Spvilrum S12 $44
3 f) Bieakthiu 125
ARTWORK

Linkwnrd Fre ..$19

*4 lemale 414

AUDIO LIGHT

CINEMAWARE
Defender uf the Cmwn$33
S.D.I ..$33
Sinbad: Throne ol

the Falcon ..$33
DATA EAST

Ikiiri Warrior* . . . ..$25

Lock On ..$25

..$tt
DATA SOFT

Alternate Reality: Cily $26
Global Commander
Hum for Red October 532

ELtCIHOMC ARTS

Alien Fires ..$26
..$14

Awesome Arcade Pack $32

Bard's Tale

chessmasier 2000

.

..$29

$9.8B
..$14

Marble Madness . . ..$26

Mavis Beacon

..$29

..$21

..$21

1

— - ..._^= - „ -

As a disciple of

Moebius, you must

search for the Orb of

Olpsti.il Harmony-
stolen by a renegade

Warlord. Authentic

martial arts in an ex-

citing role playing

adventure!

Moebius
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

Star Fleet 1 .$15
Twilights Ransom . $n
^"VColf $26

California Games .$33

Champ. Wrestling . . .$14

Dive Bomber .$33

.$:«
Impossible Mission 2 .$24

Sob Battle Simulator .$24

.$14
EQUAL PLUS

$129
FORESIGHT

FTL

Dungeon Master. . . .$2$

Dungi-oririiasler Hints . . $9

CAMESIAR
CLF Champ. Foolba .$2'i

GRIRNIT

Neo Desk .$19

ILIAD

Athena 2 $M
INTERSECT

Revolver VH

« CAD .
. .$129

Shuttli

St. Replay $69
Tanyjewoocl S25
Time Bandit $25
Tune Up S33
MICROLEAGUE
Baseball 2 $39
Gen. Manager/Owner .519
1987 Team Disk $14
WWF Wrestling $33
MICROPROS!:

Silent Service

Ml\DSCAiT
Alien Syndrome

..$33[>e |.i Vu
Gauntlet $33
Harrier Combat

Indiana lories &
The Temple of Doom$33

Into the Eagle's Nest. .$2S

Out Run Call

Road Runn
72B

Our Discount Price $14

(for right-handed players only!)

VIP Professional . . .

I DW
Club Backgammon .

Power Spreadsheel

rsycm^ivi

Air Ball Consl. Set .

GFA Basic Book . . .

GFA Artist

CFA Companio
CoWnmua 2 .

QMI
Desk Cart

ST Talk Professional .

RAINBLRD

Dabuoft*

As captain of Russia's

newest state-of-the-art

sub your goal is to cross

the Atlantic and

rendevous with the

American Navy.

Hunt for Red October
List $49.95

Our Discount Price $32

. -Call

..$33

Starglider 2 S29
The Pawn $19
Universal Military

Simulator S33
SCORPION
Foundations Waste . . .$25

SIERRA

Black Cauldron $25
Kind's Quest 1, 2, or 3$33
Leisure Suil Larry $25
Police Quest $33
Space Quest T or 2S33 Ea.

SIVU )\ & SCHUSTER
Star Trek:

The Rebel Universe .$25

SOFTREK
Turbo ST S33
SPRINGBOARD
Certificate Maker

THUNDER MO UNTAIN
Summer Challenge . .$9.BH

T.lu Leiti: The Lost

Star Colony $9.BB

tinier Challeng

..$9.81

TtMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher

D.P. Clip Art:

Education Graph
People, Place-, A Thim;^".

Symbols ft Slog

..$33

CM. I

SSI

v Di<k . . .$T9

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons

Heroes of the Lanee $26
Thanlasie 1, 2, or 3$2fi Ea.

Queslron 1 $33
Rings of Zilfin $26
Roadwar 2000 $26
Rnadwar horopa $29

Swiftcalc w.'Sidew;

Word Writer $49
MARK Wl
C Suurcc Dehugger ..$49

Stellar Cm
$23

Hockey $33
Uninvited $33
OMNITREND

ACCES SOR Its

CompuServe Starter Kit$19

Disk Case (Holds 301S6.B8
" " Cleaner 3'. i$(i.flti

. .$33 Supra 20 meg D

Scenery Disks:

#7-Washingto.

011-Detroit .

9S? > 3*'
Broderbund* isBmrnt
Your lOOOcc Superbike

J
growls and rumbles f\&'
beneath you . . .the t^r
starter's flag slices

J
through the air. . .and ^
off you roar on the f
ride of your life. r.

Super Bike Challenge

List $19.95

Our Discount Price $14

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238

d.r; Orders willi ( .ishiers i heck or uioiiev order sliip|],.rl immediatels nn in stock items! Personal

)rders under SI (HI add $3; free shipping on orders over $100. AK, HI, f-PO, APO-add SS on all

orders. Canada & Puerto Kit u-.uld S7.5H on all orders. Sorry, no oilier lnleroation.il orders accepted! PA residents add f>
,:

.. sales tax on Ihe total amount of order includes shipping charges.
CUSTOMER SERVICE- HOURS: Mon.-Fri. •) AM-i:t() PM f .isleru Time. RE ASONS LOU CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—412-361-5291 (DSIatus of order or hack order (2)if any merchandise
purchased wilhin 60 days from S.D. of A. is defective, please call for a return authorization number. We will not process a return without a return auth. H Defective merchandise will

be replaced wilh Ihe same merchandise only. Other returns subject to a 20% resloi kino, i harge! After (>() days from your purchase date, please refer to the warranty included with the

product purchased ft return directly In the manot.ii (urer. Customer service is ill not accept i oiled calls or calls on S.D.nf A.\ HfKI" order lines! Prices .1- avail, ihili!\ are subject lo change!
New titles are arriving daily! Please call for more information. ORDER USE HOURS: Moo.-Thurs. '):!)(] AM-7:()0 I'M l-ii. <):l)0 AM- r.:i» I'M Sal. 70:01) AM-4:II(I I'M Eastern 1 ime. EXTENDED
HOLIQAy ORDER LINE HOURS Nov. 1-Det. \'r. Mon.-Iliors. •):()() AM-'HK) I'M Iri. <):EI() AM-6:00 PM S.il. 10:00 AM -1:1)0 PM Eastern Time.



The European

Report

Robots, Games and
a Pocket PC

by Andre Willey
START European Editor

Over the coming months in this

column, I will try to keep you in touch

with the latest news from all over

Europe. There will necessarily be a bias

towards the U.K., since after all, this is

where Atari is currently working on

some of their hottest new products,

such as the new transputer-based Abaq

workstation, a portable laptop ST (code-

named Stacey), and the hand-held PC,

pictured here. Keep in mind that the

news I present in The European Report

is just that: news. Some of these prod-

ucts may never actually appear in the

United States, but I would like to keep

you up-to-date on European Atari de-

velopments.

The Pocket PC

Perhaps the most surprising announce-

ment from Atari U.K. at this writing is

the prototype for the Pocket PC, the

worlds first pocket-sized IBM PC clone,

designed in the U.K. by the Guildford-

based Distributed Information Process-

ing (DIP). This product is based on a

series of custom-built low-power chips

and a variation of the "smart card"

system-used instead of conventional

disk drives. DIP already has a pretty

good track record for such designs-

DIP prototype of the Pocket PC, which is a
ing are function keys and a numeric keypa

their managing director, David Frod-

sham, and their development director,

Peter Baldwin, have both held senior

positions as Psion, the company

responsible for the popular Organizer

and Organizer II systems.

The Pocket PC is roughly the same

size as the Organizer II and unfolds to

reveal a full push-button QWERTY key-

board, minus numeric keypad or func-

tion keys. The Super Twist LCD display

tly being ' 'Atarl-ized.
'

' The only things mis

occupies the upper half of the unit and

gives eight lines of 40 characters each,

plus a simplified graphics capability.

The Pocket PC will use a 5Mhz 8088

processor with 128K of CMOS RAM,

expandable to 256K in 32K steps. This

advanced CMOS technology has made

the Pocket PC so power efficient that it

runs on just two AA batteries or a sepa-

rate AC adaptor. Atari has planned the

official unveiling of the Pocket PC for »•
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The European Report

the November COMDEX show.

Targeted at a release price of 200

Pounds in the U.K. (approximately

$336 US. at current exchange rates), the

Pocket PC will include an integrated

five-in-one software package consisting

of a word processor, spreadsheet,

diary/time planner, address book and

calculator- all linked by a universal

"Clipboard" system that lets you pass

notes and data among applications

freely

All of this software will be part of the

machine's 256K ROM and should use

very little RAM, thus leaving most of

your 128K available as work space. The

spreadsheet is Lotus 1-2-3-compatible

and the word processor lets you export

text to other systems in one of two

ways: first, you'll be able to buy a smart

card reader for full-sized IBM machines

at around 100 pounds C$168 U.S.),

which can read and write to the mem-

ory chips housed in these credit-card-

sized packages. Although the cards

work on a purely electronic storage

method, the PC will be fooled into deal-

ing with them just like any other exter-

nal media-such as a floppy disk, for

example.

Alternately, a special cable will be

available to link the Pocket PC to the

parallel port of other full-sized

machines for fully bidirectional data

transfer. Once you've transferred the in-

formation, you can store it on ordinary

5W -inch or 314-inch disks.

German Atari User Show

Atari held its own German Atari User

Show in West Germany from September

2-4, 1988, for over 27,000 dedicated

Atari ST enthusiasts. They certainly

weren't disappointed! Among the new

items was the RoboKit interface system,

complete with its computer-controlled

robot arm system and plenty of Fisher

Technic add-ons. Designed by Personal

Robots Inc. from Henley-Upon-Thames,

England, the basic kit will be available

in four configurations: large and small

versions of the robot arm itself, an ele-

vator device and a mobile tractor/truck.

These will connect to the ST via a spe-

cial interface card that plugs into the

cartridge port and supplies eight output

and eight input control lines. These kits

should help ST owners develop and test

a host of practical engineering jobs.

The software, which has taken con-

siderable time to develop, lets you ex-

periment with various engineering ideas

and concepts using graphical represen-

tations of the real world -even before

connecting the actual robot to the inter-

Atari U.K. has

announced the first

releases in a series

of high quality

wargames for the ST.

face. The icon/menu system lets you

plan your robot's activities in the sure

knowledge that you can't run over the

neighbor's dog- unless he too is

represented in the computer's RAM-

based model!

Also on display was Calamus, 1SD

Inc.'s new desktop publishing system

that supports Linotronic output. (Edi-

tor's note: A review of Calamus will

appear in an upcoming issue of START.)

European Software Snippets

Atari U.K. has announced the first

releases in a series of high quality war-

games for the ST. Known as Battle-

scapes, the programs are extremely

large- containing some 400K of code

and a separate data disk -and feature an

innovative svstem of real-time 3D views

of the landscapes instead of the more

usual, and rather dull, overhead view

maps.

The gameplay is unusual in that the

human player takes the part of the over-

all commander of his chosen army and

supplies the game with ordinary written

commands, just as in a text adventure

game. From there on, the computer

directly supervises the actions of all the

subordinate generals and other officers

and men, and then responds on behalf

of the opposing forces.

The first title in the series, Borodino,

sets the action during 1812 with

Napoleon's French army pitted in a

huge battle against the Russians. The

second game is set 400 years ago during

the time of the Spanish Armada-as the

enemy fleet sails up the English Chan-

nel, will Sir Francis Drake finish playing

bowles in time to defeat the Armada?

Only you can supply the answer.

The author, Dr. Peter Turcan (also the

author of Computer Scrabble, reviewed

in the November 1988 issue of START),

has spent over three years working on

these first two releases, and he plans

more in the series. By the time you read

this, both games should be available for

the ST for 29.95 pounds (about $50

U.S.), with PC versions following soon.

Next Month

Next time I'll bring you an update on

the latest Atari hardware

developments-including the Stacey lap-

top ST and perhaps a rumor or two

about the new super-secret Super ST

with stereo sound and 4,096 colors,

plus a report from the UK.'s leading

home computer exhibition, the Personal

Computer Show at London's "Earl's

Court" venue.

Andre V/illey is the Technical Editor of

Atari User magazine, the leading United

Kingdom professional Atari publication.
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Drafix 1 CAD delivers exciting

new ST features at our

boring old price ($195).

Exciting new features added just for

your Atari!

Nov/ you can have top-rated CAD perfor-

mance plus special features just for the Atari ST

all for one incredibly low price. Here's what

Drafix 1 has to offer.

— DotPlotter

— Provides hi -resolution output to dot

matrix and IIP & compatible laser

printers.

— DFX Port

— Allows you to transfer Drafix files

between IBM compatibles and the

Atari ST.

— Allows third party development of Drafix

applications.

There's also a variety of other low-cost

options including:

— LargePlot

— Supports D & [•] size drawings for the pro-

fessional for only $150.

— General Symbols Library for only $80.

— Professional Architectural, Mechanical or

Electrical/Electronics Symbols libraries for

only $150 each.

The first serious CAD package

for the ST.

Drafix 1 is loaded with drawing, designing

and editing functions that Atari users have never

seen before.

— Unlimited zooms and pans for extremely

detailed work.

— Draw lines, arcs, circles, pointmarkers,

polygons and ellipses. Select any of 16 pens,

256 layers, 8 line types, 32 point marker

types, 14 cross hatch patterns and solid fill

for tremendous design versatility.

— Flexible automatic dimensioning of lines,

angles and arcs in the alignment that's best

adapted toyourworkstyle.

— Draw in English or metric units.

— Automatic calculation of areas and

perimeters.

— Precise positioning using snap modes.

— Use ortho lock to draw vertical, horizontal or

normal lines.

— Keyboard input optional in absolute, relative

andpolarcoordinatesallowsyoutodrawto

the precision of .0000001 accuracy.

Pointer prom/its display

current mouse or digitizer

button functions for

ease of use.

item attributes, component and

grid snaps can be selected "on tbt

fly"for speed and accuracy.

— Powerful editing function that lets you

stretch, shorten, trim, bevel, round and fil-

let, erase, unerase and more.

—Transform and copy commands allow copy-

ing, moving, rotating and alignment of

items. Mirror objects about any axis and

merge drawings together for true computer-

ized cut and paste.

— Symbols can be created and stored for later

recall. They can be cataloged in directories

for easy accessibility.

— Drafix 1 features a second generation user

interface— the Dynamic Screen Menuing

System. This means all of the menus are vis-

ible at all times— there's no need to memo-

rize menu hierarchies.

— Plus many more features that can usually be

found only on sophisticated packages cost-

ing $2,Q0(H3,O0O. Yet with all of its power,

Drafix is one of the easiest software packages

you'll ever use.

Take advantage of our exciting new ST fea-

tures and turn your Atari into a powerful CAD

tool forjust $195.

Use our toll-free number for more informa-

tion or the name of your local Drafix dealer.

Menus remain visible

continuously to eliminate

memorization.

Powerful drawing functions

include arcs, ellipses, cross-

batching, solid fill, parallel

'and perpendicular lines and

y others.

Flexible, automatic

dimensioning system is

powerful, easy-to-use

and adaptable to your

work style-

Message center displays step - by-

step instructions and other useful

status information.

DRAFIX 1 CAD
ONLY $195
Call today for more order information or for

the name of your local Drafix dealer.

1-800-231-8574

FORESIGHT RESOURCES CORP.

10725 Ambassador Drive

N.Kansas City, M0 64153 816/891/1040

Dealers, contact us dlrecl or call

one nf these distributors:

Horizon Computers/Denver, CO
1-800-223-2487 BXt, 133

Pacific Software Supply

San Luis Obispo, CA
1-800-327-0425

(In Calif, call 1-800-356-8241)

Triangle Electronics/Pittsburgh, PA

1-800-245-6711

(In Pa. call 1-800-672-5566)



^SPANISH
Learn the difference between ser

and estar and have fun at the same
time. Find out how in the file

SPMASTER.ARC on your START disk.

If you study Spanish, or plan to, START

provides the ideal tutor in an educa-

tional program called Spanish Mastery.

This comprehensive Spanish verb refer-

ence is not a complete language

teacher. Rather, it turns your ST into a

helpful assistant in the challenge to

learn Spanish. Spanish Mastery is

equally suited for the home, high school

or college classroom and provides a vi-

tal resource to people whose careers re-

quire bilingual communication.

As a Spanish tutor, Spanish Master)'

will help you leam:

• Proper conjugation of all regular and

most irregular verbs.

• Translation of common English verbs

into Spanish.

• Conjugation of verbs into eight

tenses, six persons and two par-

ticiples.

• Reflexive constructions.

Spanish Mastery runs in medium or

high resolution and includes instruc-

tional help screens and a verb quiz. The

program works with either the mouse

or the keyboard.

Important note: Spanish Mastery lets

you access the Spanish characters in the

ST's extended-characters set. To enter a

vowel with an accent mark, just hold

down the Alternate key while typing the

vowel. To add a tilde (~) over an "n,"

type Alternate-N.

To run Spanish Mastery, copy the

files SPMASTER.ARC and ARCX.TTP
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Fail that last Spanish test becauseyou couldn't remember

the present subjunctiveform o/beber.? START will help

you pass the next one with Spanish Mastery, your ST

Spanish tutor, ft also makes a perfect companion to The

Vocabularian featured in the October 1988 issue ofSTART

onto a blank, formatted disk and un-

ARC the file following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. Double-

click on SPMASTER.PRG. When the title

screen appears, click on OK. You are

now at Spanish Mastery's desktop

The Drop-Down Menus

Not counting the Desktop Info, Spanish

Mastery contains four drop-down men-

us; Options, Verb, Tense and Person.

Each of the drop-down menus has a

Help! option for quick and ready expla-

nations.

Options

The first two items in the Options

menu are Single Forms and All Forms.

The first lets you choose only a single

form of a verb (i.e. only the listed form

of the preterite). The second lets you

choose among all forms of a verb (50 in

all). Single Form offers two advantages:

its less cluttered and displays more in-

formation about the specific form. All

Forms displays the verb in greater lati-

tude. For instance, if your teacher asks

you to translate to Spanish a paper on

hearing, you'll need to know many

forms of the verb oir. Choose All Forms

to get this information quickly. The All

Forms options does not, however show

which person (yo, (u, el, etc.) each verb

is referring to.

Once you've selected all of the char-

acteristics of your verb, click the mouse

on Perform (or press Control P) to dis-

play the verb in either its single form or

all its forms.

The Options menu includes an item

called Verb Quiz. Don't click here yet,

it'll be explained momentarily- 1 want

to save the best for last.

Verb, Tense and Person Menus

The drop-down Verb menu lets you en-

ter the actual verb you want to use. Its

options are Spanish Infinitive and En-

glish Infinitive

Use the Spanish Infinitive option

when you already know the specific

Spanish verb you want (eg., hablar, tr).

A dialog box will appear requesting the

verb. To use the verb already on the

screen, click on OK, To enter a new

verb, backspace over the old verb and

type the new one in. Remember that the

verb must be in its infinitive form. Click

on Cancel to leave. The same procedure

applies for the English Infinitive mode
though it isn't necessary' to type the

word "to" before vour verb.
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Spanish Mastery

isn't a Spanish

teacher, but it's the

next best thing: a

sophisticated

Spanish-verb tutor.

A side note: if the English verb is not

in the program's vocabulary or if the

Spanish verb is not a proper Spanish

verb, alert boxes will appear when you

Perform the conjugation.

At the Tense menu simply click on

the tense you want- You can switch

tenses at any time, although the whole

menu is inactive when All Forms is re-

quested from the Options menu. At the

Person menu click next to the pronoun

you want. This menu is inactive when

the tense is either a participle or All

Forms is requested from the Options

menu. If command is the tense selected,

a different set of choices will appear in

the Person menu. Therefore, it's best to

select the tense first and then the per-

son to avoid confusion.

Now that you've familiarized yourself

with most of the drop-down options,

let's try a little experiment with this

new-found knowledge. In other words,

let's see if this part of the program

works!

Use the drop-down Options menu

to select either One Form or All Forms.

Now go to the Verb menu and select

either an English entry or a Spanish en-

try. Backspace over the old entry, then

type in your verb in the appropriate

language. Click on OK or press Return.

Once you've selected your Form

from under the Options menu, select a

tense from the Tense menu. Next, select

a pronoun from the Person menu. Move

back to Options and click on Perform to

display the finished product. Depend-

ing on the which of the Forms you

chose, information on your verb will be

displayed.

The Verb Quiz

1 said I wanted to save the best feature

of Spanish Mastery for last, so here it is.

The third item under the Options menu

is a Verb Quiz to test your knowledge of

proper verb conjugation. In the quiz, a

Spanish verb will appear on the screen

and you must then give the correct con-

by Anthony Barbieri

jugation according to the tense and per-

son listed.

In the upper left-hand corner of the

screen are statistics that show your pro-

gress. The top set of statistics keeps

track of your progress on a specific

verb. So, every time, say, hablar appears,

you can see how you're doing on that

specific verb. It is immediately reset

when a new verb appears. The bottom

statistics monitor your overall progress.

Click on the CLR STATS box to reset.

The box in the top middle part of

the screen is where the actual question

and its answer will appear. If the tense

happens to be a participle, there will be

nothing listed under Person.

The box above Quit will tell whether

your answer is right or wrong. On a

color monitor, correct is green and in-

correct is red. On monochrome moni-

tors, white is correct and black is in-

correct.

More on the Quiz

When an R appears in the box marked

RND\ENTER, the verb will be selected

at random from the program's internal

list of common Spanish verbs. Click the

mouse in this box and the R will change

to an E for Enter This means that when

you request a NEW VERB, you can

enter one yourself in either English or

Spanish, as requested.

The ENG ENTRY box is only active

when the RND\ENTER box reads E.

Click on this box to enter a new verb in

English Click on the SPAN ENTRY box

to enter a new verb in Spanish.

Say you want to be quizzed on only

one of the 10 tenses in the Spanish Ian-
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Terrific Corp.
The Source For Quality Upgrades

EZ RAM II
The Universal Upgrade

EZRAM II The universal and solderless upgrade for

the Atari 520ST, 520STfm and 1040 ST line of personal

computers. With EZRAM II you can upgrade your 520ST
or 520STfm from 512k to 1 meg using inexpensive 256k
chips, or all the way up to 2.5 meg using 1 meg chips. 1040
ST owners can upgrade from their present 1 meg to 2.5

meg using the 1 meg RAM chips.

EZRAM II installs in minutes using a very simple and
unobtrusive solderless method. The EZRAM II memory
board fits completely under the RF shield so no modifica-

tions are necessary. You make no irreversible

modifications to your computer because no trace or

resistor cutting is required for installation.

EZRAM II comes complete with detailed instruc-

tions to guide you during the installation process. Testing

software, a free RAM disk and accessory files are

included.Your upgraded system will dramatically in-

crease your capacity to preform high level operations

such as desk top publishing, graphic animation, MIDI,
and other memory intensive applications. Order today

and boost your computing power.

EZRAM II $139.95
•Price doe* not Include RAM chlpi Pits* call for further prkei on RAM chlpi.

Z-Time
Battery Backed-up

Clock/Calendar Chip

Z-Time internal battery backed-up clock calendar on a chip.

Installs quickly under a ROM BIOS chip on the motherboard of your
ST. No more manual entry of the time and date. Z-Time will do it for

you. Files on your disk willnow be stamped with the correct time and
date every time you boot up. Z-Time features: two 10 year lithium
batteries, digital clock accessory, 1 min per year accuracy, and a 3 year
warranty.

520 ST version: $49.95

520Stfm and 1040ST $59.95*
Some of (tac niMCr 520STTm'i in of /.-Time. CI! for detail.

Terrific Corp.

17 St. mary's Ct.

Brookline, MA 02146

Spanish Mastery

guage, preterite forms for instance. Click

on ONE TENSE- A menu will then ap-

pear giving you a choice of tenses.

Select one or click on CANCEL if you

change your mind.

The ONE PERSON function works

much the same as ONE TENSE, except

that you can choose which person (i.e.,

yo, tu, el, etc.) to use in the quiz. The

ONE TENSE and ONE PERSON fea-

tures can both be used at the same time.

Click the mouse on the NEW VERB

box to change the verb from the one

used in your previous question. If

RND\ENTER reads E, then the program

will ask you to enter a new verb (in the

language indicated by ENG ENTRY or

SPAN ENTRY). Click on OK or press

Return when finished.

If ALWAYS NEW is checked each

question will have a new verb selected

randomly. ALWAYS NEW can only be

selected when the RND\ENTER box

reads R. Don't forget to reset the statis-

tics box by clicking CLR STATS.

When you've finished setting up

your quiz, click on the NEXT QUES-

TION box or press Return to bring up

the next question. Type in your answer

and press Return when you're finished

The colored box will indicate whether

or not you're correct and the correct an-

swer will be displayed directly above

your response.

Fin

Spanish Mastery is by no means a

Spanish instructor- it doesn't teach sen-

tence structure, vocabulary or conversa-

tion. But as a teaching aid, it's of proven

value. So if you're studying Spanish or

plan to, buena suerte, mis amigos] and let

START magazine and your ST provide

all the help you'll need.

Anthony Barbieri -wrote Pro Calendar

in the November 1988 issue of START.

He studies Computer Science at Califor-

nia State University at San Jose and his

CompuServe ID. is 71451,550.
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NOW! RUN THE MOST POPULAR IBM
PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST!

"'A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

"If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program."
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"Converting the 1040ST to an MS-DOS machine with pc-ditto

software is a breeze"
John Wolfskill, PC Resource, October 1988

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari ST to imitate an IBM PC XT.

No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch disks).

Progams such as Lotus 1-2-3, Framework, Symphony, dBase II, II, III+, Sidekick, Turbo Pascal,

and hundreds more, will work "out-of-the-box".

We also recommend the 5.25-inch IB Drive by IB Computers (503-297-8425), and
Drive Master, the floppy drive switchbox, by Practical Solutions, (602-884-9612).

pc-ditto features include:

All ST models supported (520, 1040, & Mega)

up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)

not copy-protected — installable on hard disk

imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters

access to hard disk, if hard disk used

optionally boots DOS from hard disk

parallel and serial ports fully supported

supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided formats

supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

• IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2

or above recommended

optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

• 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided

drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you

or write for free information!

$89.95

pc-ditto
"by

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32225

(904) 221-2904

Yes. Please send me more information!

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

iVame

Address

City _St_ _Zip_



THINKWARE
THOUGHTFUL WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF MUSIC SOFTWARE & MIDI PRODUCTSc

Your one call source for:
Ars Nova
Blank Software

Bogas Productions

Brownwaugh
Circum Design

C.M.S
Coda Music Software

Digital Music Services

Dr. T's Music
Drumware
Graphic Notes

Great Wave Software

Hybrid Arts

Intelligent Music

Lyre

Magnetic Music
Midimouse Music
Midisoft Corp.

Jim Miller

Opcode
The Other Guys

Passport Designs

Primera Software

Resonate

Sound Quest
Take Note Software

Turtle Beach Software

Twelve Tone Systems

* Newest Releases -k Competitive Prices

* Best Selection * Knowledgeable Sales Staff

GUARANTEED SAME DAY SHIPPING

DRUMWARE

Editor-Librarian

$119 for Kawai K1/m/r

Introducing The Powerful New
Sequencer from Intelligent Music.

Everything you want in a sequencer
plus interactive features like Track

Bondage ~ Automatic Fill Generation,

Time Deviation & Device Lists

— and much more!

Suggested List Price...$350.

^£ Intelligent Music3

TAKE
N«TE

$79.95

COMPLETE EAR TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR MUSICIANS

Mousterpiectf
MIDI Controller &

Compositional Tool
Atari ST $229.95

Revolutionary, creative software

that lets you compose, record,

and perform music in 3
dimensions, using unlimited
numbers of MIDI devices.

EXTRAORDINARY!

MIDImouse" Music

MIDISOFT® STUDIO
64-track professional sequencer

for the Atari ST.

Advanced Edition: 9)149
Standard Edition still only $99

16 Exciting New Features including:

• Midi Event Editing

• Velocity Scaling

• Programmable Tempo Changes
• EZ Score + Compatibility

Feature-rich. Affordable.

Master Tracks Pro™

w~i for Atari ST®
5» $349.95

Master Tracks Jr.™

for Atari ST®
$129.95

ROSSPORT
THINKWARE is a wholesale distributor of music software. Dealers call for dealer pack.

FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU: THINKWARE

VOUU/ X^TO-Ut'UJ SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 22



Mac anil PC

In The ST

Magic Sac and Spectre 128:

State-of-the-Art

Macintosh Emulators
by David Plotkin

This issue and next, I wane to take a

good look at the Macintosh emulators

available for the ST, There are now two

on the market: The Magic Sac from Data

Pacific and Spectre 128 from Gadgets by

Small Although very different in appli-

cation, both emulators have seen quite a

few changes since their respective be-

ginnings.

The Magic Sac

Created by David Small, the Magic Sac

is the better-known of the Macintosh

emulators. It's a cartridge into which

you insert a set of 64K Mac ROMs.

Since its inception over two years ago,

the Magic Sac has undergone several

software revisions. Early versions

couldn't run much Macintosh software

without crashing-which wasn't neces-

sarily the fault of Magic Sac. In fact, the

emulator was written on the assump-

tion that Apple's rules for Mac program-

ming applied. Unfortunately, many

developers -often including Apple

itself-had violated the rules, so the

Magic Sac had to be revised to run as

much of this non-conforming software

as possible.

Another development that forced

changes in the Magic Sac's software was

Apple's release of the Macintosh II. The

Data Pacific's Magic Sac is the first Macintosh emulator for the ST. It required 64K ROMs

,

therefore can't run programs requiring 128K ROMs.

Mac II was a considerably enhanced

version of the Mac, boasting a color

monitor, slots for add-in cards and a

host of other features. Unfortunately for

software vendors (and fortunately for

Magic Sac users), the Mac 11 also would

not run software which didn't follow the

rules. Thus, software vendors scrambled

to revise their software to run on the

Mac II, and in the process much of the

revised software could run on Magic Sac

as well.

How Do You Get the Software?

A further kink in the Magic Sac's history

has been its lack of compatible Mac

software Although the ST and the Mac

use the same size diskettes, they can't

read each other's disks. The original so-

lution was the development of Magic-

format disks, which the Magic Sac can

read. Data Pacific sells a cable that lets

you connect a Mac to an ST, along with

software for transferring programs from

the Mac to the ST. Of course, this re-
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Mac & PC on the ST

quires having access to a Mac, which

many people don't.

Some software stores started selling

Mac software in Magic format, but these

were few and far between. So David

Small and Data Pacific developed the

Translator, a computer that plugs into

the ST's MIDI ports and lets ST disk

drives read and write Macintosh-format

disks. The Translator also allows the

Magic Sac to run some protected soft-

ware that couldn't be ported to Magic

format.

(presentation graphics).

Apple's HyperCard, packaged with all

new Macs, also requires the new 128K

ROMs. HyperCard is a pictorial pro-

gramming language as well as an ex-

traordinarily useful utility. You can build

your own applications using all the

basics that make the Mac famous for its

ease of use. HyperCard has taken the

Mac world by storm, but you can't use it

with Magic Sac.

Another limitation addressed by the

new ROMs is the disk filing system. The

<^r
M

Spectre 128 is the

new Mac emulator

from Gadgets By

Small. It requires

128KROMsandis
compatible with

Data Pacific's

Translator, so it can

read disks in Magic,

HFS and MFS
formats.

There are, however, limits to what the

Magic Sac can do because it's based on

the 64K ROMs. About three years ago,

Apple introduced the first Macintosh

based on 128K ROMs, the Mac Plus.

Not only did the new ROMs fix many of

the problems and limits associated with

the 64K ROMs but Apple provided an

easy upgrade path for all owners of

earlier Macs. As a result, Apple no

longer supports the 64K ROM-equipped

Macs. Thus, quite a bit of software can't

run on the older machines (and thus

will not run on the Magic Sac), includ-

ing MacWrite 5.0, MacPaint 2.0, Suitcase,

Ready-Set-Go and Pagemaker (desktop

publishing packages), Adobe Illustrator;

Freehand and Microsoft Powerpoint

original system, MFS (MultiFinder Sys-

tem), was fine for single-sided disks

with few files, but it couldn't handle

disks with several files. The old Macs

could use the more powerful HFS (Hier-

archical Filing System) format, but only

after loading a special (and reportedly

buggy) file called Hard Disk 20, which

worked with double-sided floppies and

hard drives in HFS format. Unfor-

tunately, Hard Disk 20 had to be loaded

in order to enable the old Macs to

recognize HFS, which meant the boot

disk had to be MFS. Complicated in-

structions had to be followed to enable

Magic Sac to boot up from the hard

drive and use an HFS-formatted drive.

Not only that, the instructions in the

Magic Sac documentation differ from

those in the Translator docs. But just

remember, owners of the original Mac

had to deal with the same problems.

Introducing Spectre 128

The 128K ROM Macs run more soft-

ware, read HFS- and MFS-tormatted

disks and have full hard-drive support.

Data Pacific had planned a 128K ROM
Mac emulator but never got around to

developing it. Instead, the 128K ROM
Mac emulator, Spectre 128, was

produced by David Small's new com-

pany, Gadgets by Small. Spectre 128 is a

cartridge that requires a set of 128K

ROMs, and can read Magic-format

disks. It is also compatible with the

Translator so that it can read and write

both MFS- and HFS-formatted Mac

disks. It requires at least one megabyte

of memory. There's no provision for

porting Mac software, however, so you're

on your own to get your Mac software

into a usable format.

Next month, we'll take a long, hard

look at Spectre 128, as well as some of

the dynamite programs you can use

with it

Contributing Editor David Piothin is a

chemical engineer at Chevron USA and

has published several articles in Antic

and START.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Magic Sac, $149.95. Data

Pacific, Inc., 609 West Speer

Boulevard, Denver, CO
80203.(303)733-8158.
CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Spectre 128, $179.95.

Gadgets by Small, Inc., 40
West Littleton Boulevard,

#210-211, Littleton, CO
80120.(303)791-6098.
CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD

128KMacROM, $175
Shreve Systems, 2421

Malcolm St., Shreveport, LA

71108, (318)865-6743;

$125. Preowned Electronics,

30 Clematic Avenue,

Waltham MA 02154, (617)

891-6851.
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Miiplete
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1-7001
rough Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor
SDS189

Get AO
STA

Ca

800-23<
(6 am to 6 pm Monday tl

PrOOODV BACKUP~ w UTILITY
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks
Dealer

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives inquiries

Not copy protected welcome

FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only SI 2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

3B B3 sss-
-

- $ 1A 05
Call (800) 843-1223 W"#"

Send check (or S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 (or air mail) to;

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401)568-8459
Available the moving finger co. tech-soft
Internationally Building 2 computer wholesale

In Furnne. Shamrock Quay 324 Stirling Highwaycuivpv
Southampton. SOI-IQL Claremont

ana England Western Australia 60IO
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274 Tel. 09-385-1885

xTw*22 \
For same

I day service

mMK^vujMi 1 ask for the

k disk desk.

o
fl

True Stereo/3D Sound

Not a Stereo Simulator!
(Atari has 3 channels of sound already locked up inside your ST.)

n^

U^7©©^y7 B©acp(3
• crystal clear, full range output

• compatible with all ST's and ST software

• fantastic in stereo or use all 3 channels
for a new sound dimension

• easy, solderless internal installation

i Practical

Solution/"
602-884-9612 1930 East Grant Road - Tucson, Arizona85719

5995
plus shipping

and handling

mm



OFFICIAL

Advanced
Dungeons5|>ragons

COMPUTER PRODUCT

DUNGEONS a DRAQONS. AD&D, FORGOTTEN
REALMS. DRAQONLArtCE and theTSR logo arc trademarks owned

TSR. Inc. ©" "

1 All rights re
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Hard Disk Lore and First

Aid Part H:
A Peek at Partitions

by David Small

See what your hard drive is made
of! File PARTLOOK.ARC on your
START disk.

This month we continue the no-holds-

barred introduction to the truth behind

hard disks. We'll cover partitions and

the Desktop icons, and demolish

several myths about same.

Partitions

The first rule is that because of a typo

in the GEMDOS program, you can't

have a hard disk directory structure

that's bigger than 16 megabytes. (True! It

should be a 32-megabyte limit. Why 32

megabytes? Because that's the limit

Microsoft designed into MS-DOS for the

IBM PC, and GEMDOS is an IBM look-

alike.) ST hard disks are typically 20

megabytes, but they're getting bigger all

the time. (See my article Megabytes, Not

Megabucks, in the Winter 1987 issue of

START for an example of how Atari hard

disk owners are doing this.)

To get around this 16-megabyte limit,

we have to subdivide or "partition" the

hard disk into pieces smaller than 16

megabytes.

First Atari (and then various after-

market manufacturers) released a parti-

tioning program, which subdivides the

Enter

Enter
SCSI de

SCSI un

vice:

it;

Stats for dcv ice unit

Parti
tt

1:

2;

3;

4:

5;

cion inf

start
1

22149

size
22143

22123

neg
11

11

Q

type
GEM
GEM

enabled
enabled

boot able

7!

B!

9:

ID:

U:
12:

G

Q

D

D

D

Dunp imother? no

Partlook gives you
the complete break-

down of partitions

on your hard drive.

Learn where each
partition begins and
ends, and its size,

type and status.

hard disk into many hard disklets,

called "partitions." In a very common

example, we take a 20-megabyte hard

disk and split it up into four

5-megabyte partitions. Lots of people

do this.

At this point, GEMDOS is fooled into

thinking you've got four separate

5-megabyte hard disk units hooked to

your ST Most hard disks begin as drive

C; in our example, the hard disk would

be drives C. D, E and E

Now, how do partitions work?

The first sector of the hard disk, sec-

tor #0 (programmers often begin count-

ing at 0), contains a "partition table."

This tells GEMDOS how the hard disk

is subdivided. In our example it looks

like this:

(partition sector: sector #0:).

Drive C: Sectors 1-10,001

(10.000 sectors long, 5 mb)

Drive D: Sectors 10.002-20,002

(10,000 sectors long, 5 mb)

Drive E: Sectors 20,003-30,003

(10,000 sectors long, 5 mb)

Drive F: Sectors 30,004-40,004

(10,000 sectors long, 5 mb)

Total: 40,000 sectors, or 20 megabytes

Let's say GEMDOS asks for the first

sector of drive C from the hard disk

unit. Hard disk physical sector number

1 is returned to GEMDOS. So far, no
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surprises. But if GEMDOS asks for the

first sector of drive E, then the hard

disk code looks in this partition table,

sees that E begins at physical sector

20,003, and actually returns physical

sector number 20,003 (the first sector

ofE).

For example, this is why you can

have only one drive "letter" damaged on

your hard disk. Let's say sector number

20,003, which 1 happen to know

GEMDOS will need for any access to

drive E, is damaged. Then, anything you

try to do to drive E will fail. But, drives

C, D and F will work just fine, because

you're skipping over the damaged re-

gion. GEMDOS thinks these are totally

separate disk drives; while it thinks the

drive you have hooked up as drive E is

defective, it also thinks the other drives

are fine.

And, of course, if your partition sec-

tor gets damaged, you are doomed.

There's no access to the hard disk with-

out the tables in this first sector That's

why Dan and I included a special op-

tion to "Restore Partition Sector" in

Meg-A-Minute, and always backed up

the partition sector It is the one sector

on the hard disk that is essential to get-

ting to everything else

Remember, there is nothing magical

about these partitions. There's nothing

in hardware that prevents you from

overriding them in software. It's all done

by this partition table and by the hard

disk handler software; all the hardware

knows about it is reading or writing

sectors.

So, we've seen how we can break up

a hard disk into four partitions. Now,

that still limits us to 64 megabytes (four

16-megabyte partitions), but aftermarket

drive makers like Supra wanted to sell

(and people wanted to buy) units much

bigger than 64 megabytes. So, Supra

came up with the "expanded" partition

sector design, which lets you have 12

partitions, not just four. It works just the

same way as Atari's scheme shown

above As I understand it, Astra, BMS

and ICD agreed to Supra's 12-partition

scheme, so now everyone except Atari

uses it.

Supra's Utilities

Supra also wrote the Supra utilities to

examine your hard disk and fix it if

need be. You want a copy of these,

regardless of whose brand disk drive

you've got. They're the best hard disk

tools around. They'll work on any brand

hard disk; many are the times they've

saved me. They are my first line of de-

fense against hard disk troubles; one of

the few disks 1 keep on my actual desk.

Mac partitions show

up as ACK; we

named them for Bill

the Cat.

As far as I know, there isn't anything like

them available from anyone else.

Supra's tools let you examine and

change any sector on the hard disk,

reformat or repartition the hard disk,

make the hard disk autoboot (boot

without floppy) and even give you

source code for the driver if you'd like to

access the hard disk directly, bypassing

GEMDOS.

Desktop Icon Letters

Now that you understand what parti-

tions are, let's talk about the drive letters

you see on your Desktop icons. There is

a great deal of confusion on this subject,

so let's walk through it.

Doubtlessly you've gone through the

Install Disk Drive pull-down menu on

the Desktop in order to make a C icon

to talk to the hard disk's first partition.

Now what does this do? Does it some-

how magically activate the hard disk?

Nope. Most people have the wrong

image of what the "Desktop" is about.

The Desktop is just a program that

happens to be put into the Atari's

ROMs. There is nothing special about it.

The ST runs it as a program just as it

runs Publishing Partner or any other

program; it happens to be the program

run when the ST finishes its powerup

work, and happens to be what is run

when other programs finish up. That's

all. It is not even needed to run the ST;

you can do everything via a "Command

Line Interpreter", or CLl, where, for ex-

ample, you type in commands (D1R C:,

etc) instead of double-clicking on drive

icons

The important thing to realize is that

the Desktop is just a program for deal-

ing with disks visually. An icon gives

you the ability to double-click on it to

get a directory, move files to and from it,

etc. Whether you have a Desktop icon

for the hard disk has nothing to do with

whether or not the system can field

hard disk requests right then! That was

determined at startup time, when the

partition sector of the hard disk was

read in by the hard disk driver program.

Desktop icons, their names, and

their screen positions are stored in a file

called DESKTOPINE This file is created

or updated anytime you choose Save

Desktop under the Options menu. The

Desktop reads in that file at startup to

determine what icons it plots.

That's where icons come from, not

from any such "working hard disk." You

can edit or remove those icons with In-

stall Disk Drive, but don't kid yourself;

you're not installing or removing any-

thing but an icon.

In summary, the Desktop is just an

alternative program for dealing with

disks, and it has no idea of whether or

not its disk icons even hook to

anything.
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Poking Around

Since the partition sector is the key to

everything we've talked about this

month, we're including a program to

dump its information out to you so you

can look it over.

To run this program, copy PART-

LOOK.ARC and ARCX.TTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC the

file, following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue. Double-click on

PARTLOOKIOS.

When Partlook runs, it will ask you

which SCSI device and unit numbers to

read; press Return for the defaults of 0.

Next, it will read the partition sector off

that hard disk drive and output the par-

titions number starting sector and

length, the partition type (GEMDOS,

Macintosh, etc.). This is a three-letter

code; GEM is short for GEMDOS, ACK

The Desktop is just a

program for dealing

with disks visually.

partitions are Macintosh. We named

them for Bill the Cat from the Bloom

County comic strip, there during the

long nights of writing the Magic Sac

hard disk support. The listing will also

tell whether the partition is enabled and

whether it is bootable or not.

To look at another partition, press

Return at the "Dump another?" prompt;

otherwise, type "no" and press Return.

If you want to back up your hard

disk's partition sector (if you get nothing

else out of this article, do this), use

Meg-a-Minute Elite from the November

1988 issue of START and back up any

partition; the partition sector will be

backed up as well. At restore time, you

can pick to restore only the partition

sector if you wish.

Coming next month: A discussion of

RWABS, the system call that handles

disk access.

Dave Small's new company* Gadgets

by Small, is currently marketing the

Spectre 128 Macintosh emulator.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Hard Disk Utilities,

$24.95. Supra Corp., 1133

Commercial Way, Albany,

OR 97321, (503)967-9075.

Oceanic America
800-356-5178
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YOUR ST.
Navarone Makes
It Easy with these

Great Tools at

Great Prices.

ST Video
Digitizer

Digitize from any standard video

source, ( VCR, Video Camera, etc.)

Save digitized pictures into NEO or

DEGAS™ file formats. This is the

fastest digitizer available for the

ST™ or MEGA™ . Capture single

frames in less than a second.

The picture above was taken with

the ST Video Digitizer and printed

directly on a Linotronic 300™.

The ST Video Digitizer comes
complete with cartridge, software

and manual for only:

$79.95

STScan
Image
Scanner

When your image is at stake, our

image scanner can transfer your line

art, photographs, logos and other

graphics into your computer with

resolutions up to 300 dots per inch

with 32 shades of grey. And it scans

in less than 15 seconds.

Navarone combines the Canon
!X-12orIX-12F™ Image Scanners

with its own High Speed Interface

that plugs into the cartridge port of

the Atari ST™ orMEGA™ . The ST
SCAN Image Scanner program op-

erates under GEM™ with simple

click-on selections and is compat-

ible with numerous graphic pro-

grams.

The ST SCAN Image Scanner
comes complete with scantier

(Sheetfed or Flatbed), interface,

cable
. software andmanualfor onlv:

(Shustfed) (Flatbed)

S1239. $1779.

^m Navarone
s^ Industries

STSound
Digitizer

Digitize real-world sounds from

microphones, record player, tape

recorders, etc., then play back with

your MIDI keyboard. The ST Sound
digitizer can be used to create music,

edit short commercials, or use for

voice mail. Very easy to use soft-

ware with powerful editing and

mixing features. C /1/1 f\C

Timekeeper
This is our popular clock calen-

dar plug-in cartridge. The time-

keeper comes complete with remov-

able long life lithium battery ready

to use. Just plug it into the cartridge

slot and set up either an Auto folder

or Accessory program to automati-

cally set Time and Date each time

you turn on your ST. # *)Q OC

To order, call toll free

1-800-624-6545
or in California

408-378-8177
or send M.O. plus shipping (cull for

rates) lo Navarone Industries,
4.MKa'.rk'ilw\Y!.\.C,mip!icll.CA');iO0K.

U 1,'cGA lire rey slt'rei! lr-



Are You Up-to-Date?

Latest Versions of Desktop Publishing
and Word Processing Programs

Compiled by Stephen Mortimer

NAME COMPANY RETAIL PRICE CP-NCP/VER. UPDATE POLICY

1ST Word Plus Prospero Software S 99.50 NCP/2.02 Send in original disk.

Certificate Maker Springboard Software S 39.95 CP/1.0 First version.

Desktop Pub. ST Timeworks SI 29.95 NCP/1.1 First version,

Easy Draw Migraph S 99.95 NCP/2.3x Varies. Call Migraph.

ElectraSpell Abacus Software S 19.95 NCP/1.08 Send in original disk.

Fleet Street Pub. Spectrum Holobyte SI 49.95 CP/1.0 First version.

Font Design Part. Soft-Logik Pub. S 24.95 NCP/1.1 Call Soft-Logik.

Fontzl Neocept S 34.95 NCP/1.11 6/2/88 Send in original disk + SASE.

IMG Scan Seymor-Radix S 99.00 NCP/1.8 Send in original disk + SASE.

Mail Merge Regent Software S 24.95 NCP/1.1 Send in original disk + SASE.

Megafont ST XLEnt Software S 39.95 NCP/ 1.02 $5 + orig. disk or

photocopy of disk.

Microsoft Write Atari Corp. Si 29.95 NCP/1,0 Send blank disk to Tech

Support for printer drivers.

PM Interface XLEnt Software S 29.95 NCP/1.1 $5 + orig. disk or

photocopy of disk.

Print Master Plus Unison World S 39.95 NCP/1.61 Send $20 + disk

from non-Plus or Plus vl.x.

Publishing Partner Soft-Logik Pub. S 89.95 NCP/1.03 Send $10 + original disk.

Pub. Partner Pro. Soft-Logik Pub. SI 99.95 NCP/1.0 Send $99 to

upgrade from Pub. Part.

Regent Word 1

1

Regent Software S 79.95 CP/870827 Send in original disk+SASE.

Rubber Stamp XLEnt Software S 39.95 NCP/1.0 First version.

ST PictaScan E. Arthur Brown $149.95 NCP/1.0 First version.

ST Scan software Navarone $123.95 NCP/1.3e Send $10.

Tern pus Eidersoft USA $ 49.95 NCP/1.1 Send in original disk.

Text Pro Abacus Software $ 49.95 NCP/1.0 First version.

Thunder! Electronic Arts $ 39.95 NCP/1.32 Send $13 + original disk.

Typesetter Elite XLEnt Software $ 49.95 NCP/1.0 First version.

WordPerfect WordPerfect Corp. $329.00 NCP/4.1
8/1/88

Free. Call WP
Customer Support.

Word Upf Neocept S 79.95 NCP/1.0
7/1/88

Send in original

disks + SASE (3 stamps).

Word Writer ST Timeworks $ 79.95 NCP/2.3 Send in $19.70 + title

page + disks from vl.x

Write 90

KEY:

CP-Copy-prolecled

NCP— Not copy-protected

SASE-Seif-oddressed, stum

XLEnt Software $ 29.95

NOTES:

I The above info,

of mid-July.

2. Will} all updal.

NCP/1.3 $5 + orig. disk or

photocopy of disk.
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STPlus*STPlus*STPlus*STPlus
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Co. 94701 • add 3% credit card for hardware

Spectre 128 (run Mac SE programs) $165 ROMS $135 • PCDitto($72), DOS, & Drive $399
HOW ABOUT A 19" MONITERM MONITOR FOR YOUR MEGA 2? $1795 GETS YOU INTO BIG LEAGUE DESKTOP PUBLISHING, CONTACT
US FOR SPECIAL TRADE INS ON MEGA 2 OR 4 WITH MONITERM MONITOR. WE TAKE ALL 520'S AND 1040'S FOR TRADE IN AND CAN
ARRANGE LOCAL HAND DELIVERY AND TRAINING FOR YOU. COMPLETE 19", 4 MEG, LASER, 30 MEG DELIVERED $7250. INCLUDES

CALAMUS PROFESSIONAL, TRAINING SESSION, AND WHATEVER SOFTWARE PROMOTED BY ATARI START "89 RIGHT\

Passport

Master Tracks
DBMan4.0
Datamanager
Superbase
Trimbase
Phasar 3,0

CALAMUS PRO
Calamus 1040

Dynacad
Wordperfect

1st Word Plus

Word Up I

Best Accounting

Equal Plus

Inventory Mgr.

Rolobase Plus

Logisti

Microlawyer

Payroll Master
Construction EST.
Datatrieve

STOneWrite
VIP GEM
DacEasy Payroll

WordWriter ST
SwiftCalc

EZ Calc by Royal
LDW Power Sprea
Final Word
PAGE STREAM
T-works Publisher

EZData Base
Chart Pak
Compute Roots
Thunder NEWI
Expert Opinion Al

Time Link

Partner ST
Labelmaster Elite

ST Accounts

The Juggler 2.0

Max Pack

Stuff

Flash 1.5

Omni Res
Turbo ST{~blitter)

G+Plus
Revolver

SBT DLedger
SBT DPayables
SBT Dlnvoices

SBT DMenu
Neo Desk
Sales Pro
Mail Prow/ Inventor

Mighty Mail

First Word 1.6

Pro Point of Sale
Beckmeyer POS
Cash Drawer
Bar code reader

175.00

39.95

104.95

69.95
63,95

439.95

220.00

499.95

129.95

69.95

64.95

279.95

139.95

69.95

63.95

104.95

49.95

69.95

35.00

35.00

48,95

104.95

40.00

56.00

39.95

48.95

105.95

99.95

140.00

89.95

M5BEBBB9
Degas Elite

CAD 3D 2.0

Cyber Paint

Quantum 4096
Adv Art Studio

Spectrum 512

EzDrawSSuperch
Canon Scanner

GFA Artist 1000ci

Drafix 1

General Symbols
Elec, or Arch, Syn
Athena 2

Circuit Maker

41.95

63.95
49.00

27.95

26.00
49.00
104.95

1040.0

55.95

139.95

105.00

105.00

69.95

55.95

Warriors(720)

Outdoor(720)
Buildings(720)

Victorian(720)

Etchings(720) 14.95

People (720k) 14.95

Politics(720k)

Religion(720)

Holidays(720)

Ad Art (720k)

Vehicles(720)

Boats (720k)

Planes (720k

AH (9.2 meg)

I4.95

14.95

14.95
1.1.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

99.95

1 I
I I 1

Gunship
Shadowgate
Uninvited

Kosmic Krieg

Cosmic Relief

Barbarian

Obliterator

Gauntlet

Dark Castle(specl]

F-15 Strike Eagle
Star Trek- Rebel U
Quest ron II

Lock- On
Carrier Command

85.00

35.00

35.00

29.95

27.95
27.95

27.95

35.00

22.95

27.95

27.95

35.00

27.95

32.50

Remember: Every one thousandth purchaser gets a
hundred dollars credit, and t he t en thousandth
purchaser will get a 10 meg Supra floppy.. _ RULES: Have
your customer number or credit card ready. Purchase as ojien

as you like. We're your computer supermarket and we're ready
to fulfill your dreams but we're not an information service. We
ship right away and its your part to know what you want.
Don't be cheap, at these prices you can splurge and have an ST
Christmas/ By the way we have working fonts for your 1040
and Microsoft Write. A configured disk is $5 extra with MSWrite

SPECIAL-SPECIAL-SPECIAL

MICROSOFT WRITE
FOR ONL Y $50

35.00

27.95

28.95

48.95

35.00

48.95

35.00
104.95

27,95

35,00 JBESSSEJmm
27.95 GFA Basic 3,0

27.95 GFA Book
35.00 GFA Compiler
27.95 Mark Williams "C"

24.95 Laser "C"
35.00 Cambridge Lisp

175.00 RAID
175.00 Fast Editor

175.00 Alice Pascal
175.00 OSS Pascal

21.00 Fortran 77 GEM
69.95 BCPL
29.95 Modula2dev.kit
27.95 Assempro
14.00 Fast Basic

160.00 True Basic
549.00 HBBCTJBffiH
499.95 Arakis Series
CALL Unicorn Series

True Basic Stuff

while supplies last

3500 Christmas Speciaf
56oo ST STANDS for
125.00 $39.95

ICD20 Meg w/clock

30 Meg Supra w/clo<

60 meg Supra
80 Meg BMS RRL
20 Meg SH205
250 Meg
AST PS LASER
Canon Scanner
IMG Scanner

ComputereyesMon
Supra 2400 modem
Atari SX212 modem

mU.J.J.-M.|cfe)„F.-l-

Gauntlet II

The Flintstones

Trivial Pursuit

The Enforcer

27.95 Scruples(board)

21.00 Livingstone

32.95 Battle Ships
Starglider II NEW 35.00 Outrun(fast cars)

Paladin 27.95 Crazy Cars
TyphoonThompson 27.95 Tetris (from USSR)
Global Commander 27.95 Screaming Wings

MasterTracks Jr.

Midisoft Studio

Hybrid Arts

Smpte Track
Sync Track

EZ Track Plus

Hybriswitch

EZ Score Plus

DX-Android
CZ-Android
Gen- Patch
Dr.T's

KCS Level 2

KCS I.Gw/PVG
MIDI rec studio

Copyist level 1

Copyist level 2

CopyS- Postscript

Tanglewood
Formula ! Grand Pri:

Chessmastr2000

Offshore Warri
Santa Paravia

Lurking Horror

Star Fleet 1

Empire
Liesure Suit Larry

Gridiron

Dungeon Master
Flight Simulator

Trailblazer

Cardiac Arrest

27.95 Spitfire

21.00 Blue War
27.95 Star Quake
39.95 Enduro Racer

39.95 BMX Simulator

27.95 Arkanoids
35.00 Arknoid Revenge Dc
27.95 Better Dead n Alien

35.00 Super Hang On
27.95 Great Giana Sisters

Side Arms
19.95 Empire Strikes Back
19.95 Football Manager II

'".95 Street Fights

280.00

104.95

69.95

75.00

48.95
22.50

104.95

139.95

69.95

110.95

242.50
289.95

56.00

75.00

199.95

299.95

649.95
699.95

1229.95

1149.95

63995
3250.0

3350.00

1040.00

90.00

120.00

159.95

79.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95
29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95
29.95

29.95
29.95
2995
29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95
Are you a gamer? How about joining our game of the month club? $10 gets you the hottest new title at
an extra 5% off & you can return it for 75% credit. Plus you'll be eligible each purchase to win as #1000 Call
us and be first to play the new ones. Start now with SINBAD and the Throne of the FALCON for $29.95.

ONE NEW NUMBER 800-759-1110 Prices subject to change without notice.
We ship ANYWHERE! $4.00 mln S&H. No 1040's or Megas mail order. Hand delivery only. List plus $100.
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The RIGHT System

by Andrew Reese
START Editor

There's little doubt that the ST/Mega line

is the right computer for many different

uses. Now that we've had three years of

enjoyable ST use, the breadth of hard-

ware and software available let the ST

fulfill almost any role you may want. In

this column, we'll explore some of the

different ways you can use the ST-and

the hardware you'll need for each.

There are several general observa-

tions to make first. All applications re-

quire a disk drive of some sort. While

games and word processors, for exam-

ple, are generally published on single-

sided disks, a double-sided disk drive

can lessen the disk swaps required for a

complex program. And for the ultimate

in speed and convenience, there's noth-

ing like a hard disk drive.

If your needs run to word process-

ing, desktop publishing and high reso-

lution graphics (such as CAD), then

you need a monochrome monitor. You

can use the color monitor for many of

these applications, but the mono moni-

tor far outperforms it in day-to-day use.

Graphics and games, however, cry out

for color and a color monitor is impera-

tive. If you are fortunate enough to have

both monitors, then a monitor switch

will save you time and trouble.

Word Processing and Desktop

Publishing

Nearly every ST/Mega owner uses his or

her machine for word processing. The

system requirements for word process-

ing are modest, but if this is your pri-

mary use, you can select hardware that

will make the task a little easier.

If you use a simple word processing

program such as STWriier, 512K of

memory should be adequate For a full-

featured word processor like WordPer-

fect for the ST or Word Writer 2.0, you

will need at least a megabyte of memory

to take full advantage of all of the fea-

tures. There's little need for more than

one megabyte for word processing, un-

less you are writing a Dickensian novel

and want it all in memory at once.

Finally, you need a printer If high-

quality output is important to you, you

should look into a 24-pin NLQ printer,

an ink jet printer or a laser printer. For

draft quality work, an older 9-pin

printer should be adequate.

For desktop publishing, sufficient

memory is vital. For example, Calamus,

the new DTP package from ISD, Inc., is

about 500K in length -and that's just

the program! To have the flexibility to

lay out multiple pages at once, a mega-

byte of memory is the bare minimum. If

you can afford a Mega 2 or Mega 4, so

much the better, particularly if you use

the Atari Laser Printer with it's high de-

mands on memory. For high-quality

DTP output, a laser printer is preferable

to a dot matrix printer.

There are several peripherals that

will make your DTP efforts more crea-

tive. First is a scanner to bring hardcopy

artwork into your ST. While there are

several low-cost printer add-ons that do

a creditable job, for the best quality

there's really no substitute for a true

scanner, such as Navarone's. An alterna-

tive would be a monochrome video

digitizer, camera and copy stand. Fi-

nally, a super monitor, such as the

Moniterm Viking 19-inch pictured on

last issue's cover, opens up new dimen-

sions in page layout. You do need soft-

ware that can display output on this

monitor and you do need to spend as

much for it as for a Mega 4, but for

professional use, it's superb.

Business

Since businesses primarily use com-

puters for word processing, the above

comments apply here too. But a busi-

ness may also need to use an ST for ac-

counting, billing, etc. The ST and Mega

can handle such chores with ease, but
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Getting Started

heavy-duty output requires a heavy-

duty printer designed to take the

pounding of constant daily use. A busi-

ness also needs reliable, high-speed out-

put with 132-column capability for

wide accounting forms. A business

printer, therefore, will resemble a light-

duty printer in function only.

Businesses may need two printers:

one for spreadsheets and accounting

forms and another letter-quality printer

for correspondence. This brings up the

whole area of printer switches, auto-

matic printer switches, print buffers and

the like. If you want to use an ST or

Mega in business, see your dealer for

the accessory devices available.

Graphics

The term "graphics" encompasses both

still and animated artwork. Paint pro-

grams are much less memory- intensive

than animation programs. DEGAS Elite.

[or example, will give you two work-

screens in a 520ST and up to eight in a

1040ST, while a minimum of one mega-

byte is required for the animation pro-

gram Cyber Paint. And with animation,

the more memory you have, the better.

To digitize images into your graphics

program, you'll need a color digitizer

and video camera. To obtain the highest

available quality output for your VCR,

you'll need an RGB-to-composite con-

verter like Practical Solutions' Video

Key The ultimate graphics system must

include a Mega 4 and JRl's Genlock to

enable you to overlay computer images

over other video signals.

Music

The newest MIDI software is extremely

powerful and demands a great deal of

memory. With a Mega 4, you can have

several programs in memory at once

and switch between them as your needs

arise. Typical of software offering this

kind of flexibility is Dr. T's MPE (Multi-

Programming Environment).

1 won't go into MIDI music hardware

itself; that's another whole column or

three. But you should be aware that

complex MIDI disk files are l-a-r-g-e

and a hard drive (the bigger the better),

is an absolute requirement. Also, most

MIDI programs work in color or mono-

chrome; the choice is yours between

the crispness of monochrome or the

pleasing hues of a color monitor

Scoring programs require high qual-

ity printing capabilities and that usually

means laser printing. But don't despair;

you can produce quite acceptable

printed scores with a dot-matrix printer.

CADD

Computer-Assisted Design and Drafting

requires the very highest resolution

monitor available and at this time,

there's nothing higher than the Moni-

term Viking. It quadruples the screen

area of the Atari monochrome monitor.

Just as a bigger monitor is a plus, so,

too, is more memory. The Viking can

run only on a Mega and to use it and an

Atari laser printer, you need the full

memory of a Mega 4.

CADD output can take two forms, ei-

ther printed or plotted. A plotter

mechanically duplicates the strokes of a

draftsman's pen to produce clear,

straight lines with no dots to blur them.

The best CADD packages can support a

variety of plotters; which you choose is

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

up to you (and your wallet).

It's often necessary in CADD to use a

more accurate drawing device than a

mouse, A digitizing tablet (also useful in

graphics) enables you to use a stylus or

puck to more accurately define points

in a drawing. There are several ST

graphics tablets to choose from.

Home Use and Entertainment

Other than the word processing re-

quirements outlined above, home use

and entertainment require the least

equipment. A color monitor is usually

required for games and most home pro-

grams can run on both color and mon-

ochrome monitors. If you're only buy-

ing one monitor for the home, buy

color Then all you'll need is a joystick

or two and perhaps a Mouse Master

from Practical Solutions to eliminate un-

plugging your mouse to play gaines.

Conclusion

If you have an application that hasn't

been covered here, it will at least resem-

ble one of the ones described. Choose

your hardware accordingly. But no mat-

ter which ST hardware you have, you

can take satisfaction in knowing that

you own the best low-priced microcom-

puter on the market.

WordPerfect 4.1 for
the ST, $329. WordPerfect

Corp., 288 West Center

Street, Orem, UT 84057,
(801)225-5000.

CIRCLE m M READER SERVICE USD

Word Writer 2.0,

$79.95. Timeworks, Inc.,

444 Loke Cook Rood,

Deerfield,
I L, 60015, [312)

948-9200, (800) 535-9497.

CIBO! 171 QM READER SERVICE CARD

Calamus, $299.95 and

Calamus Plus, $449 95
ISD, Inc., 2651 John St., Unit

3, Markham, Ontario,

Canada L3R 2W5, (416)

479-1880.

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Viking 1 19-inch monitor

and board, tentative price

$1,995; Viking 2400
24-inch monitor, tentative

price $2,595. Moniterm,

5740 Green Circle Drive,

Minnetonka, MN 55343,

(612)935-4151.

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Video Key, S119 95;

Mouse Master, $39.95
Practical Solutions, 1930

Grant Road, Tucson, A2
85719,(602)884-9612.
CIRCLE 174 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Genlock ST, approximate

price $400. John Russel

Innovations, P.O. Box 5277,

Pittsburg, CA 94565.
CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CASD

Keyboard Controlled
Sequencer (contains the

Mufti- Program Environment),

$249. Dr. T's Music

Software, 220 Boylston

Street, Suite 300, Chestnut

Hill, MA 02167, (617)

244-6954.

CiRCtE ISiMKUEtSmSGHB

DEGAS Elite, $59.95.
Electronic Arts, 1820
Gateway Drive, San Mateo,

CA 94404, (415) 571-71 71.

CIRCLE 174 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cyber Paint ver. 2.0,

$79.95. Antic Software, 544
Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, [800)

234-7001.
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DATEL COMPUTERS

NO
START
DISK?

Every issue, START features great

programs on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk

for $14.95, but for those of you who

want to read START first, it's available

without the disk for $4.

If you want thejiill version of

START, you can order the companion

disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-

free at (800) 234-7001 Our Cus-

tomer Service specialists are on duty

from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific

time. Or you can order your disk by

mail using the order form inserted

into this issue. Each disk is $10.95

plus S2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800)
234-7001

!

GST DEEP SCAN NIBBLER
Copy entire disk - even highly protected
programs in under 60 seconds!!
Works with one drive or two

1_J Multiple copy option allows many backups from one original

[_] Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks. 520 or 1024 ST.

[_) Special format parameters for non standard formats.

[J Unique "INFO ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters
including sector distribution, dispersion, interleave, etc.

Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery out of Disc
back up

i ONLY $49.99
mFmm

dST SUPER TOOLKIT II
A powerful package of

' Q Whole disk Track & Sector
Edit.You can read up to

85 tracks and 255 sectors!

[J Find/Replace function will

scan for value and replace
it automaUcally.

[_J Super HiRes display makes
this an excellent tool.

Works with Mono monitor
(HiRes) only.

I_J Info mode displays vital

disc information.

IONLY $24.99

utilities for all ST models
3 different editor modes-
Drive, Disk or File.

Direct select function for

Bootsector.Directory sector.

Fully Menu/Icon driven.

HEX/ACSII edit modes -

directly on the disk.

Unique 2 disk compare
funcUon - scans both disks
and reports on differences.,

perfect for the disk hacked!

r_J Full printer support. Printer
parameter selector box.

3.5" EXTERNAL
1 MEG DRIVE

Q Slimline extra low profile

unit- only 6" long.

Q Top quality NEC drive

Q Superbly styled case
finished in computer color.

Fully compatible- 1 meg
unformatted capacity.

I
J Complete with power

supply/connecting cable-

1 MEG INTERNAL
DRIVE UPGRADE
Replace internal 5O0K drive
with a full 1 Meg unit.

Q Top quality NEC drive unlt-
Easily fitted- Full instructions.

Q Direct plug in replacement

n No special skill or tools
required

.

Q When considering a drive

replacement remember that
quality is most important.

•ONLY $169.99 mONLY $119.99
ORDERS
ONLY

1-800-782-9110
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

(702) 454 7700

DATEL COMPUTERS
3430 E. TROPICANA AVENUE.

UNIT 67, LAS VEGAS. NV 89121
VISA/HASTERCARD

CHECKS/MONEY ORDERS/ CODS ACCEPTED
ADD $4.00 SHIPPING HANDLING



Education by mouse

Quiz Plus
$29 for Atari ST
QuizPlus is a 100% mouse-driven quiz and
tutorial administering program. The PLUS:
QuizPlus can mix DEGAS-format graphics

into your presentation or quiz.

In minutes, you easily convert your pre-

existing quiz or text files for use with

QuizPlus, using a standard word-processor.

If you want, add a few DEGAS-format
pictures or diagrams. Your quiz becomes a

colorful computer-educaton program!

Another PLUS: We're sponsoring
"QuizShare," a system that gives QuizPlus
users access to quality education programs for

use with QuizPlus at minimal cost— plus the

opportunity to earn royalties from their own
education programs.

See it at your Atari dealer, or order direct from:

Mad Scientist Software

2063 North 820 West
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062.

VISA/MC orders call 801-785-3028.

GIVE QUALITY TIME
TO YOUR CHILD
THIS CHRISTMAS

ANIMALS
FOR CHILDREN FROM 4-7 YEARS

Runs on the ATARI ST 520 or 1040 Color Systems

This fascinating program uses high quality color

graphics to assemble real and imaginary animals.

Your child will have hours of fun creating

crazy looking creatures. Real animals can
be stored on a farm or on a train with

SOUND EFFECTS, ANIMATION, and MUSIC.

NON AGGRESSIVE UNTIMED
ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

ORDERS SHIPPED THE DAY YOU CALL!

COMPUTER KEYES
206/776-6443

800/356-0203

5<o

ANIMALS
SOFTWARE FOR CHILDREN

*>i BY: SOFT KEYES

rV'r\ 95

ATARI MUSIC-:
CALL1-800-FOR-MIDI

THE FIRST AND STILL THE BEST!

- SEND FOR FREE CATALOG -
•MIDI MUSIC SOFTWARE
•MIDI SYNTHESIZERS

•MIDI DRUM MACHINES
•MULTITRACK RECORDERS
•MIXERS, REVERBS, PROCESSORS
•ATARI COMPUTERS

MIDITRAX'JBL
The Pretessienal MIDI Sequence librer/. £

HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST SEQUENCES

TO SAVE YOU TIME AND EFFORT,

FOR ALL POPULAR SEQUENCERS

AND SOFTWARE

10 SONG VOLUME ...$59.95

SEND S4 FOR DEMO CASSETTE

DISCOUNT PRICES

MIDI SOFTWARE:
Master Tracks Pro „„S295

Master T'acks ,lr . S 99

DRT's MRS S 49
DRTsr<CS S165

DRT's Editors S 99
Copyist 1 S 75

Pro 24 S225
Creator S265

Notator S450
EZscore-F S109
EZtrackt S 50
Synctak S375
Midisol- =69
MIDI INSIRUMENTS

Roland MT32 S495
KawaiKIm S399
Casio HT700 S195
Casio DH 100 Horn S159

MasteCard
and
Vise Accepted l

MIC
|

1-800-FOR-MIDI

Box 1090 • Reno, NV 89504 • (702) 826-6434

BRAin sroR/n
HARD DISK

* 30 or 60 megabyte hard disk

5.25" 360k PC type or
" 3.5" 720k (loppy disk

" Real time clock

' 1200 or 2400 bps modem
* Monitor A/B switch
' 4 AC outlets in back
* AC control in (rant

* Surge protector

' Cooling fan

' Cables included k
* Software included I

YUTEmn

30 megabyte hard d's- f'l; d 25" c 2 5" repay disk $845. DO

60 megabyte hard d sk : jb 5 25" o' 2.5" r^py disk $1145.00

24M bps internal modem - S1B5.00
mo n i tn r /VB swilc h $65.00

'IcspvA-'B switch-— S55.CG

soconrj internal Nappy includes A/B switch - $175.00

VOID PRODUCTIONS
911 E.PIKE, SUITE 325, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98122

206-324-6809

VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS WELCOME



EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
1(80 0) HH&- 9273

981 West

ARCADE CONVERSIONS
ARKANOID II 32.50
ARKANOID I 25.00
Space Harrier 32.50
Alien Syndrome 32.50
Gauntlet 11 32.50
Out Run 32.50
Star Wars 32.50
Empire strikes Back 32.50
Biunic Commando 32.50
Rolling Thunder 32.50
Maniax 32.50

Super Hang On 32.50
Street Fighter 32.50

Ikari Warriors 25.00
Rampage 25.00
Super Sprint 25.00
Whirligig 32.50

Garfield 32.50
Around the World32.50

MPORTED BY SIDELINE SOFTWARE
Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale,

A rcade

Sky Chase
Mickey Mouse
Xenon
Super Ski

Vector Ball

Killdozers
Virus
Pandora
Mission Genocide
World Darts
Predator

32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
25.00
32.50
32.50

Captain Blood UK 30.00
Corruption
Legend / Sword
Quadralien
Xynaps
Hotshott
Strip Poker 11 +
Strip Poker Data

37.50
37.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
25.00
15.00

33309

Wizard Warz 32.50
Telris 32.50
Flintstones 32.50
Pink Panther 32.50
Trivial Pursuit 32.50
A insmdts lF@r@®4 39.95

1. Indiana Jone<
2. Road Runner
3. Gauntlet I

4. Metro cross

4 Player Adapter for:

Leatherneck Gauntlet II 12.95

.Sidewinder 15.00

Hvperbowl 15.00
Add 2.20 COD and appropi teS&H

Florida Residence Add 6% Ta*
Cnll (305) 93R-9755 For Q est ions

COD

L
BF /V M

i

> \

LJ m
The Ultimate

Game Of
Survival!

I
anic strikes as your home world
explodes, casting you into the L

great expanse of .space, in search of |

a new home. However, you are not
alone in your mission. Unknown to

you, in another part of the galaxy,

the enemy world receives the same
fate. Homeless, both mother ships

and their armadas of drones, search I

relentlessly for a new home. Suddenly, your con-

trol panel blasts the dreaded warning: the enemy
has been spotted. Both mother ships deploy their

armadas, each destined to be the sole occupant
of a home world yet to be found.

kosmie Krie£ is the ultim ue B imi of survival

requiring keen strategic plotting and fierce tac-

tical skill. Animated graphics bring the galaxy
battle field to life. In this full-color. Atari ST
520/mega compatible game. Play Kosmie Kricg
against the computer, againsi another person on
the same computer or via MODEM, Multiple skill

levels test your ability to successfully complete
your mission.

Kosmie Krieg is available through Alpha Tech
Computers. 2901 ttavzala Blvd.,

Minneapolis, MN 5>>S0o. Phone:
(fil2) :S7-l-:i2;i2. BBS: (612)
374-53Q7, FNET Node *292.:



A.
ATARI

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
CENTER FOR ALL
ATARI PRODUCTS

micrOtyme
A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. BOX 369 • KETTERING, OHIO 4B409
HARDWARE

ST'S. ..IN STOCK!!!
Color M on Itors ....

GTS 100 Drive . . .

SF 314 Drive ....

IB 5V. Drive

ib Scanner

MODEMS
SX-21230D/1Z0Obpt . CALL

Avatesi200E 78

Supra 2400 139

• ST SOFTWARE •
10th Frame Bowling 26

221 B Baker St rBet 28

SOBreakthru 26

3D Helicopter Simulator 34

ABZoo 21

Advanced 0CP Art Studio 31

Air Ball 26

Air Ball Construction Set 17

Algebra 1.2.3 ea14

Uiants 19

'.il a.d:iiI America 41

\lt 21

Alternate Raality-The City 32

Vternate Reaiity-The Dungeon .32

America Cooks SbHbs ea9

Irchitectural Design 25

Arctic Fox 26

ArtGallBiy1,2. 3 ea19

AssemPro 39

AuloOuel 34

Balance of Power 34

Baily Hoo 27

BardsTale 1 of 2 ea34

Base Two 45

<elball(TwoonTwo) 26

Battle Droldz 25

Battlezone 19

Beyond Zork 34

Biology 1. 2. 3 or 4 ,ea14

Bismarck 28

Black Lamp 17

Blockbuster 27

Boulderdash Construction Kit ..17

Brataccas 15

Breach 27

Bridge 5.0 24

Bubble Ghost 24

Bureaucracy 11

Business Tools 26

Cad 3D 65

Capialn Blood 33

Carrier Command 33

Certiticale Maker 33

Championship Baseball 27

Championship Wrestling 26

Chartpak 34

Chass (Psion) 38

Chessmas!er20O0 29

Circuit Maker 54

Clip Art 1. 2,3,4,6,6 ea13

Club Backgammon 23

Colonial Conquest 27

Color Computer Eyes 179

Colorburst 300D 25

Compubridge 20

Copyist |DRT) 165

Cosmic Relief 26

Cracked 21

Crazy Cars 25

Cross Town Crazy 8 13

Cyber Control 45

Cyber Paint 5B

CyoerVCR 49

Dark Castle 27

Data Manager ST 49

Dalatrlew 33

.... 1 59

SUPRA 20 MB HARD DISK

!569
SUPRA 30 MB HARD DISK

!659

ACCESSORIES
ST Dust Covers IromB

Mouse Mat 9

Power Strlpw/Surge 15

PowerStripw/Surge.. 24

TERMINATOR Joystick. WOW!.. 19

EPYX 500 XJ Joystick 17

WICO Ergo Slick Joystick 17

PrinlBr Stand-Heavy Duty 13

MailLabel53.5x15/16-500pk ...4

1000 pk 6

PAPER-IOOQSMS-Mlcroperf ... .14

CompuServe Staler Kit 24

On-Line Encyclopedia Kit 36

PrlnterCableB' 19

Modem Cable ..17

Supra 54k Printer Butler 69

MIDI
MldlCablesS' 6

Software (Hybrid Arts etc.) ...CALL

• ST SOFTWARE •

Nin|i

Death Sword

Deep Space 31

Defender oi the Crown 33

Degas Elite 39

Desk Cart 69

Diamond Wlke 13

DiglDrum 27

Dive Bomber 26

Or.Drums(DRT) 19

Dr. Keys(DTT] 19

Dratlk 129

Dungeon Master 26

DynaCadd.. 449

Easy Draw (Regular) 68

Easy Draw W/ Supercharger ... 99

Easy Tools 33

Empire 38

...72

SUPRA60MB CALL

ATARI SH 204 CALL

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE U.S.

Expert Opinion

EZ Score Plus

EZ Track Plus

F15 Strike Eagle

Fast Basic

Past Basic M Compiler.

.

Fire and c o r g9t

First Cacd

First Letters & words

First Math

Firsts-apes

First Wo-d Pius

Flash

Flash Cache

Flight Simulator 2

Scenery disks

Font Disks 'Pub Pat)

Fonts ana Borders

Font! ST

Foundations Waste

Fracto- Action

Frost byte

Gateway .

Gate

GFA Companion I

GFACompiler I

GFA Draft Plus I

GFA Quick Ret;e<-:e Manual

Ghosttown .

Global Comms - I

Goldrunner .
!

Goldrunner 2 !

Goldrunner 2 Scenery OlSks .as

GoneFlshln' I

Great Chets V«. 1,2, S3 Sat i

Gridiron (Foot: .

Guild ot Thieves

Gunship ...

HartfDIskBack.p

Hardball ...

Harrier Combal S-'ulator

High Roller .

HlppoConcep 1

HoHywMd ">'»

Home Accountant

H.man Des g- Disk

-„ni 'or Bed October

6 Copy .

.

mpcssioie Mission 2

Indiana Jones "btioib ot Docn

Interlink ST

Inttnuttona Sucner

into The Eagles Nest

Kings Quest I 2 Of -
1

Knickerbocker

Label Master Fine

Leaderboard T ,i '>-

Leatherneck

Leisure Suit I my

Macrs Mous-

Magic Sac P jg

Magic Sac RMM
Major Motior

Make It Move

Mark Williams C

CSD Source Debug

Master Cad

Match Point

Mavis BtUOn "eaches "yp n;

MegamaxCfLaSB'C)
Mercenary.

Melro Cross

chen Companion

'.licroiNHaio ^jsebaii

Gait mini 33

Genesis (Molecular Modeler) . 59

GFA Basic 39

GFA Basic Book 27

Juggler

K Resource

Karate Kid 2

Karateka

KCS Level 2

(CS Keywad Central (DRT) ..

Kid Progs

Kids Stuff

ling Studio (OR if .27

Mouse Trap

Music Construction Set

Music Studio

. .27 New Tech Coloring Book .

Ommres 23

Orbltar 26

Paint Pro 33

Paintworks 14

Pa per coy 26

Partne' Fonts 2t

Partne'ST 46

Pawn. The 29

PC Ditto 65

'er'ecl Mate . 27

Personal Pascal 66

»nanias5ei.2ot 3 ea!6
Phaiar . .. 59

Plnoaii Wizard 24

Pirates c 1 me Ba'oa'y Coast 1 7

Pianetanu-n . .26
Ptutos 21

Police O-est . . 33

Pone' Plan 52

Prime Time 27

Print Master P:us 26

Pro Copy 26

Publisher ST 79

Publishing Panner Pro . ..CALL

Q Ball 21

Quantum Pamt Box 31

Qumk .11
Read 8 n-iyrre 27

Renegade 14

RoadRunne' 26

Roadwars 22

fiocktord 22

SaniaParav-a 19

Scan Ar . 33

Scruples 29

SOI 34

Sfadow 22

Siadowgate 34

Shard ot Spring 27

Shuflleboard 19

SHa-t Se-vice 27

Siibad ...33

Siagon 27

SskoBan .. .23

Space Ojbsi 1 or 2 ,«a33
Spectrum512

. . .
...49

Speed Buggy .26

Speiier Bee . 26

Splderman 7

Sprite Factory ,26

Spy vs Spy 3 (Arclic Antics) ...19

ST Disk Drives Inside 4 Out.. ..18

ST Gem Programmers Ref Man . . 15

ST Internals Book "
ST'-tro'oW'd'Bock

ST Mac.-i-e Language Book 15

ST 3ee<s 4 Po«es Book 14

ST Pool 21

ST Talk 5

Star Fleet 1 37

Star Raiders

Stargitder2 .

Sieiiat Crusade 36

Stock Market The Game

Sf;pPoker2
. 27

Sjt: Bar e Si-Uato-'

Sundog

Super 6ase ProlessiQMl 199

Super Cycle

Suoer Star 'ce Hockey

Swttl Catc St

Tanglewood

Tau Cell Lost SI a' Co'ony

.

Temple ot Apsnai Trilogy

Terror Pods .
. 27

"est:' -1

three Siooges

Thuncer

T me Banc It

TraiiDlazer.

True Basic

Tune Up ...

.

Turbo ST 36

Typhoon Thompson . . . „
Ut|ima2.3or4 a

U~iversai tem Selector

universal Miuaty Sim

^n.ve'se 2

Vamp res E-tis re

vagas Craps

.

Vegas Gabbier ..

Video Tnlelng

ViD Protessionai

Wat Snip ...

Wargapie Construction Set 24

Winnie Thafooh 16

wmei :njienct

Wiz Bai

Wizards Crown

Word Perfect 239

Word Up 49

Word Writer ST 49

World Games

World Karate Championship ... 19

WWFMIcrolaague Wrestling. ..33

Xevious

Zork Trilogy

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1 • We do not bill until we ship • Minimum order SI 5 • C.O.D. -13.50 • SHIPPING: Hardware, minimum $4; Softwarean

hip to Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico (UPS Blue Label Only). APQ and FPO • Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5%, n

:ompany checks lo dear • Al detective products require a return authorization number lobe accepted for repair or replacem

hanging market conditions, call toll free lor latest price ^no availability ol product. FOR YOUR PROTECTION, WE CHECK A:

ilrnum 15 Ohio -esios'ils ?:d-:i :>
!
i sales

il • No Iree trials or credil Returns sub-

. CREDIT CARD ORDERS FOR FRAUD.



WHAT fPiriT DO FOR YOUR
can sB8a! ! business?

cricit is an integrated Cas h Register &
Inventory Control package so complete that

you can give your old cash register notice! CRICIT
ties together many of the facets of running your
business. Here's what CRICIT can do for you:

Complete cash register functions

Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, coupons, inventory and
reporting

• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
- Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
Between- store reporting via modem

• User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN „ ,.„ „,„ S^^TT-
Demo disk is available
for $7 U.S. / $9 CDN
V iV c & Software, Inc.

103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2C Wl
(5/9) 744-7380

Visa S MasterCard Dc

By Charles F. Johnson

UNLIMITED DESK ACCESSORY POWER FOR THE ATARI ST

Load and immediately use any slandard ST desk accessory

at any time ..even while a program is running!

• Install as many accessories as memory will allow. ..using only

one drop-down menu slot!

- Load groups of up to 32 desk accessories with a click of the

mouse button, or automatically at bootup!

- MultiDesk runs as either a desk accessory or a program.

Lets you run desk accessories as if they were programs!

• Flexible configuration options let you easily customize

MultiDesk for your system, and your favorite a

$29.95

By John Eidsvoog and Charles F. Johnson

A POWERFUL AND COMPLETE REPLACEMENT FOR GDOS

• Totally compatible with GDOS, and all current programs that

use GDOS.
No system slowdown.

• Load fonts and device drivers without rebooting.

• Automatically load the correct ASSIGN files for each program

you use.

• Solid polyline mode speeds up line drawing by 25%!

$34.95

^"i'^^'nZ^^K CodeHead Software
l;;r Sh.i ,ir: u,ir . :rn.:ir\ ; ..ia i.:;ius .,,, i

£2.00 shipping/handling! to: r.U. Box 4336
<

<CA residents add 6.5% sales tax)
N "

Hollywood, CA 91607 ^

CircuitMaker II

Iliad Software is proud to present CircuitMaker II for the Atari ST computer system. CircuitMaker II provides

many enhancements over it's predicessor including:

* Macro devices: This gives you the ability to define your own working devices and save them in a library for

future use!

* Separate windows: CircuitMaker II now shows the circuit and wave forms in separate windows each relocat-

able on the screen!

* More devices: More devices are included in the standard library including a 32x8 PROM and 1Kx8 RAM!
* Enhanced printer support: More printers arc supported, and your drawings can be reduced or enlarged to

whatever size you need! If your drawing is larger than one page, CircuitMaker II will break it up over several

pages!

* Much, much more!!

Come in and see CircuitMaker II today at your local Atari Dealer!

!

Only *$99.95 iliad
n Offer. Offer expires January 1. 1989. CircuiiMakcr 11 regular price: S149.95

P.O. Box 1 144

_ Orem, Utah 84059

Software Inc. (801)226-3270



REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being

able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software

package that lets you get more from your SI MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a MEGARAM or Polydisk Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly.

Its perfect for running protected programs off a hard disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only

one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer loo.)

Switch/Back reguires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk) ONLY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy o'o-ectior. techriq jcs are revealed.

This complete book and disk package delails the state

of the art in ST Protection methods and much, much

The Software included w th the beck provides many
powerful features like t-,e AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to uso Utility allows you to protect

just about any ST program. You can choose a
combination of protection methods like encryption,
checking custom d sk formats, password protection or

a limited use option lhat makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such as Phreak rig, Logic Bombs, Hardwdre
dale keys, th c isgcl aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations ot ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package) 0n |y $39.95

The worlds most inexpensive clock

cartridge. Finally its affordable to

keep your time and date accurate.

3 year battery included. ONLY $24.95

LUl'l I l-l ll-l ill 1

S

MEGADISK Ultra high speed solid state disk drive • 500%
Faster than a Hard Disk • Provides almost instant bootr.g • Jke a RAM disk

that's always loaded with your favorite programs and ready to use • One
megabyte of Solid State storage • Built in bottery back-up in case of

power failures

MEGADISK is aclually one megabyte o! RAM thai simply slugs info your
ca't'idgo port. If dcts as an added disk ciive that's ultra fast and always
ready for use. Like a Hard disk, M=GA0 SK won't loose its memory when
your computer is turned oft. It comes with its own power supply ond
battery back-up system so its independent of your computer.
Megadisk can bo co'>fieured according to your needs. • Set it up as

one large disk • An BOOK double sided disk and o 200K hardware print

buffer • Or as two dOOK single sided disks and a print buffer

Megadisk will work fine with your current system whether you have a
hard disk and two drives or you're just getting started.

Megadisk is perfect tor those- who want the hign scoeci of a hard disk

for a lower price. Its even better for power users or softwa-e clove lope-s

who may already own a hard disk and two drives bul want extra speed
and power. Megadisk cdn also emulate other cariridges for testing and
back-up. In addifion fvlegddisk can be used with Sw let' 'Beck to allow you
to instanlly jump between two full size one meg £0OO QC
applications. ^ ATTT.TO
Megadisk Clock Oplion - Adds a Clock/calendar card to your Megadisk
c.artr dge Contains replaceable Three year battery 29.95

KOiyQ ISK Polydisk is a 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives

you the same tost boot loalures, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) bul does not contain

a battery back-up.
Note: Those wrn only 512k et main memory can use Switch/Back with a

Polydisk, just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512k Solid state drive) Only $199.95
[Clock option card is also available for Polydisk $29.95)

MINI IM

1

1|
COLOR COMPUTEREYES~|||

,

Incredible COLOR video digitizer. • The first and only full color digitizer

tor me ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera, VCR, or video

disk • Work;; in all ST resolutions. Low res provides 16 shade black and
while or full color pictures. • Pictures con be used with Degas,

NleochroTie. Poworprin: and others. • Automatic ealibrat or of conirosl.

brignlnoss or';; white ca.cncc. • Plugs into cer'ridge purl lor easy set-up.

* Capture your picture or that of you' favorite slor. ONLY $199.95
SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00

from the total. ,,

rc^W'Wint \^Y BLOW YOURSELF UP

Imagine your picture on a 6 toot poster Creole a business graph that

can cover a wall. Quality output tor posters, t-shirts news letters, and more.
POWERPRINT
Whether it's o photo digitized with CompulerEyes, a masterpiece

created with Degas, or the wrn no screen from your tavorile game,
POWERPRINT can print it with unegueled clar ty and reso.ir.on. PowerPrint

M.ppor's ALL '5\ resolutions '' erints multiple- si<:os up :o GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS, -'in! 16 shode; tor ncodi'e.e deloi . Pr nt the whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the pari you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects.

includ ng rotate, mirror ond inverse options. So cclivo shoeing option
allows you to print multi-color pictures on ony printer by printing one color

at a time (using color ribbons). Powerc-ml lots you cop'urc and print

almost any SI screen. Wcks wi'h Ster. NEC. Citoh. Gem ni. EPSON, XM8048
and compatible printers. ONDT $19.95

IBliPlMliJLvJ] fT
u igi'i Quality sound Ciai'Ve' ';;• 'he S

T T
'"i s powerful

hardware and software package lets you sample real world sounds and
ploy them bdek on any Atori Si. Ada special e'feets like Echo. Reverse,

looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into a musical instrument to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard). Dig sounc mows it simple to

arid sound to ve-.ir own program too! Unleash the incod b ; e sounds in

your ST with DIG SOUND :

:,_.pport; sampling from 5 to 40Khz, DIGISOUND is

the choice of the prctessiona s. D OISO.JND was used to create the voice

in Chessmaster 2000, and other commercial programs. Ann rtc
DIGISOUND ONLY >OV.yO

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features o' D GISOUND plus these great extras

LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound gualily

far above the other ST sound digitizers. I oga.'iihmic sampling and
playback (external amp ifics any] grco'iv extends 'ho dynamic range
while reducing distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and a microphone so

you can sing over a tape. a... q-

DidPLAYER The High powered digisound software can now be
obtained by those who already own a digitizer tor the ST Compatible all

cartridge based digitizers. Extend the power of your digitizer with
Digipldyer.

Only $49.95

24 HOUR HOTLINE - VISA & MasterCard Welc

216-374-7469
Customer Service line [216) 467-5665. Call or

Order by phone or send check or money order to

ALPHA SYSTEMS 1012 Skyland, Macedonia, OH 44056
n::lud(;S3.anshp J* .-idly |Uj & Canada]. Ohio
niwdon's acid !>\

:

l; i;;!o; Ian foreign i;i(i<.is add $1
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Creator and Notator
Super Sequencing, Super Scoring

by Jan Paul Moorhead

Some people get jaded by the advances

in music technology, but I keep looking

into the future and waiting for what's

next. Sequencers are a case in point. I'm

a "love em and leave em" sequencer

user, but with C-Lab Software's Notator

and Creator, I think I've now found my

true love. These programs fill in almost

ever)' slot on my wish list for sequencers

and promise yet more features to come.

What are the differences between

these two programs? First, Notator is a

subset of Creator. Typically, MIDI de-

velopers have sold music notation and

sequencing programs separately, forcing

you to leave one program and boot up a

new environment in order to notate.

However, C-Lab's software is different.

Notation functions are nested very

nicely into Creator's editing section,

thus creating a new program, Notator.

Here, 111 describe the most notable fea-

tures offered in both programs and then

move on to the additional features

offered by Notator

Basic Structure

The first question musicians ask about

sequencer programs is usually, "Does it

run like a tape recorder or like a drum

machine?" The answer is "yes." Other

programs offer both these options but

none I've seen do it with such ease and

flexibility. You can make patterns

(strings of notes) of any length and start

them before beat one. This way you can

catch those pick-up notes that in other

programs require their own pattern. In

Arrange mode, you can start and end

anywhere within a pattern. You can run

up to four patterns at a time and you

can also have noncontiguous beginnings

and endings.

The Creator screen (Figure 1) shows

you the starting point of each pattern,

its length, name, transposition, etc.

There are only two main screens in

Creator, thus making all the necessary

information quickly and clearly avail-

able. There are programmable mutings

for the arrange mode that you can ac-

cess with the [unction keys. You can

also disable the transposition option on

different tracks, so when you're doing

pattern transpositions, your drum tracks

don't end up sounding like a bad acci-

dent in a kitchen implement factor)'.

Bask Recording and Large Scale

Editing

Recording your patterns is as simple as

pointing to a track and clicking on Re-

cord. Creator lets you access all the re-

cord and "transport control" buttons

from the keyboard, a remote controller

or the mouse. You can cycle between

the locator points on the screen and

continuously overdub parts to create

drum parts. Another option is to have

each successive pass in the cycle mode

erase the previous pass, which lets you

continue to play a part until you get it

right. You also have automated punch-

in and punch-out

You can copy a track in a pattern by

clicking and dragging it to the new loca-

tion. Erasing a track is easy: just drag it

off the center of the screen. The Undo

button will restore data from before the

last change. You can copy groups of

tracks, pieces of tracks and between

patterns with the Copy Menu. The pro-

START The STMonthly 75



Review Creator & Monitor

gram is intuitive enough that you don't

need the manual for most of the

options.

Creator's recording resolution is a very

respectable 192 ticks per quarter-note

and its quantization options are out-

standing. First, there are variable Cap-

ture Parameters that control how tightly

the quantization will operate. 1 regard

this option alone as a basic necessity

for any sequencer you're going to use for

anything other than "robot grooves." All

together there are 17 options under the

Quantization Menu!

One feature to be added to Creator

that's presently available only on Nota-

tor is the ability to quantize a track to

the groove characteristics of another

track. This is a first on any sequencer.

For instance, if you lay down an ex-

cruciatingly hip-feeling bass part, you

can quantize the drum part to the feel of

that bass part. The unique feel of the

bass part can then be transferred to the

other parts of the patterns.

None of this quantization is data

destructive, and quantizing is real-time

and reversible-it only becomes perma-

nent when it goes to disk. This means

you can rapidly switch between, and

compare the feel of, different levels and

types of quantization while the program

is running. You don't have to make

backup copies of tracks to preserve the

original data in the event you don't like

the results of the quantization. This is

the best sequencer I have ever encoun-

tered for the pursuit of the killer groove.

Creator has two kinds of functions:

data-altering and play parameters or

functions. Play parameters operate in

real-time and do not affect the actual

data. Quantization is sort of in-between

a data-altering function and a play pa-

rameter. Quantization is a data-altering

function but as far as we're concerned it

acts like a play parameter (meaning it

operates in real-time and it's reversible).

A list of various parameters beside the

Pattern Window on the main screen

features basic track characteristics such

as MIDI channel, quantization, transpo-

sition, arithmetic velocity boost or cut,

and others.

Bells, Whistles and Beyond

You can compress or expand velocities

on each track for each pattern. This is

useful for expanding dynamic range on

a track to make it more dramatic or

funky. You can also use it to compress

tracks to make velocity variations less

extreme, to suppress modulation or cre-

ate other effects that may be velocity-

dependent. The program allows in-

dependent looping of tracks or portions

of tracks within a pattern. (This is en-

tirely different and in addition to the

Cycle Mode mentioned earlier.) Tracks

can be pushed forward or backward by

ticks or milliseconds. You can set pitch

limits for easily extracting bass parts

from a two-handed piano part or other

applications. Here is a nice feature: you

can "ghost" (clone) a track without us-

ing up extra memory. Any changes in

the parent track are echoed to the ghost

track. This is great for quickly creating

MIDI delays or echo effects, doubling

octaves, or creating parallel harmony

parts.

Creator also has a 16-track Real-Time

MIDI Generator You can assign any

controller to any track and use it to con-

trol various parameters. You can

manipulate the screen sliders with the

mouse or other devices such as a key-

board's pitch wheel. All the changes can

be recorded for replay. One way to use

this is to control MIDI volume, thus giv-

ing you automated MIDI mixing. Nota-

tor's Real-Time MIDI Generator features

are probably most useful in live perfor-

mance situations.

Editing and Notation

Creator lets you do basic editing piano-

roll style (see Figure 2). For me, this

took a little getting used to, but it does

offer the advantage that you have note

graphics plus MIDI list editing simul-

taneously By pressing Cue you hear the

part while the notes scroll by. With the

mouse, you can speed up or slow down

the scrolling. Step entry is a breeze us-

ing a MIDI controller. Drag notes around

the graphic display and stretch or .

squash them to alter rhythms.

Creator's editing is very good, but

with Notator it's outstanding. Traditional

music notation is presented on the

screen in addition to the list and

graphic editing capabilities. Traditional

notation is very poor at showing exact

note lengths and rhythms but has the

advantage of being much easier and

quicker to read than list or piano-roll

displays. Either display is optional or

simultaneous. The traditional notation

display scrolls in real-time while play-

ing, as do the other graphics. This gives

you four sets of real-time cues while

editing- the MIDI list, graphics, tradi-

tional notation and aural. What else

could you ask for?
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So far I've found that even the nasti-

est rhythms are correctly notated, in-

cluding triplets and sixteenth notes in

the same display! Change pitches and

rhythms by dragging them on the staff. I

could go on and on about how deftly

you can edit with this program but in-

stead, imagine having the standard tools

you have in DEGAS Elite to manipulate

your music and graphics!

Nit-picking

Nothing in this world is perfect, and

that includes Creator and Notator For

the extremely picky, beaming is always

horizontal, and complex interwoven

beaming is not supported yet. The nota-

tion will continue to be refined as time

goes along and C-Lab is very open to

user leedback. The program also dis-

plays time in bars, beats, subbeats and

ticks, and in hours, minutes, seconds

and milliseconds. I would very much

like to see MIDI Time Code or SMPTE

on the screen as well but that's coming

later

As yet, the programs support Epson-

compatible printers, but not laser

printers and Postscript (although C-Lab

says other printer drivers are on the

way). For you hackers, the programs in-

clude a utility to write your own printer

driver, but I haven't steeled myself to

perform that odious task.

Creator's manual could be better; it

doesn't contain some of the program's

most recent features. (However, once 1

got the hang of the program's basic logic

I found very little need to look at the

manual anyway.) The program isn't

copy-pro tec ted but you have to insert

an enclosed cartridge key into your ST

before you can use the program. Creator

works in color or monochrome, though

there are a couple of very minor bugs in

the color version that C-Lab is fixing

(apparently I was the first to encounter

them). At present Notator runs only in

monochrome although that is supposed

to change.

Conclusion

Creator and Notator have a great deal

more features, but they're beyond the

scope of the space for this review. I can,

however, leave you with this: for power,

ease of use and speed of the user inter-

face, C-Lab's Creator is by far the best

sequencer I've encountered in any MIDI

environment- IBM, Apple or Atari.

Jan Paul Moorhead is a professional

musician and the owner of Pulse Music

Studios in Los Angeles.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Creator, $349; Notator,
$595. Upgrade from Creator

to Notator available from

Digidesign for $246. C-bb
Software, distributed by

Digidesign, 1360 Willow
Road, Suite 101, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, (415)327-8811.

CIRCLE T55 ON READtR SERVICE CARD

ADVERTISEMENT

#2D
- Flight Simulator's second 3D window

view is an extremely valuable flight aid, yet

many of you who don't fly a real aircraft may
not use it to best advantage. I personally like

to set it up as a left-window view almost every

time 1 use Flight Simulator. This is partly

because pilots are accustomed to flying a left

traffic pattern at non-tower airports (all turns

to the left unless otherwise specified! but also

because, if you think of yourself as sitting in

the left seat, it is your best side view. If you're

used to what a normal field of view looks like,

you can "cheat" and set the second window

to a wide-angle view to give yourself the most

information on what's off to your left. This

can be an invaluable flight cue, whether

you're in an airport traffic pattern or flying

cross-country. It can give even more valuable

pitch information when performing

aerobatics. Coming next month in this

column, we'll begin an introduction to

aerobatics.

"" Wrapping Op Europe - The deadline for

entering our "Find Red Square" contest was

November 15th, 1988. Current plans call for

a mid-December drawing to determine the

contest winner. This contest, requiring you to

use Flight Simulator or Jet to locate Red

Square on our new "Western European

Tour" Scenery Disk, was as much fun for us

as it was for you! Watch for another Scenery

Disk promo contest next year,

"Western European Tour" Scenery Disk

provides a unique international adventure,

encompassing a wide variety of cultures in a

rather concentrated area. Vou can fly from

the Tower of London, past the Eiffel Tower to

the towering skyscrapers of Munich in a

matter of hours with Flight Simulator, or in

just 30 minutes with Jet. The disk includes a

radio nav-aid chart that lets you plan a

complete European flight tour; detailed

sectional area charts keep you on course to

your specific destinations. Europe's

concentrated scenery also provides good

navigation cues, making it an ideal challenge

for the beginning pilot's navigational skills. If

you can hold a general heading you will

eventually locate your destination. This disk's

combination of scenery details and

navigational challenges should appeal to just

about everyone,

SubLOQIC Corporation

501 Kenyon Road

Champaign, IL 61820
TELEPHONE: (217) 359-8482

ORDER LINE: (800) 637-4983
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Don't BeA SolitaryAtari.

The largest and longest standing group of Atari
'

users in the world shares its problems and solutions

online every day in CompuServe's Atari Forums.

And you can join them.

Find the latest software, like the new desktop

publishing program for the ST. Learn how to

run Macintosh* and MS-DOS' programs on your

Atari. And pick up helpful game tips from

experienced players.

Need technical help? Atari personnel and most
third-party software and hardware vendors are online

every day. You can even provide recommendations as

they develop new programs and products. There's no
better way to get more out of your Atari.

To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer.

To order direct or for more information, call 800
848-8199. In Ohio and Canada, call 614 457-0802.

If you're already a member, type GO ATARI
at any ! prompt.

CompuServe



The ST/MIDI

lion

The Now
and Future MIDI

by Jim Pierson-Perry
START Contributing Editor

This month, we'll cover some new MIDI

products, upgrades and a wish list of

MIDI application software.

New Hardware

Astra continues to dominate the MIDI

hard drive market. Their latest release is

the RM60/120, a 60-megabyte (Mb)

rack-mount hard drive expandable to

120Mb. They also offer the MIDI Distri-

bution Box interface. This box plugs

into the Atari MIDI ports and supplies

one In, two Thru and three Out ports.

The Phantom is a SMPTE synch box

from Dr. T designed to work under his

proprietary Multi Program Environment

(MPE). It plugs into the ST serial port

and can synch with all industry-

standard SMPTE formats, song pointer

encoded FSK or standard pulse. It also

provides one MIDI In and two auxiliary

MIDI Out ports.

The Video Jambox is a high-end

SMPTE-to-MIDI interface from South-

worth Music Systems. Designed for

video applications, it has all the features

of its predecessor (Jambox/2) plus di-

rect synch to video frames. It can also

superimpose SMPTE frame numbers,

metronome clicks and status informa-

tion over the video signal.

The Dr. T D-10/110

Patch Editor. Soft-

ware for oil MIDI
applications seems
to be the motto

for Dr. T.

Akai now offers upgrade cards for

their popular S900 sampler that lets it

work with Atari (1B101/A) or Supra

(IB101/S) hard drives. The cards use the

DMA port and cut the time for a full

memory load to eight seconds.

New Software

Software for all MIDI applications seems

to be the motto for Dr. T- they've just

released new patch editors for the

Roland D-10, Casio CZ and VZ-1 and

Kawai Kl synthesizers. The initial D-10

editor release did not support the rack-

mount version (D-110) but should be

compatible by the time you read this.

The CZ editor is a port of CZ Rider, long

available for other personal computers.

and it includes the ability to read CZ-

Android format patch files.

Keys is a new combination se-

quencer/notation program aimed at the

educational market; it works with or

without MIDI. You can enter notes and

chords either from the keyboard or by

typing them in. The notes are shown

onscreen in standard musical notation

and can be edited and played back

through the computer sound chip

and/or MIDI. You can use the program

by itself although it's also upwardly

compatible with other sequencers and

scoring programs from Dr. T
Intelligent Music, the developers of M

and MIDIdraw, has shipped two new

programs. The Cartographer is an editor
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program for the Mapper-a MIDI data

processing device that can convert MIDI

commands/data from one type to an-

other (e.g. pitch bend to volume). The

second is RealTime, an interactive se-

quencer based on a rhythmic design

similar to their Upbeat program for the

Macintosh.

Digidesign continues to supply high-

quality MIDI software from C-Lab of

Germany. The newest import is

X-Alyzer, a high-end graphic patch edi-

tor for the Yamaha DX7/DX711 syn-

thesizer series. It can convert the syn-

thesizer patch into a sound file

compatible with many samplers, and it

uses the sample dump file standard.

Kurzweil, known for their world-

class sampler instruments, has ported

Object Mover from the Mac over to the

ST. Object Mover is a librarian program

for their 1000 series of keyboard and

expander instruments. Another new

face is Performance MIDI Systems,

which has released the Pro MIDI Player

Astra continues to

dominate the MIDI

hard drive market.

editor will now support the Roland D-

20, D-10 and D-UO; the ESQ-1 editor

will support the Ensoniq SQ-80; and

the TX81Z editor will support the

Yamaha DX11. Also underway is an up-

grade to the Soundworks S900 sample

editor Their Mirage sample editor is

also marked for updating later this year

to add support for the new Ensoniq Per-

formance Sampler plus improved loop-

ing and sample manipulation options.

Writing music for video will become

easier with Master Tracks Pro 3.0 from

Passport Design. This upgrade adds

Astra System's latest release for the MIDI U!

hard drive expandable to 120 megabytes.

sequencer and ML- 2412 Lighting Con-

troller. This system is designed for live

performance and control of stage light-

ing via MIDI.

Going Up

Steinberg/Jones has announced several

upgrades in their Synthworks patch edi-

tor series to maintain compatibility with

new synthesizer models. The MT-32

s the RM60/120, a 60-megabyte rack-mount

numerous features to marry music with

video cues and is the first ST sequencer

to feature 'controller chasing" for auto-

mated mixing applications.

Beam Team Update

As mentioned last month, Stein-

berg/Jones has acquired the rights to

the entire Beam Team software line.

They will offer the Transform X-Syn

programs as entry-level patch editor

programs, complementing their own

high-end Synthworks line- Several new

X-Syn patch editors will be released to

support the Oberheim Xpander, OB-8

and Matrix 6 synthesizers. The com-

panion Beam Team sequencer and scor-

ing programs (Transform X-Track and X-

Notes), in development limbo ior two

years, will not be released.

Beginning of the Finale

Look for Coda, developers of the mas-

sive Finale composition/scoring pro-

gram for the Macintosh, to enter the ST

market next year. They are currently as-

sessing the feasibility of porting Finale

itself to the ST versus developing a

different program based on Finales un-

derlying technology. The Macintosh ver-

sion of Finale is $1,000; we can only-

hope that the ST version will be

cheaper

The Wish List

With so much quality MIDI software

available for the ST, it might seem that

there are few avenues left unexplored.

Actually, there are several areas where

the ST lags behind.

Let's look at some of these opportu-

nities not yet taken. In a few cases, soft-

ware already exists on other computers

and only needs to be ported over; other

programs are on the cutting edge of the

ST's capabilities.

To start with, we need better ways to

score music to video. While some se-

quencers are better suited for this than

others (because of timing control and

interface features), there are no ST pro-

grams that can work directly from a cue

list to juggle music tempos easily to fit

video "hits." Some examples of this are

Q-Sheet (Digidesign) and Click Tracks

(Passport), both available only for the

Mac. Both companies support the ST

with other software, so there's hope.

Sample resynthesis is a different

challenge that some Mac and PC pro-

grams are just starting to address.
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Resymhesis lets you stare with a digi-

tized sound sample, take it apart,

modify it, then put it back together and

use it with a sampler. (For example, you

could merge two or more samples into

some hybrid sound that evolves as it's

played.) These manipulations require a

great deal of computational power (pos-

sibly even a math co-processor), com-

plex algorithms and a well-designed

user interface to deal with the process.

Algorithmic editing and composition

is a hot topic but still in its infancy.

Several such programs are available for

the ST, based mostly on pre-defined

musical element lists (note, timing,

loudness, etc.) called templates. Using

them is more like learning to play a new

musical instrument than using an edit-

ing tool. If these catch on, a cottage in-

dustry may grow up around algorithmic

templates, much the same as syn-

thesizer patches. The next level is soft-

ware that can follow your music in real

time and improvise with you as you

play. Intelligent Music's Jam Factory (In-

telligent Music), available only for the

Mac so far, is a step in this direction.

Semi-automated music transcription

(scoring) is another application in its

early stages. All major ST sequencers

have companion programs to translate

music files into printed scores. While

pitches are accurately captured, rhythm

is not as easily handled because of in-

dividual timing variations. Often,

reproducing the rhythm requires con-

siderable editing. Other nuances such

as loudness or tempo changes, while

contained in the MIDI data, are not at-

tempted in the transcription. Artificial

intelligence and pattern recognition

techniques may prove effective here.

Output options for the ST also need to

be improved to use laser printers with

the Sonata Postscript or similar fonts or

to export score files to desktop publish-

ing systems

From the grandiose to the pragmatic,

how about software for programming

drum machines? I would like to see a

I would like to see a

generic graphical

rhythm editor for

building drum parts.

generic graphical rhythm editor for

building drum parts. Ideally, it would

produce MIDI-standard format files that

could be imported into sequencer pro-

grams. Another useful utility would be a

MIDI note remapper within sequencers

to handle differences in note assign-

ments from one drum machine to an-

other. To my knowledge, Dr. T's KCS

Level II is the only Atari sequencer with

this feature.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Finally, the overall music workstation

needs to grow into a multi-tasking envi-

ronment. We need software that lets us

flip freely among sequencers, patch edi-

tors, scoring programs and librarians.

Some software developers are moving in

this direction but with proprietary sys-

tems that lock out or balk at software

from other sources.

Conclusion

1 could go on, but that's the major part

of my ST MIDI software wish list. I

know that forthcoming programs are

addressing many of these points~and

many more. The ST is a true child of the

MIDI generation: we're only beginning

to learn what we can do with the

ST/MIDI connection.

START Contributing EditorJim Pierson-

Perry is a chemical engineer and semi-

professional musician. He lives in

Elkton, MD.

S900 Hard Drive
Cards: IB101/A, IB101S
prices not available. Akai

Professional, P.O. Box 2344,

Fort Worth TX 76113, (817)

336-5114.

CIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDI Box, $69.95;

RM60/1 20 Rack Mount
Hard Drive, price not

available. Astra Systems,

2500-L South Fairview, Santa

Ana, CA 92704, (714)

549-2141.

CIRCLE 1S3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Finale, $995, (current

Macintosh price). Coda
Music Software, 1401 East

79th Street, Bloomington,

MN 55425, (800)

843-1337.

CIRCLE 151 DN READER SERVICE «RD

Q-Sheet, $495, Mac only;

X-Alyrer, price not avail-

able. Digidesign, 1360
Willow Run, Suite 101,

Menlo Park, CA 94025,
(415)327-8811.

CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CZ Rider, $129; D-TO
Editor ST, $129; Kl
Editor ST, $129, KCS
Level II, $325; Keys!,
$79; The Phantom,
$249, VZ-1 Editor ST,

$129. Dr. T's Music Software,

220 Boylston, Suite 306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,

(617)244-6954.
CIRCLE IM ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cartographer, $100;

RealTime, price not avail-

able. Intelligent Music

Computer Systems, Inc., P.O.

Box 8748, Albany, NY
12208, (518)434-4110.

CIRCLE 157 DN READER SEHVLCE CARD

Object Mover, $50
Kurzweil Music Systems, inc.,

411 Waverly Oaks Road,

Woltham, MA 02154, (617)

893-5900.
CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Click Tracks, $249 95,

Mac only; Master Tracks
Pro 3.0, $395. Passport

Designs, Inc., 625
Miromontes Street, Half

Moon Bay, CA 94019, (415)

726-0280.

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pro MIDI Player, $149;

ML-2412 Lighting Con-
troller, price not available.

Performance MIDI Systems,

Box 864, Grand Forks, British

Columbia, Canada, V0H
1H0, (604)442-8362.
CIRCLE 1(0 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Video Jambox, $649;

Jambox/2, $259. South-

worth Music Systems, Inc.,

91 Ann Lee Road, Harvard,

MA 01451, (617) 722-9471.

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sound works S900,
$285, Synthworks ESQ-
l,$259

;
Synthworks

MT-32, $199,

Synthworks TX81Z
$199. Steinberg/Jones,

17700 Raymer Street, Suite

1001, Northridge, CA
91325, (818)993-4091.

CIRCLE It! ON READER SERVICE CARD
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#1 Discount
ST Products

For orders only call

(800) 367-4699
(213)697-8747 ki California

Call or Write for Free Catalog!

#1 Public

Domain Software
• Fast Delivery!

• Latest Versioins

• Lifetime Disk Guarantee

• Same Day Shipping

• FREE Update

• Tech Support

• Utilities • Games • Sound • Graphics

1 Clip Art Prod- Demos « Education • Pictures

President's Choice disk, FREE shipping, FREE catalog

on disk, and FREE brief catalog; all for only S3.97!

BNOID A great Pong-Arkanoid clone.

MULTI BOINK Did you like Boink? Here's 96 balls!

CLOWN Best Spectrum picture ever seen.

MISSION.SNG Mission Impossible w/song player.

CLIP ART Ornamental font, Halloween and Xmas.

WORD 400 Word Processor in Accessory format.

DFREE Speed up the Show Free Bytes count.

DCOPY One of the best all-purpose utilities.

INTRAM RAMDISK Full GEM removable RAMdisk.

Call or send payment for this special deal!

ST Archive

P.O. Box 2844
La Habra, CA 90632—2844
(213) 697-8747 in CA

^Bjt^R

No surcharge!

NEW RELEASES
Analsof Rome $24.97

Battle Droidz S24.97
Calamus (520.1040 ST). .$131.97

Calamus (Mega) $296.97

Cyber Sculpt S59.97
Cyber Texture S32.97

Double Dragon S27.97
Elite $23.97

Firestone $24.97

Leisure Suite Larry II $29.97

MaslerNinja $27.97

Menace $16.97

Outrun $32 97

Star Quake $13.97

Star Wars $26.97

War in Middle Earth S32.97
Wobble Wheels $16.97

ZanyGolt S27.97

HARDWARE
Drive Master $33 97

IB pc ditto Drive $215.97

Indus GT 3.5 Disk Drive . .$203.97

Indus GT 5.25 Disk Drive .$211.97

Supra 20MB HD $539.97
Supra 2400 Modem $1 39.97

Video Key $86.97

MAJOR DEALS!
Death Sword $13.97

Levithian $9.97

Quink $9.97

Summer Challenge S9.97

Winter Challenge S9.97

EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
Arkadnoid 2 $29.97

Bermuda Project S29.97
Bionic Commando S29.97

Bubble Bobble $29.97

C. Blood (Uncensored) S35.97

Empire Strikes Back $29.97

Garfield S29.97

Gaunlet2 S29.97

Ikari Warriors S25.97

Kill Dozers $29.97

Legend of the Sword $29.97

Mickey Mouse $29.97

Predator $29.97

Quadralian S29.97
Rampage S29.97
Stir Crazy $29.97

STOS Game Creator $36.97

Street Fighter $32.97

Super Hang On $29.97

Super Sprint $25.97

Tefris $29.97

The Flintstone $29.97

Thunderstones $29.97

Whiligig $29.97

ADVENTURE
Barbarian $21.97

Cosmic Relief $24.97

Chrono Quest $27.97

Heroes of the Lance $27.97

Jmxter $26.97

Obliterator $21 97

Paladin $26.97

Ultima IV $39.97

ARCADE ACTION
Better Dead Than Alien $23.97

Goldrunnerll $26.97

Indianna Jones $32.97

Not Penny More Less $32.97

Prime Time $26.97

Roadrunner $32.97

Road Raider S26.97

Space Cutter $19.97

Space Harrier $32.97

Speed Buggy $26.97

Tetra Quest $26.97

Typhoon Thompson $23.97

Virus $19.97

UTILITY
Art Film Director $52.97

BBS Express $57.97

Cyber Paint 2.0 $52.97

Draw Art $46.97

Juggler 2.0 $32.97

Flash $19.97

GFA BASIC 3.0 $65 97

LDW Power $82.97

Macro Mouse $23.97

pc ditto S64.97

Revolver $29.97

Tempus $32.97

Shadow S19.97

ST Talk Pro 2.0 S1997
Thunder $27.97

SIMULATIONS
Carrier Command $29.97

Global Commander $27.97

Jet $35 97

UMS $32.97

PUBLISHING
Clip Art $13.97

P. Partner $59.97

P. Partner Pro S131.97
P. Partner Font Disks $19.97

Timeworks Publisher $85.97

Call or write for Printer Ribbons,

Cables, Computer Paper, Labels,

Printer Stands, Joysticks, Disk

Holders, Books, or anything else

for your ST!

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: CA residents add 6% sales tax. Prices subject to change without notice. Add $3 shipping for every $1 00
purchased. AK, HI, APO, FPO add $5 for every $1 00. Orders recieved with money order or cashiers check are shipped immediately.

Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear. Due to our low prices ail sales are final. For defective products
(replacement of same product only) call [21 3) 697-8747 for an RA 8. You must have your original invoice.
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"There is no question that this version of Calamus blows its Atari
competitors out of the water. .

."

"In fact, Calamus, in my opinion, competes neck-and-neck with
all page layout programs on the Mac and the IBM."

"Watch out Aldus!"

Personal Publishing, September 1988

At a suggested retail priceof US $299.95, Calamus is setting a new
price performance benchmark for the desktop publishing industry

.

For more information or to place your order, call or write to:

ISD Marketing, Inc. 2651 John Street, Unit #5 Markham, Ontario, L3R-2W5, Canada.

Tel. 416 479-1880, Fax: 416 479-1882.



FcSTARTER
Revisited

Keep your hands on the keyboard
with MACRO.ARC on your START
disk!

It's not often I'm so impressed with a

magazine that I buy two copies of the

same issue, but I bought two copies of

the Winter 1987 START. Why?

STARTKey.

John H. Jenkins' STARTKey really im-

pressed me. This desk accessory lets

you define keyboard equivalents to re-

place the drop-down menus on any

GEM program. In fact, you can define

keyboard equivalents for any keystroke

combination and manipulate GEM
functions by sending messages to

programs.

Using the Program

You must have STARTKey to use the

macro files on this issue's START disk.

To use the macros, copy the hie

MACROARC and ARCX.TTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

MACRO.ARC, following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue. These

macros define keyboard equivalents for

the menu bars in 1st Word version 1.03

(15TWORD.TXT and 1STWORD.MAX)

and 1st Word Plus version 2.02

(WORDPLUS.TXT and WORD-
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PLUS.MAX). Refer to the STARTKey

documentation in the Winter, 1987

START to see how to load the .MAX files

and edit the TXT files.

By using the macros, you can access

some of the characters in the ST's alter-

nate character set. Here's a list of the

special characters:

cA-y

SAV
CA-e

CA-o
SA-u

AV

SA-c

Note: C- means to hold down the

Control key while pressing the charac-

ter, A- means to hold down the Alter-

nate key while pressing the character

and S- means to hold down the Shift

key. If the key sequence is, for example,

CA-e, you must hold down both the

Control and Alternate keys while press-

ing e.

Function Keys of Note

I've used the function keys exclusively

for the menu items. Below is a keyboard

template for each of these files. Photo-

copy this page, cut out the two halves of

the appropriate template and tape it to-

gether. Then, tape it to your ST key-

board above the function keys.

Most of the function keys access the

drop-down menus. Refer to the tem-

plates for a complete list of function

keys and commands. Below are some

other helpful Function key definitions:

CS-F10 goes to the top of the docu-

ment, SA-F10 goes to the bottom.

These keys let you jump back and

forth from the beginning to the end

of the document very quickly

• F8 has two macros to change direc-

tories; they only work when you

have opened a file selector box.

(These work with the standard GEM
item selector, not the 5TART selector.)

• The F9 functions let you use prefor-

matted documents. This option also

works only when the file selector

box is already opened. If you have

1st Word Plus, create document for-

mats for letters, memos, ASCII files,

etc. and save them in the FORMATS
folder using the names FORMAT.LET,

FORMATMEM, etc. 1st Word owners

should create templates and name

them NEW.MEM, NEW.LET, etc. and

keep them in the same directory as

1st Word. Actually, it isn't possible in

1st Word Plus to create an ASCII

Ruler, but it is possible to set the

ruler to 80 columns in the WP
mode, use it, and then save it in the



ASCII mode -that's how the NEW
ASCII option is intended to be used.

When you select a function key

equivalent of a menu bar option the

menu does not appear, it just exe-

cutes. The original function key func-

tions still work, and I've left lots of

room in the files to add your own

macros. In some cases, you can't get en-

tirely away from the mouse because of

dialog box buttons.

One note of caution: calling func-

tions when they are normally grayed-

out may cause your ST to crash. This is

because STARTKey is going behind the

word processor's back as it (STARTKey)

selects options. For example, 1st Word

Plus doesn't check whether the the dic-

tionary has been loaded when you se-

lect Browse because normally the menu

bar is greyed out until you load the dic-

tionary. If you do select Browse (A-F6)

without a dictionary in memory, the

program will crash.

A major complaint about 1st Word

Plus has been its lack of keyboard con-

trol. With this added feature, it may

well become the best word processor

around.

Wrapping Up

I hope you get as much use out of

STARTKey Macros as I got from the

original STARTKey. Oh yes, why did I

buy two issues of START? Well, the first

time, I bought the non-disk issue from a

newsstand. 1 didn't even try to take it

backl

Missing out on STARTKey? You can

order the disk and magazine for

Winter, 1987 by calling 1-800-234-

7001. If you are a CompuServe sub-

scriber, you can download STARTKey

from Antic Online's November Soft-

ware Shelf; log onto CompuServe

and type GO ANTIC

Wayne G. Longman lives in Ontario,

Canada and is a contributor to the

Bytown Bytes newsletter.
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Save As

Read File

Delete File

WP Mode/ASCII Cut Block

Paste Block

Delete Block

Justify Right

Reformat

Open File

Print File

Layout

Find

Repeat Find

Replace

Start Block

End Block

Move Block

Superscript

Subscript

Restyle

Control

—

Delete delete word

J next/last word

Set Mark 1

Go to Markl

New Msg
New
New

Go to Top

Go to End

—
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1
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CHDIRC:\

CHDIRA:\

New Letter

New Memo
New ASCII

Save & Quit

Quit
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& SA
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Save As

Read File

Delete File

WP Mode/ASCII

Statistics

Hyphenation

Cut Block

Paste Block

Delete Block

Add Ruler

Page Layout

Footnote Formal

Justify Right

Reformat

Open File

Print File

Save & Resume

Find

Repeat Find

Replace

Start Block

End Block

Move Block

5how Ruler

Show Position

Add Footnote

Superscript

Subscript

Restyle

Load Dictionary

Spell Check

End Check

Shift tl screen

Control

—

Delete delete word
• next/lasl word

:check next word

Set Mark
Go to Mark

New Msg
New
New

Go to Top

Go to End

—
\

S_

<

b

Contiguous

Add Word
Browse

Graphics Mode
Read Picture

Delete Picture

CHDIRC:\

CHDIRA:\

New Letter

New Memo
New ASCII

Save & Quit

Quit

Quit All
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Life Is Too Short

To Waste Time
Making
Music.

Chottces are,

if you're using a

sequencer, you're

wasting a lot of

time. Unless you're

using RealTime;' 1
' the ncr

Intelligent Music.

ReafTime lets you do
music is ploying. You car

sequencer from

erything as your

raphtcaliy edit

to the fmestdetail. instantly access all MIDi
controls. Load and save Patterns, Songs and
device setups. Even run other programs and
desk accessories from within ReafTtme. All

while you're listening. !

And to speed you up even more, RealTirhe

includes interactive features. Like Track

Bandage;'" which lets you slave elements of

differenHracks to produce new combinations

of musical elements. Automatic Pill Genera-

tion, which enables you to enhance your

original material. Time Deviation, which

allows you to give each track its own rhythmic

feel. And much more.

So stop wasting your time making music.

Get into ReafTtme today. Call or write us for

the dealer nearest you- Or send a $10 check

and we'll send you a demonstration package.

For the Atari 520, 1040, and MEGA St

£
ntelligent Music"
116 North Lake Avenue
Albany, NY 12206 USA
518-434-4110

'REALTIME
RealTime features

include;

256 simultaneous

tracks

768 parts per

whole-note clock

resolution

Device Lists to store

drum machine and
synth setups

Copying, pasting, and
editing of any region

or Pattern

Independent, nested

track looping

Graphic arrangement

of Songs

Import and export

of MIDI Files

Synchronization

to SMPTE/MTC
devices

Complete GEM

implementation

o
NO START DISK?
Every issue, START features great pro-

grams on disk. II you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

CALL (800) 234-7001!

Fame and Fortune!

Get Your Work
Published in START!

The articles you read in START don't

grow on trees-they're written by

dedicated ST users like you!

We want articles of all kinds: pro-

gramming tutorials (with accom-

panying software for our START

disks), reviews, news, perspectives

and tips on how to get the most out

of the ST and Mega computers.

If you want to have your work

read by over 75,000 ST owners and

be well-paid for it, then submit your

best efforts to us!

For a free copy of our author

guidelines, write to:

Author Guidelines

START

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

HAVE A QUESTION
ABOUT YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION?

Get an answer fast:

Call:

(415)372-6002

Write:

Start Customer Service

RO. Box 1569

Martinez, CA 94553
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GFA Cross-Reference

Take the Drudgery out ofDebugging

by David Archibald

Cross-reference your program—
save hours of debugging time with

XREF.ARC on your START disk!

Buying GFA BASIC made me think of all

the BASIC programming utilities I've

used over the years-some good, some

not so good. I think the two programs 1

found the most useful were a line

renumbering utility and a variable-and-

label cross-reference program. With

GFA BASIC, the first program was obso-

lete, but I could certainly use the sec-

ond. I quickly discovered that a cross-

reference program did not exist for GFA

BASIC, so I decided to write my own.

Thus Xref was bom.

Xref reads a copy of your BASIC pro-

gram from disk and compiles a listing

of the program's variables, labels and

procedure names, along with the line

numbers on which they appear The

program is GEM-based and was written

using GFA BASIC It runs in either

medium or high resolution.

Preparing Your File for Xref

Xref can only cross-reference a file

properly if it's a text file with the BASIC

commands in all uppercase and every-

thing else in upper and lower case. Run

GFA and load your program. Press the

Escape key to go to direct mode and

)psl File Search Fnn Block

Srst inxm
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Xref s split-screen

display lets you

examine and search

through your varia-

bles, procedure

names and labels in

the upper window,

and study exactly

how they are used

in the numbered list-

ing of your BASIC

program below.

then type DEFLISTO and press Return.

Press the Escape key again and then

press Return to get back to the GFA edit

screen. Select SAVE,A (Shift F2) and

save the file with the extender .LST.

Xref can cross-reference BASIC files

as large as 3,500 lines. If you happen to

have a file that exceeds this limit or if

you run out of memory, you'll need to

divide your program into two or more

separate files. To do this, first load your

program into GFA BASIC. Next, mark a

big block of text with the BLK STA

(Shift-F5) and BLK END (F5) com-

mands, then save it using the BLOCK
(F4) "W" command. Finally, mark the

remainder of the program and save it to

a separate file.

Running Xref

To run Xref, copy the files XREF.ARC

and ARCX.TTP onto a blank, formatted

disk and un-ARC the file, following the

Disk Instructions elsewhere in this is-

sue. Double-click on XREFPRG to run

the program (the file XREFRSC must be

in the same directory). Xref will come

up with a file-selector box; select the

file you wish to cross-reference.

Xref will then read and cross-

reference the file. It also will provide

you with a dialog box to show what
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Programming In BASIC

percentage of the file has been read.

Xref will then sort the cross-referenced

listing and open two GEM windows,

one above the other

The top window displays the cross-

reference listing and the bottom win-

dow shows the BASIC program with

line numbers added. Both windows

have vertical sliders and arrow buttons.

The program window also has a

horizontal slider with arrow buttons for

lines longer than 80 characters.

The cross-referenced listing is

broken down into three parts. The first

shows all your variable names, the sec-

ond the procedure names and the third

the labels. After each name is a list of

the line numbers of the program which

reference that name.

The program shows the type of

variable -either "%"."!" or "$" - and

uses an open parenthesis "(" to indicate

an array. A procedure or label's line

number of origin is marked in the list-

ing with an asterisk ("*").

The Menu Bar

All of the drop-down menu bar com-

mands can be accessed with either the

mouse or control-key combinations.

File

Select Open File. . . (Control O) to

choose a new file to be cross-

referenced. The previous file and its

cross-reference listing will be lost if a

new file is selected and cross-

referencing has begun.

Select Save All of Xref. . . (Control V)

and Save Block of Xref. . . (Control F) to

save all or part of a cross-reference list-

ing to disk. The listing is saved as a

standard ASCII text file that can be

loaded with a word processor. It can

also be either viewed or printed from

the Desktop.

Search

You can scan the cross-reference listing

for a particular name or section with

the Search. . . (Control S) command

What do you mean you can't use

XREF because you don't have a copy

of the GFA BASIC interpreter? You

do if you have a START disk! Don't

miss out! Call (800) 234-7001 to

order START'S XREF and GFA BASIC

ver. 2.0.

The dialog box that appears will accept

a search string up to 30 characters long.

A complete name is not required to find

a match. For example, you can enter

"long" to find "longname" or "t" to find

the beginning of the "t" listings. (Note

that the search is case sensitive; thus

entering an uppercase T, lor instance,

would not find a lowercase t.)

The search begins at the second line

in the cross-reference window and

works forward. A dialog box informs

you which section of the listing is

currently being searched -variables,

procedures or labels-and the number

remaining to be checked.

If the search is successful an alert

box will appear telling you where the

string was found. The second window

is then reset to display the line with the

matching string at the top of the win-

dow If the search fails you'll be told in

an alert box.

To move the display to a specific line

in the program window, use the Goto

Line. . . (Control G) command. Answer

the dialog box that appears with a line

number and the program listing will be

re-displayed with that line at the top of

the window. Like the search command,

if there aren't enough lines following to

fill the window, then the line will be

displayed at the bottom of the window.

Print Your Cross Reference

You can send all or part of the cross-

reference listing to the printer with the

All of" Xref (Control P) or Block of Xref

(Control B) commands. All of Xref will

print the entire listing and Block of Xref

will print only a marked section. All or

part of the program file can be sent to

the printer with the All of File (Control

A) and Block of File (Control K)

commands.

All of the Print commands have the

same output format. A six-line header is

printed on the first page in which the

first two and last two lines are left

blank. The third line has the path and

file name of the BASIC program and the

fourth line has the date and time of

printing. The cross-reference and pro-

gram listings are printed exactly as they

appear in their windows.

Block Commands

To mark a single line, click twice with

the left mouse button on the desired

line. To mark a block of lines, click on

the first line of the block with the cur-

sor anywhere on the line and that line

will be highlighted. Now, point the

mouse at the last line of the block and

click again. The first line, the last line,

and all of the lines between will be

highlighted. You can mark as many

lines as you like but you can have only

one block per window.

To unmark a block, select Unmark

Block (Control U) from the drop-down

menu. If you have lines marked in both

windows, only the block in the active

window will be unmarked. Using the

Save or Print Block commands will also

unmark a block for that window.

An Excellent Reference

Ambitious programming is a compli-

cated process-it's easy to add variables

early on and then forget exactly where

or even if they're being used several ver-

sions later Also, bugs can easily crop up

when the same variable name is used in

more than one section of the program.

Xref isn't a tool you'll use every day but

when you do use it you'll thank it for

taking the daidgery out ol debugging.

David Archibald Jives in Flint,

Michigan where he is on educational

\ea\efrom General Motors.

His CompuServe I.D, is 73256,2640.

January 19.



KciitiiH.i Software,

OS
Five y««*' ,,s J, !l<>>

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't Yon

€aii«jht lip Yet?

Call toll-free outside Texas: 1 -800-433 2938
- Inside Texas call: 817-292-7396

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
Q£ 5316 Woodway Drive jJ

Fori Worth, Texas 76133

The ACLS
Teaching Series

featuring

Cardiac Arrest!
An Incredible Simulation

IBM, Apple II + /c/e/gs, Atari XE, Atari ST

Don't let our low costs fool you! You've never seen anything this good on

ji'hktop lomputer. Not an IF-THEN oi choose .VB.C-tvpu program, Cardiac

Arrest: is a mathematically-based simulator. You interpret the history, on-screen

EKG, lab data, and vital signs, then give treatment orders in plain English.

Antic: "Impressive and amazingly complete. Information packed manual.
"

ST World: "Both highly educational and fun. Remarkably easy to use.
"

Computer News for Physicians: "This program scries is excellent value.
"

CudiK Arrest! is almost as fun to use as it is educational. There Me v.srving

degrees ul difficulty, with over 45 patients — and none is ever the saint twice.

You can actually go "bevond ACLS" with hypothermia, hypocalcemia, hyper-

kalemia, and more. Yet the manual is so complete and well-organized' that

non-medical people use the simulator to "play doctor."

I teaching software is eicellent, and priced within reach of

:h.i.s who need ti

ACLS Teaching Seri

Cardiac Arrest!

ACLS Protocols

EKG Teaching

CatdioQuiz

Blood Gases

•The four-disk ACLS Teaching Series tad

EKG Teaching, and CardioQuiz at 34% s

510?

des Cardiac Arrest!, ACLS Protocols,

Mad Scientist Software
2063 North 820 West, Pleasant Grave, UT 84062

Visa/MC orders call 801-785-3028

Siatgtldei n s 32.95

H "C" $149.95

S 37.95

Typhon Thompson S 25.95

Scruples $ 29.95
""

st Word Plus $ 74.95

i. Goli Double Pak $ 1 8.95

Road Runner $ 37.95

Board Designer SI 35.00

Test Drive S 27.00

Cyber Studio WfCad 3D S 60.00

Copy It ST S 26.00

1'sTale 5 32.00

lire I 32.00

ATARI ST TOP HITS
Global Commander s 29.95

Men ble Madness S 25.95

Zany Goll S 29.95

Cbessmaster 2000 $ 32.95

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing S 36.95

Advanced Dungeon B Dragons; Heroes of the LanceS 29.95

Phamasie 1 . 2 or 3 each S 25.00

Questron II S 32.95

Dive Bomber S 25.95

Melro Cross S 16.00

High; Srr

Winter 4.00

Word Writer ST
Desktop Publisher

.
.

Star Trek: The Rebel U
Prim Master Plus ....

.5 32.95

. S 39.95

.5129.00

. .$ 25.95

. 5 32.95

S 26.95

. . S 35.95

S 29.95

.$ 89.00

.t 25.00

.S 25.95

$209.00

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES - CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES

Supra Ji'I-jO.fiO Meq. Drives

B 514" Driv<

ACCESSORIES

is GTS 100 CALL
Practical Solutions:

Video Key 5 99.00

Mouse Master S 35.00

Monitor Master $ 44.00

ic Corp:

Z Time (520 ST)

Z-Time 1520 STFM.'1O40 STI .

STSeties Mouse
520 ST Power Supply

Epyx500XJ Joystick

Wico Three Way Joystick

Wico Ergo Stick Joystick

Joystick "Blaster" Vlrxiijie w.-AfJpjss.

$;iS.H!i

.S49.95

.149.95

SulOb

DUST COVERS
520 ST Computer
520 STFMI1040 ST Computer . .

.

SF354/314 Disk Drive

SC1224 Monitor

SM 124 Monitor
Okimate 10(20 Printer

Star 10" Printers

Panasonic 10" Printer

:,:r SG10X, SG-10... .

SW NX-NL'NP-IO
Star NX-1000. NX100R
Siar NX l(JO -:ainl;cr/. i<1

Order Line

1-800-282-0333 |fc**fj|

10 a.m. 8 p.m. Monday-Thursday
10 a.m. -6 p.m. Friday

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

11 S. Wright Avenue, Fairborn, OH 45324

Nee 8023. CITOH 8510
Epson MX/RX/FX-70. 80.85 .

Epson £X800'100u. LO 2500 .

Custo
& Ohio Residents

1-513-879-9699
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E

ST ANd IBM CoMpariblei

THE HI-TECH ACCOUNTING SERIES
EASY, Double- Entry Accounting for Non- Account ants.

I SI Accounts Payable $69 Pari U2 General Ledger $69
Pan W3 Receivables $69 Parts #1, W2 & #3 Together $189

SALES-PRO PLUS Thousands Currently :

es-Pro with Customer Base, Back-Order
ounts Receivables and Much More.

Use] $199
Lay-Aways,

SUPER SALES-PRO PROFESSIONAL I $499
es-Pro Plus Complete with Mail Merge, Accounts Payable,

General Ledger, Floor Planning, Inventory Explosion, and
^h Much More.

VIDEO/RENTAL-PRO Rental Store Management. $199
Rentals, Sales, Returns, Reservations, Member Renewals, Lists,

"icls, Accounts Receivables and Much More.

Contact Your Local Dealer Today
Also available are Mail- Pro, Inventory- Pro
Fuel- Pro and The Hi- Tech Church Manager.

HI-TECH ADVISERS
P.O. Box 7524 Winter Haven, FL 33883-7524

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-882-4310
FLORIDA (813]294-1885

ALL OTHER INQUIRIES (813)293-3986

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: CC DISTRIBUTING (519)273-2838

ATTENTION ALL READERS!!!

CALLING ALL READERS!!!

Are you interested in receiving information

about the products being advertised?

If the answer is yes, then it is easy, just go to

the Advertiser's Index and find the reader's

service number that corresponds to the

advertisements that interest you, simply

circle the number on the enclosed reader

service card, and the advertiser sends you

some information.

*.-> ST SPRITE MIGHT
A( lasl a sprite editor thaf c srything in one program!

,S'l HPili'l'l,' MIGHT is the fir,! pjoiflMsmiiiii splits editor tha: wr:rh ir

& medium resolution; ha, ii ili:ls:e:i( s-ritt; sizes; and allows you to

16 x 16, 16X32, 18 x48, 32x16,

formats. Files

• Crates fiditterenl sjirili

32 x 32, and 32 x 48.

• Compatible with both Degas and Neochroi;

can be loaded in any of 3 screen locations.

Sprite sequence may be saved !o disk as C source (easily edited

into Assembly or Basic).

• Animator allows for up to 2000 frames ni frame flipping and/oi

motion,

• Drawing functions are: oopy, u:ido, fill, clear, mirror, circle, lin

frame, box, and 6 types of brushi

$39.95

* * *

EURIPEDES
Exciting Full Screen Action.

Destroy enemy ships with your missiles while you pilot your ship through

screen after screen cf scrolling a;:: .on. Use your Ihjji.:js to <;ain points and
lives, but watch out for those surface missiles.

Nearly full screen s:;rolli:ie '.'.ill'. ;-r:iioa;e:i air, surface, and space

'"S!,s '

$29.95

Both programs require an Alari ST with color monitor.

Send check or money order Including cii it shipping & handling to:

] k V Software

P.O. Box 186

Ellettsville, IN

47429-0186

TECH WAY SALES
P.O. BOX 605 WARREN, Ml 48090

1-800-USA-8832
IN MICHIGAN CALL 1 (313) 751-8807

WE SPECIALIZE IN ATARI AND THE ST LINE!

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
WITH A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

ALL SOFTWARE 30%
OFF LIST PRICE
EVERYDAY!!

WE CARRY ALL THE MAJOR NAME
BRANDS OF SOFTWARE AND

PERIPHERALS FOR THE ATARI'S

PRINTERS-MODEMS-MONITORS
HARD DRIVES-LASER PRINTERS
MIDI KEYBOARDS-JOYSTICKS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

WE WELCOME C.O.D. ORDERS
MOST ORDERS SHIP OUT IN 24 HOURS
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Saving a Baby,

Saving a World

In our first game, Typhoon Thompson,

you're called upon to save a baby from

Sea Sprites. In Global Commander, you

must save the world from nuclear

destruction. To top that, in Goldrunner II

you must save robot pilots from space

pirates. And finally, in jet, you have only

yourself to worry about. Sure, it's tough

work but somebody's got to do it

TYPHOON THOMPSON-SEARCH FOR

THE SEA CHILD

Reviewed by Seal Twriltn

An intergalactic transport has disappeared

on a distant ocean planet; only a single

baby survives. Three rescue parties have

gone after him -and have never been

heard from again. Now it's up to Typhoon

Thompson, reluctant galactic hero, to save

the day.

As Typhoon, when you reach the wa-

ter planet, you'll leam why the previous

rescue attempts failed: the Sea Sprites that

inhabit the planet don't take kindly to

strangers. Not only that, but they're crazy

about the baby and don't want you taking

him away.

Typhoon Thompson is Broderbunds

first major ST effort in too long a time,

but it's been worth the wait. Add the fact

that the program was written by Dan

Gorlin of Choplifterl fame and it should

be enough to make Typhoon Thompson

Typhoon Thompson
combines excellent

animation with on
imaginative scenario

and fast action—

and not just a tiny

bit of humor, either.

popular, but the graphics and overall

gameplay will make it a winner

The Spirit Guardians

You're not in this one alone Spirit Guard-

ians, relics from the planet's long-dead

civilization, will provide weapons -as

long as you provide the magical artifacts

they desire Each artifact is located inside

a Treasury Dome at the center of an

island village All you have to do is zip on

over in your jet-sled and retrieve the

artifact. Sounds easy doesn't it? There's

just one catch: the only way to retrieve

the artifact is to capture all the Sea Sprites

in a village and trade them for the artifact.

That's tougher than it sounds, largely be-

cause the Sea Sprites have a penchant for

high-tech, beweaponed flying machines

and aren't afraid to use them. Some flyers

inflict minor damage, others can kill you

or destroy your jet-sled.

Gameplay

After one of three amusing opening se-

quences, the Spirits tell Thompson which

artifact to retrieve and grant him an addi-

tional weapon to use Now head for the
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Sea Sprite islands and fire at one of the

pods. A direct hit brings one or more

Ryers from the pod, each manned by an

irate Sea Sprite When you blow up a

flyer, the Sea 5prite pilot will tread water

briefly, at which time you'll have to grab

him and stuff him in a sack. If you're too

slow, the Sprite will head toward a pod,

skipping over the water like a flying fish

(but you can still capture him if you stun

him with your laser cannon).

for the Sea Child, well, 1 haven't rescued

him yet, but I'm going to keep trying.

GLOBAL COMMANDER

Reviewed by David Piothn

In Datasoft's Global Commander; you're

the supreme authority of planet Earth.

Sounds like a pretty good job, right? Well,

it is and it isn't, considering that your

main responsibility is to keep the world

from getting blown to bits in a nuclear

How many limes

have you said to

yourself, "If only I

ruled the world"?

You get your chance
in Global Com-
mander.

Once you've captured all the Sea

Sprites, you go to the Dome, where the

Sea Sprite king will emerge, show extreme

consternation, then grudgingly give you

the artilact you seek in return for his sub-

jects. Return to the Spirits to see which

artifact to obtain next. You must retrieve

four in all-be happy it's not five!

Wrap Up

Typhoon Thompson is a great arcade

game. Controlling the jet-sled is hard at

first and takes some getting used to.

When things get hot and heavy, you can

drop below the surface of the water and

catch your breath. Also, you can fire

some of your weapons while submerged.

Typhoon Thompson has the best ar-

cade animation I've seen -this alone

could keep me addicted to the game. As

holocaust. This is a task that takes

diplomacy, skillful negotiating, bluffing

and just plain luck. But make no bones

about it, despite Global Commander's

morbid premise, it's a lot of fun to play.

In the fictional world of Global Com-

mander Earth consists of 16 nations.

Your goals are clear: get along with each

nation, help the nations get along with

each other, make sure each nation has

what it needs and establish military secu-

rity. (There is also the small matter of

finding and disarming the World Organi-

zation of Terrorists.) Easy, right? To help

you in these Herculean tasks, Datasoft

has thoughtfully included a map with

small stick-on Bags so you can keep track

of the (current) alliances.

Global Commander makes you less a

dictator than a moderator, a fact which

makes your position tenuous at best. If

the nations feet that you're doing a good

job, they'll let you continue. Otherwise,

they may call for a vote of confidence If

you lose that vote, then you must step

down and the game is over. That's one

way to lose The other is to allow a nu-

clear war to occur

Take a Memo
You issue all your orders from your com-

mand post, via your control panel. Select-

ing an option is as simple as clicking on

it with the mouse The first thing to

worry about is incoming memos detailing

the actions taken by a given nation. You

must indicate whether you approve or

disapprove of this action or you can ig-

nore it. Your responses to memos tell the

nations a lot about you (and your ability

to rule the world), so weigh your options

carefully.

The Information Center lets you mon-

itor the status of the two primary needs

of each nation: resources and technology.

The amounts for each nation are shown

on a graph, and colors indicate whether a

nation is satisfied with the current levels.

You can request that countries with more

than they need share with countries that

have less, though the countries in ques-

tion might not respond to your request.

You can also send letters to nations in-

structing them to get along (but how

effective do you think that is?)

Your Powers

Military security is handled in several

ways. If a nation feels insecure, it may ac-

tually start a war to head off an attack. To

enforce security, you can request that a

nation increase or decrease its supply of

missiles. Again, they may not comply. But

an increased supply of missiles could

make the nation feel more secure-or

more belligerent.

You have three SDI (Strategic Defense

Initiative) satellites. These can't protect the

whole Earth, so it's up to you to figure

out where the next "hot" spots will be

and position the satellites to do the most
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If you liked

Goldrunner, you'll

like Goldrunner li-

lt's os much fun as

the original, but it's

a different game
altogether.

good. You also have access to some

sophisticated spy satellites that report on

the conditions in the countries the satel-

lites are over

Finally, the services of a powerful, elite

commando unit are yours: the UNN Task

Force Wherever you place this unit, that

nation tends to behave itself! However,

you'll want to move it around, since it

will be needed in different places from

time to time. Also, if you leave it in one

country too long, that country might start

feeling oppressed.

You can also use the anti-WOT (World

Organization of Terrorists) squad, but

only after you figure out where the WOT
is hiding. They're a crafty bunch and

they'll try to throw you off the track.

Once you think you know where they

are, you must get permission from the

countries to go after them. If permission

is granted and you nab the WOT, your

prestige and power increase If you're

misled, your prestige takes a nosedive.

Keeping Track

As the Global Commandei; your most

important job is to keep track of what's

going on. In addition to the spy satellites,

you can monitor the radio frequencies.

This takes some doing because not only

are there six bands, each containing mul-

tiple frequencies, but often the transmis-

sions are coded. You have eight filters

and you must find the right combination

of filters to read the messages as they

come in. Fortunately, you'll soon leam

where to find important messages from

the particularly obstreperous nations and

figure out how to decode them. There's

also an automatic frequency scan within

each band to help you find trans-

missions.

Since Global Commander can take a

while to play, you may save games two

ways. The more permanent way is to

disk, but you can also save them to

memory, so that you can go back quickly

to a time when radiation wasn't so preva-

lent! The menu that allows saving a game

appears once per week of game time.

The graphics, while adequate are not

one of the game's strongest points. This

game is definitely for strategists. The chal-

lenge is in trying to guess what is going to

happen next, in spite of deliberate misin-

formation, coded radio messages, memos

piling up, brush-fire wars and other dis-

tractions. I guarantee that you wont win

the first few times, but after a while you'll

get the feel of this game and will be able

to survive for a long time without des-

troying our favorite planet. You'll leam

when to use force -and when to use

diplomacy. By the way; good luck. You'll

need it. But ruling the world was never so

much fun.

GOLDRUNNER II

Renewed \yy David Plotkin

If at first you do succeed-write a sequel.

That's what Microdeal did with Goldrun-

ner II, and if you liked the original, you'll

like the follow-up. The smooth, outra-

geously fast scrolling is still there as are

those tall buildings that plaster your ship.

It's still as much fun as ever, however,

gameplay is quite different.

Goldrunner Ii takes place 50 years af-

ter the original Goldrunner The Ring

Worlds have been settled by humans, but

man is no longer a warrior Instead, robot

pilots defend against attacks by the

pirates-that is, until the robot pilots were

captured and held prisoner at some un-

used space research stations- Your mis-

sion is to rescue as many robot pilots as

you can. Of course, you must accomplish

this mission alone and against impossible

odds.

Just Me and My Fighter

As in the original Goldrunner, you must

be extremely careful in Goldrunner II not

to destroy your ship by running into the

tall buildings that cast long shadows. The

robots are in small vehicles that travel on

various tracks on the space station and

capturing a robot is an involved affair

First, you must use your laser cannons to

destroy the vehicle and free the robot.

Unfortunately, you can't land to pick it

up; instead, you must wait for a green

rescue pod to retrieve it. Then you must

blast the rescue pod and catch the robot

before it is falls to its destruction.

Your craft can carry five robots. Once

your holds are full, you must bring the

robots to a telepott station. Clearing a sta-

tion of robots, either by capturing them

or destroying them, ends that portion of

the game Then a mother ship appears

and if you dock successfully, you get bo-

nus points. Either way, you move on to

the next space station.

The tali buildings make life difficult

enough, but they're nothing compared to

the enemy forces: the rescue pods, two

kinds of fighters (including a large, nasty
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ship which breaks up into fighters) and

mines. Collisions and enemy shells can't

hurt you directly, but hits from the enemy

make your ship bounce around-and af-

ter several hits in succession, you'll find

your ship moving at a considerable veloc-

ity, making it even tougher to avoid those

dad-blasted buildings. In upper levels,

enemy forces swarm over you, making life

even tougher Also, tall buildings are much

available Data Disk 1 is a real killer but

Disk II is much more playable.

Complaints? Yes, a few. For one thing,

the right mouse button is used to fire

weapons. This is hard to remember, and

since the left mouse button fires your

smart bomb, you can waste your bombs

ir you're not careful. Also, nowhere in the

documentation or the on-screen pictures

are you shown what the teleport Looks

In Jet, if your enemy
is closer than the

minium range of

only choice is to

take him out with

your guns.

more plentiful in the upper levels.

You're not defenseless, though. You

have twin wing-mounted laser cannons

and occasionally you can pick up a smart

bomb. You can control your fighter by

mouse, keyboard or joystick, though I

recommend the joystick. Your control

panel displays a condensed view of the

space station, indicating robots, enemy

vehicles and your relative position.

Overall Appearance

The graphics and sound in Goldrunner II

are excellent. The bright colors and detail

of the space stations make the game

more interesting, while the music track

and digitized voice are also well done

Once you get the hang of Goldrunner

II, it's very playable When the included

disk of space stations begin to seem too

easy, two more data disks with com-

pletely different layouts and graphics are

like! Perhaps this is intentional, but it

would help to know what to look for

But overall, the exceptional graphics.

scrolling and payability of Goldrunner II

make it a winner If you enjoy shoot-em-

ups with a few surprises, I recommend

Goldrunner II.

JET

Reviewed by Scot TumUn

Jet puts you in the cockpit of the Air Force

F-16 Falcon or Navy F-18 Homet. It's a

good flight simulator, but it would be

much better if its response time were bet-

ter However with the multiple scenarios,

you'll never get bored and you can play

against iriends via modem. Jet gives you

all the power of a true simulator and lets

you place the screen displays wherever

you want them.

The first menu lists the 10 simulations

available Items 1 to 4 cover the F-16 and

items 5 to 7 cover the F-18. Both types of

missions include free-flight, target strike

and dogfighting. Item 8 loads a Flight

Simulator-compatible scenery disk; item

9 lets you connect two STs through the

serial port for two-player dogfighting; and

item runs a demo.

Pre-Flight

Your weapons are A1M-9 Sidewinder and

AIM-7 Sparrow air-to-air missiles, AGM-

65 Maverick and MK-82 smart bombs

and a nose-mounted machine gun. The

Sidewinder is a heat-seeking missile that

homes in on the exhaust of an enemy

aircraft. Its range is five miles and it's best

used for dogfighting. The Sparrow uses

radar signals to home in on the enemy.

Its range is 25 miles and it's most effec-

tive for targets just entering radar range

The bombs are for enemy ground tar-

gets. The Maverick, a very accurate bomb

with a small blast radius, has a range of

14 miles. It's best used for heavily

defended ground targets that you don't

want to get too close to. The smart bomb

has a larger blast radius but is less ac-

curate, so use it when you require total

destruction of your target.

The last weapon is the machine gun.

If your enemy is closer than the minium

range of your missiles, the only option

left is to take him out with your guns.

Takeoff

F-16 scenarios start from a runway and

F-18 scenarios start from an aircraft car-

rier. For F-16 takeoffs, increase throttle,

head down the runway and pull back on

the joystick. For F-18 takeoffs, increase

speed to afterburner- two dials will turn

red when afterburner is reached-and

press Shift-L to be catapulted off the air-

craft carrier's runway.

Flight and Combat

Once airborne, press function keys 3 and

4 to bring up the map and radar screens,

which you'll use to locate enemy targets.

Use the range circle at the center of the

screen to lock onto air targets and denote
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targes for your bombs. During a dogfight,

the white outlined circle will turn red.

The percentage of red denotes the range

of the weapon selected. When the circle

is completely red, the target is within

range Center the target inside the circle

and press the fire button. The missle will

do the rest.

Using the gun takes more skill in that

the rounds fired from the cannon are

affected by gravity, so sometimes you'll

have to fire ahead of your target to

counter the G-forces.

Landing

Landing the F-16 is a breeze Line up with

the runway, lower the landing gear, reduce

airspeed and take her in-the softer the

landing, the better The F-18 lands on the

deck of an aircraft carrier Actually, the

term "lands" is inaccurate- it's more like a

controlled crash! The F-18 has a hook

that drops from its fuselage and traps a

cable strung across the carriers deck. As

you approach, line up with the deck, re-

duce your airspeed and drop your gear

The most important thing to do is to hit

the deck in front of the cable If done cor-

rectly the hook will catch and the jet will

stop immediately Otherwise, increase

power and pull back on the stick, or else

you'll end up in the ocean.

Wrap Up

Flying the jets in Jet is difficult, partly be-

cause it takes about IV2 seconds before

your joystick's input updates the screen.

This is unacceptable, especially when

dogfighting. SubLogic is known for their

realistic scenarios, but when it comes to

combat, I don't care how accurate the

surroundings are A wire-frame model

would have been adequate and the

screen refresh time would have been

smoother But with an increase in screen

speed, Jet could be one of the best air-

craft simulators ever developed for the

Atan ST

David Plotkin is a chemical engineerfor

Chc\ron USA and a frequerit contributor

to START and Antic. Scot Tumlin is

Direct Mail SaJes and Support .Supervisor

for Antic Software.
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CompuServe's ST Forum
Revisited—and
Restructured

by Ron Lutes

Online activity within the ST commu-

nity has increased substantially over the

last few years. Because of this increase,

CompuServe has begun a major restruc-

turing of its ST-related areas, which will

be in effect by the time you read this.

New and Improved Services

Initially, vendors received space in the

Atari Developers Forum. With the for-

mation of the Atari Vendors Forum, how-

ever, the resources available to vendors

for product support-as well as the

number of participating vendors- has

increased significantly. Current vendors

include Regent Software, MichTron,

Foresight Resources, A.N.A.L.O.G., ICD

and Practical Solutions.

Because of the new highs in activity,

CompuServe decided recently to split

the current message sections and data

libraries into two forums, effective Oc-

tober 15. The first is the Atari ST-Arts

Forum, containing all graphics- and

entertainment- related topics and as-

sociated data libraries. Messages will

cover everything from Atari games, mu-

sic and MIDI applications to basic and

advanced graphics. The Atari ST-Arts

Forum will also feature data libraries full

of downloadable programs and files ior

games, music and MIDI, DEGAS and

NEOchrome pictures, CAD-3D support,

Cyber and other animation files, news

and product demos.

The second forum is called the Atari

ST-Productivity Forum (Atari Pro).

With most of the online vendor support

now conducted in the Atari Vendors

Forum, the remaining sections of the

Developers Forum will be relocated to

Atari Pro along with message sections

and data libraries devoted to utilities

and applications programs. Some of the

message sections in Atari Pro include

telecommunications, operating systems,

personal applications, business applica-

tions, emulators, BASIC and C program-

ming, and sections for Atari news and

forum business. Data libraries include

new uploads, programming tools, utili-

ties, desk accessories, printer drivers

and new product demos.

Atari Pro now contains the special

message section and data library for reg-

istered owners of the Atari Developers

Kit which was previously in the Atari

Developers Forum. Also, a few message

sections and data libraries will be used

as beta testing or special product sites,

which can be used on a special-request

basis. (Editor's note: To reserve one of

these areas, please contact Ron Luks,

CompuServe ID, 76703,254.)

To make life easy for our regular

users, each Atari forum will have a New

Uploads library. This is a special section

in which each new file will make a

week-long appearance before the sysop

staff moves it into the appropriate li-

brary for long-term archiving.

How It All Started

In 1980, CompuServe decided that be-

cause of the growing online interest in

the Atari 8-bit computer, 8-bit users

merited a section of their own on the

network. This was called SIG*Atari. for

Special Interest Group: Atari. Because

customer support from Warner Com-

munications, Atari's former owners, was

erratic (to say the least), most of the

support came from SIG*Atari, Atari-

oriented publications such as Antic

Magazine and a vast network of users'

groups and bulletin board systems. In

the next few years, SlG*Atari became
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the single largest source of online sup-

port for Atari owners, growing at an ex-

ponential rate. The original staff of

sysops expanded to include many Atari

luminaries and software authors such as

Russ Wetmore, Michael Reichmann and

Steve Ahlstrom.

Despite many changes in the

CompuServe system software, the basic

structure of SlG*Atari remained the

same. The forum (CompuServe's new

name for a S1G) was composed of a se-

ries of message bases, data libraries and

an online interactive conferencing sys-

tem. As activity in the forum increased

and the membership went over the

20,000 mark, additional sections were

defined and old ones renamed to reflect

the topics of current interest in the Atari

community.

In 1985 a few message sections were

set up for coverage of the then-new

68000-based 520ST. Very quickly, ac-

tivity in these areas threatened to over-

whelm all 8-bit subject matter, so

CompuServe decided to divide

SIG*Atari into three forums: Atari 8 for

the 8-bit machines; Atari 16 for the ST;

and Atari Developers, primarily for Atari

software and hardware developers. In

the early days of the ST, very little de-

veloper support was available outside of

the bare-bones Developers Kit, so

AtariDev soon gained a reputation as the

place for developers to share program-

ming knowledge.

Although the Atari Forums had been

run as an independent source of sup-

port, Atari recognized the Atari De-

velopers Forum as the "official" location

where purchasers of the Atari De-

velopers Kit could obtain updates and

company support. Other commercial

systems have Atari areas with varying

degrees of official sanction by Atari

Corp., but the Developers' Forum has

remained the site for "official Atari

developers' support."

Any Questions?

As you can see. Atari-user support on

CompuServe is changing and growing

constantly. While I've made every at-

tempt to ensure the accuracy of this in-

formation and the various product

descriptions, understand that they're

subject to change at any time. If you

have trouble finding anything discussed

in this column, please notify the sysops

of the Atari Forums or a member of the

Antic Online staff and you'll be directed

to the proper location.

Ron Luks is the head sysop of the Atari

Forums on CompuServe and the origi-

nal editor of Antic Online.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

CompuServe, Inc., 5000
Arlington Centre Blvd., P.O.

Box 20212, Columbus, OH
43320,(614)457-0802;

(800) 848-8190.

CIRCLE 169 OH READER 5EHVICE CARD
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- Frl 9 am - 9 pm CST
Sat 11 am -5 pm

Buy Now and Beat The

Christmas Rush !

h - Frl 9 am - 9 pm CST r

e
Since 1982 __ - _ Sat 11 am -5 pm I
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Convenience Of Your Own Phone



Slither
by Thomas Btirglin

Slimy snakes slither slyly—can you?
File SLITHER.ARC on your START
disk.

Slither is a snaky way to test your

hand/eye coordination. In a series of in-

creasingly difficult levels you must make

Spencer the Snake swallow a half-

bushel (or so) of apples. Eat all the ap-

ples and you advance to the next level.

But watch out! Spencer's metabolism

has been warped by DDT and the

longer he slithers, the longer he grows.

Written in Personal Pascal 1.1, Slither

runs in both low and high resolutions.

To play Slither, copy the files

SLITHER.ARC and ARCXTTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC the

file following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue. Double-click on

SLITHER.PRG and a few seconds later

the title screen will appear

the left and right arrow keys to steer

Spencer to the apple. When he swallows

it, another one will appear someplace

else on the field. The goal is to help

Spencer eat all of the apples in a level.

If Spencer rams into a wall or barrier

or bites himself, he has to repeat that

level. But if he eats all of the apples in a

level, he can escape to the next level

through an opening that appears at the

top of the play field. And the next level

is (naturally) even harder

On the left side of the screen, you'll

see the number of apples Spencer must

eat in that level and on the right side of

the screen you'll see the timer bar If

Spencer doesn't eat an apple before the

timer runs out, three extra apples wil

appear Sound like heaven to a hungry

snake? Well, Spencer grows so fast that

if he has to eat too many apples, some-

times he can't get his tail out of the way.

And for a snake, that's a tragedy!

Through Spencer's Eyes

The snake controls work from Spencer's

point of view Just put yourself in

Spencer's place: to turn left, press the

left arrow key. To turn right, press the
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In this ST version ofa classic video game, you 're Spencer

the Snake andyour goal is to devour apple after apple

fast enough to beat the clock. So whetheryou have a

color or monochrome monitor, warm up yourfingers

and cancelyour plansfor tonight. Spencer needs your

help! (Ophidiophobes are strongly urged to steer clear.)

right arrow key. This may seem confus-

ing at first, so it's wise to use the Prac-

tice mode (see below) until you get the

hang of it. In the Game mode, Spencer

only has three lives, but in Practice

mode Spencer can be reborn any num-

ber of times.

If Spencer is a bit too fast for you,

press the 2 key at the title screen to

bring Spencer Senior into the fray He's a

little older and a little slower, perfect for

magazine editors (and others) with slow

reflexes. You can pause the game with

the right Shift key; press any other key

to resume play. The Alternate key takes

you back to the title screen. Finally,

press the Escape key at the title screen

to quit Slither completely.

Spencer Scores Again!

Slither has 30 levels and each apple is

worth 10 points times the level's num-

ber. (Level Three's apples are each worth

30 points and Level Five's are worth 50

and so on.) Every time you eat an apple

Spencer will grow a little longer and be-

come a little faster, making it more

difficult to maneuver If you're able to

complete a level without killing Spencer,

you'll be awarded bonus points.

Practice, Practice, Practice

Want to practice a little? Press the 1 key

at the title screen. This will take you

into the Practice mode. Although you

can kill Spencer, he can never be sent

permanently to Snake Heaven. And, al-

though Slither won't increase the total

number of apples Spencer has to eat in

a level, you also don't score.

Creating Levels

If you become bored because you can

reach Level 30 in your sleep, wake up!

You can load new Slither fields by

pressing the 5 key at the title screen.

Load the sample file F1ELDS.TXT to

change the playfields in levels two

through five. To restore the original play

fields, press the 6 key at the title screen.
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Slither is a lot of fur

but harder than tt

looks . . . until you

get to one of the

higher levels, like tr

one, where it is as

hard as it looks.

You can also create a "fields" file

with any word processor that can save a

file in ASCII format. The first few lines

of FIELDS.TXT are shown here:

2 3

128 1

128 1

128 1

128 1

128 255 255 1

The first number on the first line

tells Slither the first level to replace and

the second number is the number of

levels in the file-the total number of

Slither levels cannot exceed thirty. Lines

3 through 41 define the first new play

field. There are five numbers on each

line separated by spaces. Immediately

following, with no empty line inbet-

ween, are the 38 lines that define the

next play field, and so on.

Each play field is composed of 38

rows of 38 units per row (40-by-40, in-

cluding the walls). The third line of the

file is the top row inside the play field

and the 41st line is the bottom row.

The play field map is stored as five

bytes (40 bits) per line. The first deci-

mal number in a line must be equal to

or larger than 128 (10000000 binary),

because the bit furthest to the left in the

eight-place number defines the left wall.

Similarly, the last decimal number in a

line must be odd, since the rightmost

bit defines the right wall.

To define a play field, draw it as a

40-by-40 unit grid on a sheet of graph

paper Place a 1 in every unit where you

want a wall or barrier to appear and a

into each open space unit, then divide

the grid vertically into five columns of

eight units. Each row on the grid will

then have five groups of eight biliary

digits. Convert each group of eight units

into the equivalent decimal number;

these are the decimal numbers for your

text file. If you're unfamiliar with binary

numbers, study the sample file to see

the effects of different numbers.

(Editor's Note: Ifyou don't want, to go

through this process, wait a bit—we have a

Slither Construction Set in the works for a

future issue of START.)

When you take on the Slither chal-

lenge, you're taking on a game that re-

quires skill and patience. You'll proba-

bly come across some levels that you'll

think impossible to get through (some

people think Level One is impossible).

My only advice is to keep practicing,

and practicing, and practicing. . .

Oh, yes, ophidiophobes are those

with an unreasonable fear of snakes.

Thomas R. Bitrglin is a research scien-

tist in molecular biology. He is in the

United States on a two-year sabbatical

from Switzerland to finish his Ph.D.

NO
START
DISK?

Every issue, START features great

programs on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk

for $14.95, but for those of you who

want to read START first, it's available

without the disk for $4.

If you want thejiiM version of

START, you can order the companion

disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-

free at (800) 234-7001 Our Cus-

tomer Service specialists are on duty

from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific

time. Or you can order your disk by

mail using the order form inserted

into this issue. Each disk is $10.95

plus $2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800)
234-7001

!
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ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN

$3.25/Disk!
Every one arourhundrpdi. f quality Public Dome

nnd Kharew xediski for the Atari ST ii jimt $3.25

price includes FREE
HU11T1NU ti the DA and C
nil difliu are single aided [ave age of over 250K per i k

h both color and ronno 520 nr 1040 ST»
Unit., noted W"gaC™Pa" h UtynotgoaranUed).

Join more than 1000 sati ficd ST owners who
\

ed to AccuSoft injusL the last six

month b a one! Now you too can experience

So/tuxii e Poti«r Without the Price/

CAT Catalog disk (Just S3). NEW INTERACTIVE
VERSION! HHve Tun brow»ing all our PD
disks, including many for PC Ditto and the

Magic Sac. Mention START magazine and

well include a $2 credit coupon along with

your catalog disk good toward your next order.

08 Ksmdisks and Print Spoolers (many of each).

13 DeBk Accessories #3 - Clocks, command line

interpreter, calculator, many more ...

34 ST Writer Elite 2.3 - Great word processor - has

optional GEM/mouse interface..

35 A great clone of the game Monopoly - you'll lovc

the graphics. (COI.OR).

36 Misc. Games #1 - NiKhtcrawlers (fun for 1-4),

Twixt, more... (COLOR).
3fl Wheel-of-Fortune 2.0 Game - A favorite!

Can make your own puzzleB (COLOR).
39 Spacewar 3.0 - Exciting arcade game for 2.

14 Great Chess game from Germany.

55 DGDB - "The Great German Videogame" -

excellent game (JOYSTICK/COLOR).
62 StoneaRe Deluxe - A fantastic arcade game.

Make your own games. (JOYSTICK/CO IX) R).

92 Picture Utilities #2 - Many great programs.

Convert pictures between resolutions, more...

214 Kids #3 - Several great kids programs, incl.

a Concentration game (COLOR).

223 Speech #1 -The ST will speak (read aloud) yout

own text files! And more speech examples...

237 C Compiler - Fantastic - even has source code to

compile a sample spreadsheet ...

255 Business. Visiealc Spreadsheet clone w/doc.

Also 100 business form letters.

294 DcskPac Plus - Powerful all-in-one desk

accessory: notebook, phonebook, alarm, calc,..

300 Monochrome Progri

mulat forci

301 Uniterm2.0-ThebcstSTmodemprogra
Tons of features incl. a GEM interface.

315 Twc flexible database programs, a nice

working PD spreadsheet, more ...

334 JILCAD 2D - Fully working CAD progra

Powerful. . (DRl/M EC/best in MONO)
336 AIM 2.3 - Digital Image Processor - let's

do amazing things with piclurv! (MKt.il

337 Cyberscape Animation - The BEST ST gi

and sound demo (DBL/M EG/COLOR).
359 Music Studio #6 - Many songs plus sevi

PD Music Studio song player programs.

362 Amazing digitized song! (MEG/DHL).
POl Valuable hints, tips, and programs for PC

Ditto(5T format disk).

MOfi Mac-A-Mug Demo - A Blast! Have fun m.

realistic Mug Shot*. Magic Sac MFS disk.

ral

Pay by Check or Honey Order.

U. S. fund* only. Ohio add S.5% ta

Fact FREE shipping InU.i* Cans

AccuSoft Public Domain
P.O. Box 02214

Columbus, OH 43202

Sometimes Programming with ALICE
Can be Dangerous

ALICE: The Personal Pascal makes programming so much fun it will

distract you from other things that might need your attention.

• 700 Help Screens
If that doesn't tell you that ALICE
is the only system for learning to

program, then wait until you see

ALICE'S syntax directed editor

that prompts and makes it

impossible for you to make most
errors.

• Use GEM Now
Nobody's GEM support comes
close. You can write a program
with menus or overlapping win-

dows in seconds, not hours.

"[ALICE] is ail anyone could ask for. I

would recommend [it/ to anyone who
is considering learning Pascal ... or

anyone who wishes to prototype small

applications which deal closely with

GEM." -ST Informer

"An excellent value." - Antic

ALICE
The Persona] Pascal .

Only $79.95. (Add. $20 for textbook)

Orders dial: 1-800-265-2782

• Kill Bugs Fast
Use ALICE'S Pascal interpreter

to debug interactively at the

source code level. Breakpoints,

single-step, variable tracing -

it's all there.

• Have Fun
ALICE'S interactive feedback and

super features turn programming

into the engrossing, enjoyable

task it was meant to be. And if

programming can't be fun, why
bother?

"ft is about as painless a method of

learning Pascal as can be devised short

of Hypnosis. It works!" - Computer
Shopper

"Ifyou enjoy programming languages,

this comes pretty darn close to being

as much fun as a video game."
- Computing Canada

Looking Glass Software

124 King St. N. Waterloo, ON
N2J 2X8 Phone 519/884-7473

MOVING? NAME

NEW ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Fill in coupon and mail to: I

START Subscriptions

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107 1

Place curreni address label here.



-ADVERTISERS LIST-

Be sure to mention START when contacting these advertisers—all of whom support the Atari ST Computer.

READER SERVICE NO. PAGE NO.

ACCUSOFT 063 103

ABBY'S SOFTWARE 001 ... . 89

ALPHA SYSTEMS 003 74

ALPHA TECH 002 63

ANTIC SOFTWARE 38 65

AVANT-GARDE SOFTWARE .... 006 47
COMPUTER ROOM 004 63

BRAD ROLTGEN ENT. 073 39

BRAINSTORM 007 62

CODEHEAD SOFTWARE 012 73
COMPUSERVE 009 78

COMPUTABILITY 005 . . 98,99
COMPUTER KEYES 013 62

COMPUTER REPEATS 026 95
DATA PACIFIC 008 8

DATEL COMPUTERS 034 . . . . 61

DR. T'S MUSIC SOFTWARE .... 010. .. . 32

EPYX 035 14

FUTURE MUSIC 048 68

HI TECH ADVISOR 014 90
LCD 038 10

ILIAD 016 73

INTELLIGENT MUSIC 039. . 76,96
I.S.D 011 83

FORESIGHT RESOURCES 015 43

GENIE 018 34

J &Z SOFTWARE 019. .. . 90
KEYBOARD IBC

KINETIC MICRO SYSTEM 023. . 39

LOOKING GLASS 017.
MAD SCIENTIST 044.
MARK WILLIAMS 047.
MEGAMAX 020 .

MICHTRON 030.
MICROTYME 071 .

NAVARONE 022.
NICE & SOFTWARE 031 .

OCEANIC AMERICA 024.
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS 058.
PSYGNOSIS 054.
PROCO PRODUCTS 033 .

RAINBIRD 056.
SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS. ... 042 .

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS 042.
ST PLUS 025.
START
ST EXPRESS 027.
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS 052.
SUBLOGIC 040.
SUPRA 032.
TAITO 036 .

TECHWAY 062 .

TERRIFIC CORP. 037.
THINKWARE 041 .

TIMEWORKS 028.
TRIO 029.
WEDGEWOOD 043.

. 103

62,89
. . 2

. 29

. BC

. 64

. 56

. 73

. 55

7,51

. . 5

. 58
I.F.C.

40
40
58

. 16

82

52
77

30

. 9
90

46
48

13

39

89

This list is provided as a courtesy to our advertisers. START does not guarantee accuracy or comprehensiveness.

-ADVERTISING SALES-

Address all advertising materials to:

KATE MURPHY
Advertising Production Coordinator

START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Midwest Advertising Sales Representative:

MICHAEL MOONEY
The Pattis Group
4761 West Touhy Ave.

Lincolnwood, IL 60646
(312] 679-1100

West Coast Advertising Sales Representative:

AUSTIN HOLIAN
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886

East Coast Advertising Sales Representative:

DAVID S. K ESTER
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-0886

READER SERVICE CARD IS LOCATED ON PAGE 73.
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Now What?
Now that you've started using your ST to make music . .

.

JS± -5& '

Keyboard tells you what
you really need to know.

lKIRKLAND* BROWN

JOHNNY HATES JAZZ
WIN A $28,000 STE1NWAY GRAND
nanoUCT REVIEWS: KORG P3.

AdiV MATT & MOKE

l*»m!i^M i i
'iij.a'H>fi«i l

A.i

ubscribe. VISA and MasterCard orde
i rder back -issues of Keyboard with a

I interest to ST users.

H It seems that every time you pick up a magazine
I there's an ad for some new MIDI software that will

5 transform you into the next Beethoven. Well it's time

someone separated fact from fiction.

Keyboard does just that. The most important piece

VjS( of equipment in any MIDI setup is you, and Keyboard
y*i shows you how to turn your creative potential into

1 reality. Working musicians like Pat Leonard, producer

,_ for Madonna, and T. Lavitz of the Dregs help you
_ '> tighten up your keyboard chops with lessons in music
). o< theory, technique, and improvisation. Ev"<" tr lilra

_^is Bobby Nathan, owner of Unique Recor
* and Paul Wiffin, programming consultant to Stevie

Wonder, show you how to use your ST and the latest

i MIDI software to compose, record, and orchestrate

music. Plus detailed product reviews keep you on
top of the rapid changes in music technology.

Plus you get our money back guarantee—you may end your
subscription at any time, for any reason. Just let us know and
we'll send you a prompt refund for all unmailed copies.

So cut through all the hype and get the facts about using
your ST to make music. Subscribe to Keyboard today and get 14

monthly issues for just $23.95—that's 42% off the cover price!

YES! I want to subscribe to Keyboard and learn how to use

my ST to make music. I'll save 42% off the cover price and
get 14 monthly issues for only $23.95! Send to: Keyboard,

Subscription DepL, P.O. Box 4061, Cupertino, CA
95015-4061.

Payment enclosed International Money Order sent separately

Bill me later* OR charge my VISA MasterCard

Name _

_ Phone (_

Signature _

Subscription olfer ends December 31,

1

are US S33.95. Foreign airmail subscriptions

orders payable only in US dollars by VISA.

Mlow 6-8 weeks lot delivery of lim issue.



;- brings you two more exciting

gamesfor your Atari ST!!

Leatherneck
Become the Commando Warrior, a

champion for all that is noble, en-

trenched in a game of skill and survival

as you try to rescue your captured com-

rades from the corrupt legions of the

Evil Empire. Slash and blast your way

through the jungle and into the Enemy

Command Complex. Attack alone, or

side by side with your most trusted and

intrepid comrade. There is even an adapter available that lets you attach two

more joysticks, allowing up to four Commandos to participate at the same

time. Imagine yourself and three friends as the formidable four, an elite

squad of fighters battling together for right, truth and justice. Leatherneck,

the game that allows you to experience real teamwork in defeating acommon
enemy. ( For all Atari ST Computers )

Color Only...$39.95

Tanglewood
Uncle Arthur is in another predicament

and needs your help. You have 10 days

to regain the stolen documents that (he

claims) give him sole mining rights to

an inscrutable (but potentially rich)

planet called Tanglewood. Equipped

with five computer controlled mobiles

(in various states ofdisrepair) you scour

the lush Tanglian landscape in search of

clues that will unravel the secrets of this strange planet, its people, and their

perplexing rituals. Your travels will take you (via your mobiles) from the

blurry bottom of the lakes, and the dark caverns of the mines, to the snarled

labyrinth of the tree tops. Over 700k of graphics make this a vivid journey

of challenge and discovery. ( For all Atari ST Computers )

Color Only...$39.95

For more information
on these or other programs,
ask for our latest catalog!

576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, MI 48053

(313) 334-8729 Dealer inquires welcome.
Visa and Matercard accepted.
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ST Cyber Graphics

ty

CYBER SCULPT 1 '

The Advanced
3D Modeling Tool' 1

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO(tm). The possi-

bilities have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or

dimensional topography. Variable

magnification, spline path

and spin are only a few of

the many sophisticated

options. More include:

object distortion; ver-

tex pulling; magnetic

distortion; cross-

sectional model

creation; complex

and simple extrude

with end-capping;

3D mirroring; 3D
primatives; and

2D/3D coordinate

display.

Requires: 1 Megabyte

RAM and CYBER
STUDIO
STQ255 $89.95

•

A
The Omni-color Paint Progti

SPECTRUM 512""

The New Standard in Paint Programs
by Trio Engineering

Ik *y *tjfeedtf

C^w ^hI

SPECTRUM 512 is more than Replace with Sophisticated

24,389 2D colors. And, more Color.

colors means dramatically • Colors: Select 512 Array

higher perceived resolution. Menu; Save/Load Color

But that's not all! SPECTRUM Palettes; Auto-create Color

512 contains a collection of the Range; Color Cycle Brush or

most sophisticated graphic Airbrush; Color Edit Mode;

paint tools available on any Load CYBER, DEGAS* or

microcomputer. Take a look at NeoChrome* Pictures; Pro-

just some of SPECTRUM'S grammable Slideshow.

special features: • Anti-aliasing: No Zag; Zag-
• Drawing: Freehand; Fill and Out.

New Fill; Patterns; Brush; Ad- Requires: Color monitor

justable Airbrush; Search and ST0249 $69.95
©19S6 Trio Engineering

CYBER TEXTURE
The Object Raster Master
by David Ramsden

Turn your DEGAS* or Neo-

Chrome* pictures, or CYBER
PAINTlm animations into CAD-
3D ,rn

objects with CYBER TEX-
TURE. Imagine a DEGAS picture

pasted around a CAD-3D object—

^>

with CYBER TEXTURE, you can do

it! It even includes a mobius strip!

And with CYBER CONTROL'™,
CYBER TEXTURE objects can be

animated for mind-boggling f /x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte Ram, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of Imo-resolution color Images

compatible with DEGAS or Neo-

Chrome (such as CYBER PAINT).

CYBER CONTROL is recommended

for animating objects; CYBER PAINT
is recommended for animating

surfaces.

ST0263 $49.95
3 1988 David Ramsdcr



ST Cyber Graphics

"Antic's CAD-3D 1 '" is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST* or

anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE

CYBERSTUDIO 111

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 by Tom Hudson
' CYBERMATE*" by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists, ad-

vertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your

creativity soar with the DEGAS*-
style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and
dissolves; and color cycling anima-

tion.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM (Upgrade

from CAD-3D 1.0 $60.00 phis origi-

nal disk and $5.00 shipping and han-

dling)

ST0236 $89.95
© 1986 Tom Hudson and Mark Kimball

CYBER CONTROL'1"

The CAD-3D motion control

language

by Tom Hudson

Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your
ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASIC-like pro-

grams with CYBER CONTROL 1"1

using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and
walk away—your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 $59.95 rfffifffflk

CYBER PAINTtm
2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (celulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet. Spe-

cial features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to cre-

ate professional looking anima-

tions.

Requires: I Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER

PAINT 1.0 $25.00 plus original disk)

ST0251 $79.95
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800-234-7001

Three frames of CYBER STUDIO animation without CYBER PAINT enhancement. The s

frames are shown below them, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.



Cyber Graphics Family

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-

plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From

architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring your video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and

component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

3D Fonts I
,m

by Tom Hudson o w
Requires: CAD-3D"°1.0i

ST0224
3D Fonts II

lm

by Doug Thomas e

Requires: CAD-3D1.0oi

STQ254

CYBER STUDIO""

CYBER STUDIO M

Architectural Design"11

by Barrel Anderson ©isas

Requires: CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER
STUDIO

Human Design"7

by Richard Berry %

Requires: CAD-3D1.0o
STUDIO

STQ242

\]'La

Cartoon Design 1"1

by Maurice Molyneaux and

Andy Eddy ©1987

Requires: CYBER STUDIO; CYBER
CONTROL""

:

STQ256

Video Titling Design""

by Maurice Molyneaux and

Andy Eddy 01937

;: CYBERSTUDIO; CYBER
CONTROL"" recommended; CYBER
PAINT™ for special f/x

STQ261

Future Design'"'

by Barrel Anderson oi986

Requires; CAD-3D 1.0 or CYBER STUDIO

STQ232

^THE MICROBOT DESIGN DISK""
by Barrel Anderson ©i9ss

This new addition to the ST* CYBER GRAPHICS design disk family by

Darrel Anderson, designer of the incredible FUTURE'™ and ARCHITEC-
TURAL DESIGN DISKS'" 1

, contains advanced 3D clip art robotic designs

and component parts for a variety of 3D applications. Use detailed,

surrealistic modules to create cyborgs, both humanoid and alien. Comes
complete with blueprints, models and design tips. Requires: cyber studio

STQ262

GENESIS"1

The 3D Molecular Modeler
by Scott Legrand

Create virtually any known mole-

cule using the online periodic table

of elements. Load and display

amino acids, hydrocarbons, and

sugars. Create your own mole-

cules on screen. Output molecules

as CAD-3D objects, or as DEGAS*/
NeoChrome* pictures. Or, explore

X-Ray Crystallography. Requires:

One megabyte RAM.
_rt|ti

ST0239 $79.95 »|
© 1987 Scott Legrand M»* V

CYBER VCR,m

by Tom Hudson

Now you can transfer and edit

your "CYBER GRAPHICS" crea-

tions onto video tape. CYBER
VCR, a video sequencer, quickly

produces professionally edited

video tapes suitable for display to

clients or viewing by friends and

family. Bring the power of the

most expensive high-end computer

graphics to your ST system.

Requires: One megabyte RAM;
CYBER STUDIO or CYBER PAINT;
SONY BETA VCR MODELS HF750
or HF100Q, or SONY 8mm EVC8U,
or SONY Camcorder CCD-V8 or

CCD-V8FUor CCD-V9 or CCD-
V110.

ST0257 $69.95
O 1987 Tom Hudson

Mjm
iniinrit^^i

CAD-3D,m 1.0

by Tom Hudson

All you need to create 3D computer
graphics on your ST is 512K of

RAMandCAD-3D1.0. It's the

original, basic animation system

and is 520ST compatible.

ST0214 $29.95



Cyber Graphics Gallery

All products in our Cyber Graphics

Gallery (which have the letters "PD" in

the product code) are public domain
and may be distributed freely. Disks

are $12.00 each; the CYBERMATION
VIDEOTAPE* is $24.95.

All disks are self-running, with the

exception of the three CAD-3Dlm COL-
LECTION disks, which require CYBER
STUDIO 1 "1 or CAD-3D 1.0. Please note

the special requirements for each

product before ordering:

SS = single aided disk DS = double sided disk

C = color M = mono or color

1 = 1 megabyte RAM .5 = 1/2 megabyte RAM

CYBERMATION VIDEOTAPE
The definitive "CYBER" display tool in

both VHS and 8mm formats ($24.95) © 1987

Martin Dogdoroff, Mark Pennel, Mark AlmOnVHS0002

MAPS AND $^p
LEGENDS tm 3.0

See the world on a disk!

by Harry Koons and David Chenette

MAPS AND LEGENDS accurately

plots Earth land masses on your

Atari screen using one of eleven

available map perspectives. Float

over any spot on Earth, from any

altitude. Or if you
wish, in stere-

oscopic depth.

This is a fascinat-

ing and educa-

tional program!

Features include a

custom overlay

function to design

your own maps, or use the DATA-
MAPS disks; load pre-designed

overlays; or save multiple map
views. (Disk upgrade $15.00)

You'll need StereoTek glasses*

for stereoscopic effects.

ST0202 $34.95
C 1987 Harry Koons and David ChencttL-

CAD-3D COLLECTION I

Tom Hudson's original collection of CAD-
3D objects (SS, M, .5) PD9085

CAD-3D COLLECTION II

More complex CAD-3D objects (SS, M, .5)

PD9101

CAD-3D COLLECTION III

The very latest complex CAD-3D objects

(SS,M,.5) PD9103

CYBERSCAPE
Darrel Anderson's tour de force CYBER
animation (DS,C,1) © 1986 Darrel

Anderson SB 01 04

CYBER DEMOS I

A demonstration of CYBER CONTROL '"'s

capabilities (DS,C,1) PD9104

CYBER DEMOS II

Features texture mapping and advanced
CYBER PAINT"' techniques (DS,C,1)

PD9105

CYBER DEMOS III

Real-time sequences and many more
CYBER animations (DS,C,1) PD9106

SPECTRUM 512 DIGIPIX
The best of beautiful digitized Spectrumtm
pictures (SS,C,.5) PD9107

ST Mapping

datamaps v*
Boundaries of the World
Create national political bounda-

ries with overlay files, or access

historical maps with this original

DATAMAPS collection,

Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS
2.0, or greater

ST0227 $24.95

DATAMAPS II
tm

Rivers and Highways
by David Murray

New DATAMAPS files

create the world's rivers,

the great highways, and
spectacular man-made at-

tractions such as the Great Wall of

China, the Alaskan Pipeline, the

Trans Siberian Railroad, and the

Orient Express.

Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS
2.0, or greater

ST0258 $24.95

SPECTRUM SLIDE SHOW
The original slide show disk (SS,C,.5)

PD9100

SPECTRUM PORTFOLIO
A Darrel Anderson and Richard Berry
collaboration of Spectrum's fine art capa-
bilities (SS,C,.5) © 1986 Darrel Anderson
and Richard Berry SB9108

HOLO CONTEST I

Dann Parks demonstrates realistic object

dynamics with a simple, six-line CYBER
CONTROL routine (DS,C,1) PD9109

HOLO CONTEST II

Create moving star fields for CYBER
CONTROL with Paul Dana and Robert
Mills' desk accessory (DS,C,1) PD9120

HOLO CONTEST III

Dan Reifsnyder's topographical contour-

mapping program plus animation (DS,C,1)

PD9121

For a complete list of Atari ST* PUBLIC
DOMAIN products, call our toll free

customer service line: (800) 234-7001

24 hours a day!
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THE NAVIGATORS 2.0

The professional, automated

flight planner—a two disk

set

by Scott D. Stephenson

Whether you are a private pilot,

navigator, commercial operator,

amateur, arm chair flyer, or

student, THE NAVIGATOR 2.0

will enable you to create accurate,

detailed flight plans.

(Upgrade to version 2.0 only

$15.00, including original disk)

ST0245 $49.95



ST Finance & Productivity

PHASARtm 3.0

The Intelligent Financial

Management System.

by Marksman Technology

PHASAR, the friendly, GEM-
based single-entry accounting

system, is designed to manage all

your financial affairs conveniently.

PHASAR utilizes interactive

accounts to track and provide you

with a comprehensive record of

your income and expenses. Here

are just some of the many features

PHASAR offers:

• Relational design integrates

financial data

• Artificial intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes

typing

• 130 expense/income categories

• Up to 500 transactions per

month
• Custom check printing

• Instant help messages
• Split-category transactions

• Automatic transfers between

accounts

• Transaction macros for repeti-

tive entries

• Easy budget set-up and mainte-

nance

• Loan/savings plans analysis

• Outstanding transactions

display for any account

• Designs individual tax forms

• Clearly formatted printed

reports

Categories sorted in any order

• Stores up to 250 names, ad-

dresses and phone numbers
• Display calendar with high-

lighted special occasions

"Programs like this are making

the promise of the personal computer

revolution a reality." —Richard S.

Lee, Photographer, Charleston, WV

ST0237 $89.95
:<'.' 19>i(> Tom Marks

MACRO MOUSE*11

The Mouse Recorder

by Charles Johnson

MACRO MOUSE automatically

records every move your mouse
makes. A special "freeze" feature

allows you to insert instructional

text at any point for demos. Even

load DEGAS fonts for customized

displays. MACRO MOUSE also

includes two bonus utility pro-

grams: ALTHELP, a collection of

handy utilities instantly available

from any program and; START
SELECTOR, an improved replace-

ment for the GEM file selector.

Eliminate repetitive mouse move-

ments on the Atari ST forever!

STO260 $34.95
©1987 Charles Johnson

BASE TWOtm

The next step in databases!

by Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

Until now, ST databases have

either been too complex or too

simple. None have had the ease or

flexibility of BASE TWO. Entirely

GEM-based, BASE TWO is an

intuitive, yet powerful database

featuring an adaptable report

generator plus many other features

that add up to simply the best

database application for your ST
dollar.

ST0246 $59.95
© 1986 Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

ST Telecommunications

wm
The multitasking file

transfer answer
by Double Click Software

This multitasking file transfer pro-

gram works independently or with

any telecommunications applica-

tion. Now the Atari ST* can do
what could never be done before

—

multitasking. SHADOW transfers

files in the background while using

any other program. Imagine,

change resolutions, switch moni-

tors, or press system reset—trans-

fers will never be interrupted. No
more waiting for file transfers!

Among SHADOW 's features

are a built-in desk accessory for

easy access to a background auto-

dialer, and a VT52 terminal for

standalone operation. For pro-

grammers, sample source codes

and access information on

Sf 1ADOW 's routines are included.

And, FLASH owners, remember

our special offer! Buy SHADOW
and find a patch program to up-

date your FLASH to the 1.6 ver-

sion. ST0259 $29.95
1W "'ouhlu Click So;r.-.\ir

'FLASH is my #2 choice on the

Atari ST."
—Ron Luks, Founder of

CompuServe's SIG* Atari and
Atari Developers' Forum.

FLASHtm 1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!

by Joe Chiazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and

make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-
mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

FLASH COMMAND CARDS
TH9025 $7.95



ST Entertainment

star a
Action Adventure

in Deep Space

by Steve Crow and Bubble Bus

Test your knowledge of Einsteinian

Physics to repair the very fabric of

our universe! Your mission:

replace the nine core elements in

the rogue planet before the entire

cosmos is destroyed. But wait, it's

not gonna be that easy. . . .

If the bugs don't kill you, the

quake sure will. This is a new
planet, and BIG! Fresh from that

black hole. It's unstable and ready
to blow! To make matters worse,

you don't know where the planet's

core is located, or what the nine

elements are. And there's these

things floating around that suck the

energy right out of you when they

pass by, not to mention those

whirly-slicer doobads with blades,

and weird artifacts everywhere.

You could get stuck wandering

around the alien-infested caverns

for years without finding your way

out, if you should live that long

(but you won't).

Features include:

• Fast action arcade-style play
• 500 action-packed screens

• 30 on-screen colors

• Save scores to disk

• Four different musical scores

available

• Beautiful animations

Requires: Color system and joystick

STO403 $29.95

3D BREAK-THRUtm

Point-of-View Handball
by Shelbourne Software

This is the latest, real-time dimen-

sional challenge for the optically

adventurous. Don't get trapped in

another ghostly corridor of this

haunted three-dimensional laby-

rinth. Enhanced by rich graphics,

stereoscopic depth illusion works

beautifully in 3D BREAK-THRU.
To view in 3D, use Stereotek

Glasses*. Requires: Color monitor

ST0253 $39.95
crcRffltt

ALL ABOARD! 1"

The Microgauge Trainset

by Bay Cities Software

ALL ABOARD! is a wonderful

computer toy for the young-

ster in all of us. It's endless

hours of fun for people of

all ages, from the adult train

enthusiasts to the very

young. ALL ABOARD! is a

toy touring train set, just

like the one Dad snuck
home one Christmas and hid

on the closet shelf. . . . Just

like the one he spent all morning

and most of the afternoon settinj

up and playing with, while you

stood there itching to get your

hands on it! Well here's your

chance, 80's style!

ALL ABOARD! comes with

several pre-designed track layouts,

plus trains and detailed scenery for

all seasons. It's completely self-

contained, or create your own
miniature railroad, because ALL
ABOARD! comes with its own
editor. Use ALL ABOARD! with

any DEGAS* or NeoChrome*

compatible paint program to create

custom cars and scenery. Requires:

Color monitor

STO402 $24.95
e 1988 Bay Ottes Software

Cyber Sculpt, Cyber Texture. CAD-3D, Cyber Paint Cyber
Shidb, CvH.t Control, Cybermate. Lybi-r VCR, Microbot
[>ij sii:n Disk. ! u'.-.'ri- Di>-.i,;]i ::>i~k. ! lum.an i.V-.ii:r- I

>;•!..

Architectural Design Disk. Video Tilling Design Disk,

CaTtoOIl Design Disk, Genesis, 3D Fonts 1, 3D Fonts II, All

Aboard!, 3D Break-Thru, Spectrum 512, Flash, Shadow,
Maps and Legends, I

latamaps.Tht' \\i visitor, Phasar,

Base Two, Macro Mouw, Terrih.: Sett ware, Antic Software

and Antic are trademarks nf An lie Publishing, Inc.

•DEGAS is a trademark of Electronic Arts; NeoChrome
and Atari .ST arc trademarks nf Atari Curw; "Stereotek

Glasses is a trademark nl Tekt rentes. Inc.



ORDERING INFORMATION

Mail Orders

To order by mail, complete order form and

return, with payment to The Catalog, 544

Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Phone Orders

MasterCard or Visa cardholders, phone in,

using our toll-free number, (800) 234-7001

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA

Payment must accompany all mail orders.

Include shipping and handling charges with

your payment. California residents add

6.5% sales tax to merchandise total. U.S.

currency only.

Minimum order: $20 U.S., $40 Foreign,

plus shipping and handling charges

We fill orders of $20 or more. We ship

domestic, Canadian and Mexican orders

via first class mail. Foreign orders are

shipped via air mail. For prompt delivery,

be sure to include the correct shipping and

handling charges with your order.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN*

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

150.01-over 12.00 35.00

'Please remit with MasterCard or VISA number or check or

money order in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Wire

transfers will not be accepted.

For Questions or

Customer Service

Call (415) 957-0886

Technical Support:

8AM-12PMPST

Customer Service:

8AM-4PM PST

t ORDER

a
T \ ' F
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E
E

800-234-7001

ORDER FORM - Please read all ordering information before filling out this form. CA9S

Allow 3 to 4 weeks tor delivery.

City Zip Code

Phone Nu

Quantity

mber

Item Number Description Pnce Each Total

Prices and availably subject to change without notice, Subtotal of all items ordered

Method of Payment California residents add 6.5% sales tax

Check/Money Order Shipping and handling charges

MasterCard
(See schedule above)

VISA
T0TAL

1

>r MasterCard or VISA

Credit Card No. -

Expiration Date-

Name

Signature

MasterCard, VISA orders only

All 50 States, 24 Hours a Day

CUSTOMER SERVICE INFORMATION
Our customer service team is here to serve you!

For technical support, product information, upgrade policies, or order inquiries, just call (41 5)

957-0886. Customer Service hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Pacific Time.

Technical support hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m., Pacific Time.

Antic 01 Software

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Bulk Rate

U.S. Postage Paid

Antic Publishing, Inc.


